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An important application in sonar research is change detection, which is reliant on ac-
curate alignment of repeat-pass images. Although less accurate than correlation-based
methods, feature-based methods are gaining popularity in radar and sonar imaging due
to their relative computational efficiency. This thesis explores the feasibility of image
registration of speckled imagery using feature matching.
As a proof of concept, a feature-based registration method is proposed for synthetic
aperture sonar (SAS) based on an ideal sonar track. The registration pipeline uses
the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and RANSAC estimation, a popular
combination in computer vision. Using a novel track registration approach, feature
correspondences are used to estimate a set of track registration parameters from which
an image registration can be computed. This method produced an accurate alignment
to within 0.03 pixels for a simulated repeat-pass scene with a 0.2 m baseline.
Desirable aspects of feature matching performance include a sufficient density of
detected features, a high ratio of inlier matches, and accurate feature localisation. Since
the performance of feature matching is known to be situational, simulated data was
used to produce a large number of images from which general trends could be observed.
The effect of sinc-interpolated sub-pixel shifts on feature matching performance was
measured, with non-oversampled speckle images yielding an inlier ratio of less than 1 %
in the worst case. Features were significantly more robust for oversampled images, with
the expected worst-case inlier ratio being around 45 % for two-times oversampled images
and around 77 % for four-times oversampled images. Overall, oversampled images were
shown to provide better feature repeatability, increased density of features, and lower
correspondence localisation errors compared to images without oversampling.
SIFT and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) were evaluated for performance in
relation to speckle decorrelation and scene content. Feature matching was shown to be
problematic for bland scenes with coherence below 0.9. Feature matching on non-bland
scenes yielded more features, increased feature repeatability, and improved localisation
accuracy. A model is proposed to capture the trend between feature repeatability and
scene coherence for any given feature matching pipeline. Although the feasibility of fea-
ture matching in a given scenario cannot easily be predicted, a low number of matches
and moderate localisation errors are both likely to have unfavourable implications on
success and/or registration accuracy.
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Preface
This research began with the simple idea of demonstrating whether image registration
based on feature matching could produce accurate results while significantly reducing
processing time compared to correlation-based approaches. While results with a high
quality simulated SAS dataset appeared to indicate feasibility, there were many ques-
tions left unanswered regarding reliability, repeatability, simplifying assumptions, and
conditions for success. Our attempts to acquire more high quality SAS imagery (both
simulated and real) were ultimately unfruitful, and thus we were unable to demonstrate
our proposed feature-based track registration approach more convincingly.
However, from the results obtained, we glimpsed the element of unpredictability
of the performance of feature matching, which could not be assessed or characterised
without a large number of independent trials. By no coincidence, there were notable
gaps in the literature concerning such measurements that are surely of some conse-
quence, whether with sonar, radar, or optical image registration. The gap, the lack of
statistics and predicted performance of feature matching, is due to the lack of ground-
truth data in real applications. Our research turned towards addressing this topic and
finding answers by means of generating random data sets with known ground truth.
Although the assumptions made have been fairly idealistic, it is quite natural to first
identify ideal performance bounds before extrapolating to more practical conditions
that are highly dependent on each unique scenario.
Ultimately, this thesis encapsulates the earliest work (to our knowledge) that fo-
cuses primarily on feature-based registration of SAS imagery and the behavior of feature
matching on speckled imagery in general.
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Change detection is an important application in sonar research, with ongoing develop-
ments leading towards automatic capabilities such as detection of buried mines from
images obtained via periodic surveys of the seafloor. The most powerful form of change
detection is image-based coherent change detection, which can reveal subtle and even
visually imperceptible differences in a scene over time. However, the feasibility of such
methods is completely reliant on accurate alignment of the repeat-pass images. Syn-
thetic aperture sonar images are prone to distortion and artefacts due to imperfect
navigation and other practical limitations, such that achieving artefact-free images and
aligning them perfectly remains an ambituous endeavour in general. This thesis ex-
plores the topic of registering speckled images such as sonar and radar imagery from a
computer vision approach using local image features. While feature-based methods are
widely used for image registration of optical images, these techniques are yet to gain
popularity with speckled imagery, especially in sonar, where its capabilities and per-
formance implications are unclear. Although feature-based methods are known to be
inferior in alignment accuracy compared to traditional correlation-based methods, they
potentially offer greatly reduced computation times; clarification of the performance
implications could lead to the development of hybrid algorithms or use in real-time
applications.
This introductory chapter provides an overview of sonar, beginning with a brief
history of echo detection and sonar in Sections 1.1 and 1.2. Section 1.3 explains the
basic workings of a conventional side-scan sonar system. Section 1.4 describes how
synthetic aperture processing can be used to achieve a higher resolution than with
conventional sonar. Section 1.5 defines the concepts of range resolution and pulse com-
pression, and the significance of sampling constraints in relation to aliasing is described
in Section 1.6. Sections 1.7 and 1.8 discuss the formation of synthetic aperture sonar
images and the need for motion compensation to improve image quality. The impor-
tance of change detection and image registration is explained in Section 1.9. An outline
of the remainder of the thesis is given in Section 1.10. Finally, publications submitted
as a part of this thesis work are listed in Section 1.11.
2 Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Echo detection
Much of the earth consists of aquatic environments, with around 70% of the surface
being covered in water [Chang 2006]. Current knowledge and understanding of what
takes place below the surface remains fairly limited. One assertion is that more is
known about the moon than the deep sea, with over 80% of the ocean floor yet to been
mapped using sonar. The most accurate global mapping of the ocean seafloor has a
resolution of around 5 km; this was performed using radar to accurately measure the
sea surface and infer the topography of the ocean floor [Sandwell et al. 2014]. Other
imaging options are limited. Light attenuation in seawater is significant, where common
visibilities range from tens of metres to less than a metre in turbid environments (typical
of harbours) [Byrne et al. 2017]. With optical imaging being problematic, the remaining
feasible option for high resolution charting of underwater scenes is sonar imaging. This
is possible due to the relatively low attenuation of acoustic signals (sound) in water,
especially with low frequency signals (below 1 kHz).
Echo detection is the use of sound to detect and locate objects. It has been known
since Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E.) that sound can be heard in water as well as air. There
is also some evidence of Phoenician fisherman (circa 500 B.C.E.) using echoes of ringing
bells and other objects to detect nearby headlands [Kaharl 1999]. In 1490, Leonardo
da Vinci described the use of a tube inserted in the water to detect noises from other
ships [Fahy and Walker 1998].
Echolocation (a form of active sonar) is where an animal emits sounds into the
environment, identifying objects and sensing distances based on the echoes they hear
for the purposes of navigation and foraging/hunting. Echolocating animals use the
differences in echoes heard from both ears, namely loudness and time delay, to perceive
distance and direction. Examples of animals that use echolocation include microbats,
toothed whales (such as dolphins, porpoises, and killer whales), shrews, and swiftlets.
There are also reports of blind humans using sound to locate objects dating back as
early as 1749 [Kolarik et al. 2014].
The first patent for an underwater device for echo-ranging was filed shortly after
the sinking of the Titanic in 1911 [Urick 1975]. Further research in echo detection was
driven by the need to detect enemy submarines during World War I, and led to the
development of a wide range of techniques such as steerable hydrophone arrays.
1.2 Sonar
The acronyms SONAR (SOund Navigation And Ranging) and RADAR (RAdio De-
tection and Ranging) came into use during World War II, during which many new
systems were developed including detection of naval mines using sonar and both active
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and passive acoustic homing torpedoes [Urick 1975]. Post World War II, sonar came
into use for civilian applications such as seafloor imaging and fish finding [Tucker 1966].
Active sonar systems typically use a projector to generate sound waves, where
each distinct pulse of sound is called a ping. One or more hydrophones are used to
measure the incoming reflections from these pings. The strength of an echo coming off
a point in the scene depends on the texture and size/shape of the surface, the incoming
angle, and the distance. Different sediments have different densities and reflectances.
Specular reflections from mirror-like surfaces are strong only at specific viewing angles,
whereas points and corners of objects scatter over a wide range of angles. Occluded
regions (corresponding to shadows) have weak responses.
Seafloor imaging using side-scan sonar is now used for both military and civilian
applications such as mine detection, shipwreck hunting, and pipe surveying. With
side-scan geometry, the sound waves are propagated perpendicular to the direction of
travel of the vessel. Sonar systems may be mounted on the vessel (typically a ship or
submarine) or towed behind it (especially for shallow waters). This thesis focuses on
the context of synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) imagery collected from side-scan sonar,
however, many of the observations and findings relate to speckled imagery in general,
including other sonar imaging modes, radar, and medical ultrasonography.
1.3 Conventional side-scan sonar
Conventional side-scan sonar (or narrow-beam sonar) operates by transmitting a narrow
beam of acoustic energy to “illuminate” the seafloor scene. The echo returns are
recorded for each individual pulse, with each sample corresponding to one strip of
the sonar image being formed (see Figure 1.1). The travel path of the sonar is called
the sonar track. The along-track direction is in the direction of travel (parallel to
the y-axis), and the across-track direction is in the perpendicular horizontal direction
(parallel to the x-axis). The range or slant range refers to the distance from the sonar
to a point target, which is related to the across-track distance and the sonar altitude by
the Pythagorean theorem. Narrower acoustic beams give better along-track resolution,
as the along-track resolution is proportional to the beamwidth. The relationship can





where r is the range of the target, λ is the wavelength of the transmitted beam, and D
is the along-track width of the projector/hydrophone aperture. The along-track reso-
lution is range-dependent; resolution is poorer for targets in the scene that are further
away. The resolution can be improved by increasing the frequency of the acoustic waves
(with the trade-off of increased signal attenuation at higher frequencies) or by using
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longer apertures (subject to cost/manufacturing limitations).
High-resolution conventional side-scan systems use high frequencies but typically
operate at short ranges due to signal attenuation. Narrow-beam sonar can be suscep-
tible to parts of a scene being missed completely due to minor path variations. This
problem, as well as different frequencies being capable of distinguishing different details,
has led to the development of dual-frequency sonars such as described in [Sammelmann
et al. 1997].
Figure 1.1: Imaging geometry of a conventional side-scan sonar, where each narrow-
beam ping illuminates a strip of the seafloor.
Reprinted, with permission, from [Bonnett 2017].
1.4 Synthetic aperture sonar
Whereas conventional sonar uses a narrow acoustic beam, synthetic aperture sonar
(SAS) uses a wide beam and combines the echoes from multiple pings using coherent
processing to obtain a high resolution image. This method of processing effectively cre-
ates a synthetic (as opposed to real) aperture that is longer than the physical aperture
of the transmitter, achieving a range-independent along-track resolution by varying the
synthetic aperture length with range. For a SAS system, the along-track resolution is






where L is the length of the synthetic aperture. A target that is further away is
illuminated by more pings; thus, the effective aperture is proportional to the range of





Note that D is the width of either the projector or hydrophone aperture, whichever is





A shorter physical aperture corresponds to a wider beam and a longer synthetic aper-
ture, improving the along-track resolution. The resolution is also independent of fre-
quency, allowing low-frequency systems to also generate high-resolution images. Al-
though capable of attaining ten times the resolution of conventional sonar [Gendron
et al. 2009][Sternlicht and Pesaturo 2004][Wille 2005], SAS does have some notable
disadvantages. Echoes must have phase coherency for the length of the synthetic aper-
ture, otherwise the resulting SAS image is severely degraded. Echo coherency implies
adequate sampling as well as strict motion requirements that cannot always be guar-
anteed. SAS also requires heavy computation, with images being more complex to
process, making it challenging to use for real-time applications.
Synthetic aperture imaging in sonar and radar has two modes: spotlight and
stripmap. In spotlight mode, the beam is steered towards a small target area as the
sonar system passes, whereas in stripmap mode the beam is always perpendicular to the
direction of travel and does not change. SAS systems almost exclusively use stripmap
imaging due to the navigational requirements for spotlight imaging (which are easily
met for satellite SAR systems).
1.5 Range resolution and pulse compression
The range resolution is the minimum spacing between point targets, in terms of range,
such that the two targets can be distinguished rather than detected as a single larger
target. The range resolution of an echo detection system is proportional to the duration
of the sound pulse used, and thus a shorter pulse achieves better range resolution.
However, shorter pulses require more instantaneous power to generate enough energy,
otherwise the system suffers from a low signal to noise ratio (SNR). Furthermore, there
is a inherent limit on the amplitude that can be generated in water due to non-linear
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effects such as cavitation [Urick 1975].
Pulse compression is a technique that allows good range resolution to be achieved
while using longer pulses. The transmitted pulse uses a wide-band signal and the
echo is correlated with the signal (or equivalently, match filtering is performed). The
autocorrelation of a signal with bandwidth B has a time duration inversely proportional





Therefore, transmitting a longer pulse-compressed signal allows more energy to be
transmitted (which increases the system SNR) while improving the range resolution.
A common signal in sonar and radar used with pulse compression is the linear chirp,
which is a sinusoidal wave with instantaneous frequency varying linearly with time.
The factor of increase in system SNR is proportional to the product of duration and
bandwidth of the chirp [Cook and Bernfeld 1967].
1.6 Sampling constraints
A synthetic aperture is a spatially sampled array and should be sampled at above the
Nyquist rate, otherwise false targets appear in the reconstructed image due to aliasing.





where v is the speed of the sonar and fp is the temporal ping rate.




would be adequate—and this is a canonical sampling constraint in the literature [Dou-
glas and Lee 1992][Tomiyasu 1978]. However, a rectangular aperture has an infinite
spatial frequency extent, and thus aliasing is unavoidable. Furthermore, D/2 sampling
has been shown to result in aliasing [Rolt and Schmidt 1992] even within the main lobe
of the beam pattern. (The reader is referred to [Hawkins 1996] for a background on
array theory.) D/4 sampling has been proposed as a more faithful sampling constraint,
limiting aliasing to the side lobes of the beam pattern [Hawkins 1996].
The sampling rate imposes limitations on the sonar travel speed in combination
with the ping rate. A slow speed is undesirable due to greater susceptibility to the
effects of inevitable path deviations, and thus SAS systems usually use an array of
hydrophones with along-track spacing between them [Douglas and Lee 1993]. With
multiple receivers arranged this way, the sampling constraint is relaxed by a factor of
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N , the number of receivers. This comes at the cost of increased complexity in synthetic
aperture reconstruction [Callow 2003].
1.7 Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction is the process of forming the synthetic aperture to produce an
output image using the collected SAS data. Unlike conventional sonar, which is non-
coherent and produces images with real values, synthetic aperture processing is coher-
ent, i.e., it retains the phase information of echoes to form complex images. There
are multiple algorithms for SAS image reconstruction, including time-domain corre-
lation [Nielsen 1991], backprojection, and the wavenumber algorithm. The reader is
referred to [da Silva 2009] or [Callow 2003] for a more detailed background on recon-
struction algorithms.
Backprojection is used in medical imaging to perform synthetic aperture recon-
struction on computed tomography (CT) data and is also used for SAR and SAS
image reconstruction. The algorithm works by back-projecting the echoes for each ping
onto a spherical arc for all the contributing points in the image for a given echo. This is
performed for every ping, and the accumulated result is the reconstructed image. The
backprojection algorithm is faster than correlation and also offers the option of recon-
structing data from an arbitrary track, which is not possible when using wavenumber
reconstruction.
The resolution of a sonar system is the smallest target that the sonar can clearly
resolve and is characterised by the along-track resolution and the across-track resolution
(closely related to the range resolution). This minimum target area is called a resolution
cell. The system resolution is dependent on the physical properties and specification of
the sonar system, as well as the operating environment. In sonar, it is typical to have
the image resolution match the system resolution such that each pixel corresponds to
a resolution cell.
1.8 Motion compensation
Retaining phase coherency over the length of a synthetic aperture imposes a strict
theoretical positioning accuracy along an ideal sonar path that is virtually impossible to
achieve with free-towed systems and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs); even the
most accurate rail-based systems operating under benign conditions do not necessarily
achieve diffraction-limited images. Navigation errors are unpreventable due to the
uncontrollable nature of the ocean environment and can cause severe degradation in
image quality, including artefacts such as blurring and distortion. Of the six types
of motion deviations from an ideal sonar path Figure 1.2, along-track motion (sway)
and yaw (in the case of multiple-receiver systems) are the most problematic forms
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Figure 1.2: The six degrees of motion of a sonar system.
of drift, although the key point is the combined effect of the six types of motion on
slant-range deviations. Corruption in reconstructed images due to undesired motion
can be addressed to some extent by performing motion compensation, which requires
navigation estimates of the actual path travelled.
A SAS system is typically equipped with an inertial navigation system (consisting
of accelerometers and gyroscopes augmented with magnetometers, and Doppler velocity
logs, etc.) used to estimate the position and orientation of the sonar. The sonar path
can thus be taken into account when reconstructing the SAS image, reducing artefacts.
Alternatively, the echo data itself can be used to estimate and correct the sonar motion
using micronavigation and autofocus algorithms [Callow 2003]. It is also practical to
use a combination of the data from both hardware-based estimates and data-driven
estimates for further improvement.
1.9 Change detection and image registration
In repeat-pass sonar, the same scene is imaged two or more times, usually with the
sonar path kept as similar as possible in both runs. A significant proportion of ongoing
SAS research is focused towards repeat-pass applications such as change detection,
where the purpose is to identify changes in the same scene between runs. Automatic
change detection is of particular interest for mine hunting [Fandos 2012][Leier 2014], as
well as other applications such as hydrography, ocean science, oil and gas exploration,
and surveying of shipwrecks and underwater pipes [Griffiths et al. 1997][Dillon 2013].
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It is an ongoing challenge to acquire high resolution SAS images with minimal
artefacts due to the issues associated with navigation, and so the problem of detecting
differences between these imperfect images is a more problematic and involved pro-
cess. The first step of change detection is to register the repeat-pass images. Change
detection is reliant on the images being aligned to a high accuracy, such that the ad-
vancement of change detection for practical applications is primarily contingent on
improvements to image formation and image registration techniques. This thesis is
dedicated to the topic of image registration using feature algorithms from the field
of computer vision; the application of these techniques to sonar is a relatively recent
endeavour with the supposed merit of faster estimation, though many aspects of the
feasibility of feature-based registration are yet to be clarified.
1.10 Thesis outline and assumed knowledge
The main chapters that present novel contributions and findings are Chapters 5–7, for
which the relevant background knowledge is established in Chapters 2–4.
Chapter 2 describes the phenomenon of speckle noise that affects sonar images, in-
cluding models of speckle, measures of speckle (speckle contrast, coherence, and
spatial coherence), the statistics of coherence, and sources of decorrelation.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to local image features and the feature matching
pipeline commonly used to perform registration in computer vision applications.
This covers several concepts including feature detection, feature description, feature
matching, the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) and SURF (Speeded Up
Robust Features) feature detectors/descriptors, robust estimation using Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC), and performance metrics.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the problem of sonar image registration, including
area-based methods and feature-based methods. A summary of related topics and
a brief literature review of existing work is also given.
Chapter 5 presents a proof-of-concept feature-based pipeline for image registration
via track registration, demonstrating the results for a repeat-pass simulated SAS
scene.
Chapter 6 considers the effects of sinc-interpolated sub-pixel shifts and oversampling
factor on the feature matching performance of SIFT based on randomly generated
bland speckle images, highlighting the implications of these results.
Chapter 7 examines the relationship between feature matching performance and the
coherence between an image pair using randomly generated correlated image pairs.
A statistical model is proposed for the number of feature matches at a given coher-
ence, and it is shown to accurately describe the performance of SIFT and SURF
for both bland scenes and artifical ripple scenes.
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Chapter 8 summarises the findings from this work and provides recommendations for
future work.
The reader is presumed to have some level of familiarity with statistics and signal
and image processing concepts. A prior background in sonar imaging and the use of
features in computer vision is advantageous for contextual understanding but is not
strictly necessary.
1.11 Publications
Material from Chapter 5 is based on work featured in the following publications:
Wang, V. and Hayes, M. P. (2014). Image registration of simulated synthetic
aperture sonar images using SIFT. In Image and Vision Computing New
Zealand, pages 31–36. ACM.
Wang, V. and Hayes, M. P. (2017b). Synthetic aperture sonar track regis-
tration using SIFT image correspondences. IEEE Journal of Oceanic En-
gineering, 42(4):901–913.
The material in Chapter 6 was presented in:
Wang, V. and Hayes, M. (2017a). SIFT localisation accuracy on interpo-
lated speckle images. In Image and Vision Computing New Zealand. IEEE.
Chapter 7 is based on the work from:
Wang, V. and Hayes, M. P. (2016b). Analysis of feature matching perfor-
mance on correlated speckle image pairs. In OCEANS. MTS/IEEE.
Wang, V. and Hayes, M. (2016a). Modelling of feature matching perfor-




Coherent imaging systems such as sonar, radar, laser, and ultrasound exhibit speckle
noise [Dainty 1984], which is an aspect-dependent random-like deterministic interfer-
ence backscattering pattern resulting from the coherent summation of echoes from
multiple independent scatterers in the scene [Goodman 1976]. ([Hunter 2006] provides
a primer on the physics of acoustic wave propagation and acoustic scattering models.)
Speckle noise has a granular appearance due to its multiplicative nature, which cor-
rupts image quality by reducing contrast resolution, and poses a significant obstacle for
reliable image interpretation by both humans and computers. Although speckle pat-
terns have a random appearance, speckle is deterministic such that the same imaging
system operating from the exact same location or path will observe the same speckle
pattern. When an unchanged scene is imaged with slightly different positioning, the
resulting speckle pattern is similar but differs according to the difference in positioning
[Li and Goldstein 1990]. When the scene changes, the observed speckle pattern also
changes.
The properties of speckle are relevant for several reasons. Images can be improved
for interpretation purposes using despeckling filters [Lee et al. 1994] designed to reduce
speckle while retaining details not caused by speckle [Lopes et al. 1993][Yu and Acton
2002]. Parts of a scene can be analysed according to the expected distribution of
speckle statistics for different textures and surfaces. Multiple images of the same scene
with similar speckle patterns can be combined to form a more accurate image where
the variance of the speckle noise is reduced, as in multi-look processing [Huang and
van Genderen 1997]. Although speckle noise is generally considered as a problem to
overcome or minimise, the information from a speckle pattern can be useful in some
applications. For example, a dynamic speckle pattern can be used to measure the
temporal activity of an illuminated material, such as to monitor the drying of paint
using laser speckle [Faccia et al. 2009].
In repeat-pass sonar, the same scene is imaged two or more times, usually with
the sonar path kept as similar as possible across runs. The main repeat-pass sonar
application is change detection, where the purpose is to identify changes in the scene
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between two runs. The similarity between repeat-pass images is dependent on a num-
ber of factors, of which variations in the observed speckle patterns are one source
of measured differences. The canonical measure of similarity between SAS images is
coherence, which estimates the correlation (also a statistical measure) between the im-
ages. Decorrelation refers to decreased coherence (or correlation) between two sonar
runs (or a pair of transducers) due to one or more of the categorical sources of change.
This chapter provides an overview of the background theory of speckle and decor-
relation for a SAS system. Section 2.1 describes common statistical models of speckle
noise. Section 2.2 establishes definitions of correlation and coherence in the context
of random processes and explains their significance in signal processing. Section 2.3
describes how measures of speckle such as speckle contrast can be used to distinguish
regions of a speckle image according to content. Section 2.4 briefly describes multi-
look processing, which can be used to reduce speckle noise. Section 2.5 introduces the
statistics of coherence, providing context for the estimation of coherence. Section 2.6
presents the model of coherence factors for a SAS system, which includes five sources
of decorrelation: decorrelation due to acoustic noise, a loss of coherence due to a foot-
print shift, baseline decorrelation, decorrelation due to processing noise, and temporal
decorrelation.
2.1 Models of speckle
Although speckle is deterministic, it is implausible to model or predict exactly due to
incomplete information about the scene elements and the reflective properties of the
imaged surfaces at a sub-wavelength scale [Kuttikkad and Chellappa 2000]. Thus, it is
useful to use statistical descriptions of speckle. A common model for speckle is known
as fully developed speckle; it is common due to its simplicity and is accurate under a
set of ideal conditions [Goodman 1975]:
• The resolution size of the sonar image is large with respect to the wavelength of
the system such that there are a large number of scatterers within each resolution
cell that contribute to the measured signal.
• The scatterers within a resolution cell are independent.
• No scatterer within the resolution cell is so reflective that it dominates the overall
echo response.
• The phase of each scatterer is random and uniformly distributed over [0, 2π).
When these conditions are met, speckle can be modelled by a random walk in
the complex plane where each step is the echo response from a single scatterer within
the given resolution cell, the resulting variable being the sum over all the individual
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scatterers. The speckle value can be represented as the sum of a real component and
an imaginary component using two real random variables X and Y :
Z = X + jY. (2.1)
The assumptions for fully developed speckle invoke the central limit theorem, so that
X and Y are independent zero-mean Gaussian-distributed variables with the same
variance σX ; equivalently, Z has a circular symmetric complex Gaussian distribution.
The joint probability density function (PDF) of X and Y is the uncorrelated zero-mean
bivariate Gaussian distribution:










The speckle magnitude M = |Z| =
√
X2 + Y 2 is a Rayleigh-distributed random vari-










, x ≥ 0, (2.3)
and the speckle intensity I = |Z|2 = X2+Y 2 follows a negative exponential distribution









, i ≥ 0, (2.4)
where σI = 2σ
2
X . The mean and variance of the speckle intensity are:
E[I] = σI , (2.5)
Var[I] = σ2I . (2.6)
With SAS imaging, the mean intensity σI represents the reflectivity of the seafloor.
It is equivalent to model speckle intensity as a normalised random variable that is
multiplied by the scene reflectivity to give the observed sonar return, an approach
taken in Section 7.1.
2.1.1 Other models
The Rayleigh speckle magnitude model is consistent with real measurements over ho-
mogeneous regions of a scene, especially when the spatial resolution is coarse. However,
the model is less consistent at finer resolutions and over heterogeneous regions, where
the assumptions of fully developed speckle are not met [Fortune 2005]. In practice,
speckle distributions are often heavy tailed. Non-Rayleigh speckle can arise in uniform
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regions due to mechanisms such as non-uniform fractal surface roughness of the seafloor
and further scattering due to water-column turbulence [Lyons et al. 2010].
The K-distribution is a popular alternative to the Rayleigh distribution and arises
from the assumption that the mean of the intensity of a resolution cell is gamma
distributed. For normalised data with a mean power of one, the K-distribution model
can be formulated with a single parameter, a shape parameter. The K-distribution
is derived from a physical scattering process and reduces to the Rayleigh distribution
as the shape parameter becomes infinite for homogeneous media. The K-distribution
has been shown to be a suitable model for sonar returns and sonar speckle statistics
[Jakeman and Pusey 1976][Dunlop 1997] and can be used to model the statistics of
ripple scenes [Lyons et al. 2010].
Whereas the Rayleigh model assumes uniform reflectivity, a region consisting of
the same content (such as a bland scene) may have non-uniform reflectivity due to the
scene texture, which may account for variations in the reflectivity within each pixel.
The log-normal distribution and the Weibull distribution are two popular models for
fitting to real data of rough surfaces, although they are not based on the theoretical
physics of scattering. Another empirical distribution is the Fisher distribution [Tison
et al. 2003]. A survey of statistical models is given in [Gao 2010].
Second-order statistics of speckle in the context of SAS imaging such as the speckle
spectrum, speckle correlation in the along-track and across-track directions, speckle size
[Dainty 1984], and the effect of sampling are detailed in [Fortune et al. 2004].
2.2 Correlation and coherence
Correlation and coherence are two terms that are used in many different fields, some-
times to mean similar/related ideas and sometimes not. Therefore, it is appropriate
to clarify their mathematical meanings as mathematical functions or measures. This
section establishes correlation for random processes, correlation for signals, spatial cor-
relation, coherence, and the common ideas behind these definitions. A brief background
on their mathematical contexts is also given. Some common but unnecessary defini-
tions such as correlation for random variables (the Pearson correlation coefficient) and
phase coherence are omitted. The term correlation often refers to the cross-correlation
and has the same connotation in this thesis.
There are multiple definitions of correlation in use in signal processing literature.
For example, across the different contexts (random variables, random processes, signals,
images, etc.), the correlation function may be defined as centralised or uncentralised,
normalised or unnormalised. (The uncentralised version of correlation gives equivalent
results when the input signals are zero-mean, as is often assumed to be the case.) In
addition, the factor that conjugation is performed on in the complex generalisation of
correlation and covariance can be arbitrarily chosen as the first factor or the second.
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(Conjugation on the first factor is common for signal processing, as opposed to the
second factor in the field of statistics.) Lastly, a positive time delay τ can be arbitrarily
defined as indicating either a leading or lagging relationship between two signals. The
differences between these choices are mostly a matter of convention and do not impair
the general ideas of interpretation.
Introductory texts generally cover a limited subset of the concept of correlation
while adopting distinct definitions, notations, and conventions, such that any collation
of definitions cannot be consistent with any single textbook. This thesis presents its
own unique set of definitions that is both self-consistent and appropriate in the context
of sonar image processing. Much of this content was adapted from and resembles the
notation of [Gray and Davisson 2004]. These formal definitions seem necessary since
most papers on sonar imaging discuss correlation without including or referencing any
explicit definition. However, it is impractical to include all the possible variants of au-
tocovariance and autocorrelation, and any alternative and implied definitions should be
easily deducible. For example, the relationship between autocovariance and autocorre-
lation is roughly the same in all the various domain spaces. The relationships between
cross-covariance and autocovariance, and between cross-correlation and autocorrelation
are also consistent. Although many texts only define the autocovariance and autocor-
relation, the cross-covariance and cross-correlation functions can be considered more
general versions of these.
2.2.1 Random processes
Let X be a random variable defined on a probability space (Ω,F , P ) consisting of
sample space Ω, event space F , and probability measure P . The expected value of X




X(ω) dP (w). (2.7)
Note that the integral (and thus the expectation) may not exist, in which case X is
said to have infinite expectation.







x pX(x) if X is discrete and pX(x) is the
probability mass function of X;∫
x fX(x) dx if X is continuous and fX(x) is the
probability density function of X.
(2.8)
For two random variables X and Y , whether real-valued or complex-valued, their
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covariance can be defined as
cov(X,Y ) = E[(X − E[X])∗(Y − E[Y ])]. (2.9)
Note that for complex variables, the conjugation applied to the first factor ensures
that the imaginary components of the values also contribute to the similarity value in
terms of the phase between the two factors [Therrien 1999]. Now let there be a random
process (also known as a stochastic process), i.e., an indexed family of random variables
{Xt; t ∈ T} defined on a common probability space (Ω,F , P ) and where T may be
discrete (e.g., T = Z+ or T = Z) or continuous (e.g., T = R). The autocovariance
function is defined by
CX(t, s) = cov(Xt, Xs) = E[(Xt − E[Xt])∗(Xs − E[Xs])] = E[Xt∗Xs]− E[Xt∗]E[Xs].
(2.10)
Thus, the autocovariance function is the covariance of all possible pairs of samples.
More generally, the covariance function for two random processes {Xt} and {Yt}; t ∈ T
is defined as
CXY (t, s) = cov(Xt, Ys) = E[(Xt − E[Xt])∗(Ys − E[Ys])] = E[Xt∗Ys]− E[Xt∗]E[Ys].
(2.11)
Autocovariance refers to the case where the samples come from a single process, whereas
the term cross-covariance is used when the samples are taken from two processes.
Thus, the notation CX(t, s) for autocovariance can be considered a shortened form of
CXX(t, s). (However, in some texts the autocovariance function is simply referred to
as the covariance function.)
2.2.2 Wide-sense stationary random processes
A random process {Xt} is said to be wide-sense stationary (WSS) or weakly stationary
if its mean and autocovariance are time-invariant. Formally, the mean function does
not depend on time if
E[Xt] = E[Xt+τ ] = µX for all t, τ ∈ T. (2.12)
The autocovariance does not depend on time if CX(t, s) depends on t and s only through
the difference s− t, i.e.:
CX(t, s) = CX(t+ τ, s+ τ) for all t, s, τ where s, s+ τ, t, t+ τ ∈ T. (2.13)
Thus, the autocovariance of a wide-sense stationary process can be simplified and
written as CX(t, s) = CX(0, s − t) = CX(τ), where τ = s − t is analogous to the time
delay of a second signal relative to the first. Since the autocovariance of a WSS process
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is time-invariant, the variance σ2Xt = CX(t, t) = σ
2
X is also time-invariant.
Two random processes {Xt} and {Yt} are jointly WSS if each is WSS and ad-
ditionally their cross-covariance CXY (t, s) is time-invariant (i.e., it depends only on
τ = t − s). Thus, the cross-covariance function for two jointly WSS functions can be
written as
CXY (τ) = CXY (t, s) = cov(Xt, Ys) = E[Xt∗Ys]− µX∗µY = E[Xt−s∗Y0]− µX∗µY .
(2.14)














A stationary process has a constant mean, as in (2.12). This mean function measures
the ensemble mean at a given point in time. Another concept of a mean is the time
average, which relates to a notable statistical property called ergodicity.
Formally, an event F is said to be τ -invariant if {xt; t ∈ T} ∈ F implies that
also {xt+τ ; t ∈ T} ∈ F , i.e., if a given sequence or waveform is in F , then the same
sequence or waveform shifted by τ is also in F . A random process {Xt; t ∈ T} is ergodic
if for any value of τ , all τ -invariant events F have probability zero or one [Gray and
Davisson 2004]. In the case of a discrete time process, it is sufficient to consider only
τ = 1. The implications of ergodicity can be seen in the pointwise (or strong) ergodic
theorem [Birkhoff 1931], which can be stated as follows.
Given a discrete time stationary random process {Xn; n ∈ Z} with finite expecta-







Xn = X̂ with probability one; (2.16)
that is, the limit exists and the value of the limit is equal to X̂ with probability one.







Xn = µX with probability one. (2.17)
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X(t) dt = X̂ with probability one, (2.18)
however, special conditions are required to formally ensure the existence of time-average
integrals.
For a process that is both stationary and ergodic, time averages converge to the
same value as the ensemble mean with probability one. This is useful because it implies
that a time average of a signal can be used to estimate the ensemble mean of a stationary
ergodic process. If a process is stationary but not ergodic, time averages still converge,
but not necessarily to the ensemble mean. On the other hand, ergodicity implies
stationarity.
2.2.4 Correlation of signals
In practice, a limited number of realisations (sometimes only one realisation) of a
random process can be observed. Given two continuous-time signals x(t) and y(t) that
are the realisations of two jointly WSS random processes {Xt} and {Yt}, the cross-






(x(t)− µx)∗(y(t)− µy) dt. (2.19)
This function is normalised by the means (µx, µy) and estimated standard deviations
(σ̂x, σ̂y) of x(t) and y(t) and is not the most common definition. The intuitive definition
of the sample standard deviation of a continuous function is supposed. This formali-
sation resembles (2.15) and can be considered an estimate of the correlation ρXY (τ).
Correlation of deterministic data can be referred to as deterministic correlation. How-
ever, the estimates of mean and standard deviation may not be accurate, since the
signals are only a single realisation of the underlying joint random process. If the
underlying jointly WSS processes are discrete, the corresponding definition of the cor-






(x[n]− µx)∗(y[n+ τ ]− µy). (2.20)
Note that a realisation of a discrete random process is also referred to as a time series.
It is more convenient to consider that a measured signal of interest will consist
of a finite number of contiguous samples, as well as containing a finite amount of
“energy”. Let the time series be defined as {x0, x1, . . . , xN−1} and {y0, y1, . . . , yN−1},
each consisting of N samples. (If one sequence is shorter than the other, the shorter
one can be padded with zeroes on the end to obtain the same length N .) The following
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formulation of the correlation between two time series x[t] and y[t] for an integer delay,







(x[t]− µx)∗(y[t+ τ ]− µy) for 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1;
ρ̂yx(−τ) for −(N − 1) ≤ τ ≤ −1.
(2.21)
The cross-correlation functions defined in (2.19)–(2.21) can be used to estimate the
correlation between two (supposedly) jointly WSS random processes. Joint stationarity
ensures that these estimates converge to a fixed value, however, joint ergodicity is
required to ensure that the asymptotic estimate is actually equal to the true correlation.
Joint ergodicity represents the case where time averages converge to the same value
as the ensemble mean, and thus estimation can be performed from a single realisation
of each random process. Estimation bias can be reduced by replacing the sample
means (µx and µy) and sample standard deviations (σx and σy) by the true means
(µX and µY ) and true standard deviations (σX and σY ) where available. In sonar and
radar, the assumption of ergodicity corresponds to the idea that the spatial average
of many scatterers within a resolution cell is equal to the ensemble average of a single
scatterer [Birkhoff 1931].
2.2.5 Image correlation
A stochastic process can be generalised as a random field, where the underlying pa-
rameter can be a multidimensional vector representing a point in any space, often an
n-dimensional Euclidean space. (A formal introduction to random fields can be found
in [Abrahamsen 1997].) A 2D image, for example, can be treated as a realisation of a
random field defined on a 2D space with discrete coordinates. The continuous space can
also be treated as discrete, especially in the case of interpolating spatially correlated
values. Fully developed speckle can be modelled as a Gaussian random field [Dainty
1980].
Discrete 2D sample cross-correlation (often referred to as image correlation) be-




















for 0 ≤ ν ≤M − 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1, where ν and τ are integers, and x̄ and ȳ are the
sample mean values of the images. If the true mean values of the underlying random
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fields are known, these can be used instead of the sample means.
In case of negative offsets or delays, the full definition is:
ρ̂xy(ν, τ) =

(2.22) for 0 ≤ ν ≤M − 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1;
ρ̂y′x′(ν,−τ) for 0 ≤ ν ≤M − 1 and −(N − 1) ≤ τ ≤ −1;
ρ̂x′y′(−ν, τ) for −(M − 1) ≤ ν ≤ −1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ N − 1;
ρ̂yx(−ν,−τ) for −(M − 1) ≤ ν ≤ −1 and −(N − 1) ≤ τ ≤ −1,
(2.23)
where ′ denotes vertical flipping of an image such that x′[m,n] = x[M − 1−m,n] for
0 ≤ m ≤M − 1.
With data that can be modelled by zero-mean random fields (which includes raw



















Image correlation is a spatial correlation, so it only estimates cross-correlation in
the ensemble sense when the underlying random fields are ergodic.
With template matching, the goal is to detect any instances of the template image
appearing in a larger output image [Lewis 1995]. Likely instances are indicated by local
maxima close to a value of one in the output matrix of image correlation. Although
the definition (2.22) is specified in terms of images of the same size, it is trivial to
implement this function without any padding.
2.2.6 Coherence
The complex coherence of two jointly zero-mean WSS random processes {Xt} and {Yt}
is defined as the correlation at zero delay [Touzi et al. 1999] [Born and Wolf 1999]:






Due to stationarity, these expectation values can be calculated at any time offset.
If the processes are not jointly ergodic, then these ensemble expectations must be
calculated from all the realisations at a given time offset (or in practice, estimated
from multiple realisations). If the processes are jointly ergodic, then the coherence
can be estimated using temporal/spatial correlation. The sample coherence of complex
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signals x and y is defined as:












Here, the expectations are estimated from N measurements that can be drawn from
any joint realisation and time offset. This formula also applies to other geometries
including the case of 2D image correlation of realisations of random fields, where the
sample coherence ρ̂ can be calculated as ρ̂xy(0, 0) from (2.24). However, the assumption
of ergodicity is often unrealistic or unnecessary for a whole image but can instead be
applied to a local image patch. This idea is the basis of windowed correlation [Boker
et al. 2002], where the coherence of supposedly matching pixels across two images is
estimated as the zero-delay image cross-correlation over two rectangular subimages (of
a designated window size) encompassing the matching pixels centrally.
The coherence estimator is asymptotically unbiased (due to ergodicity) [Touzi et al.
1999] but generally tends to overestimate the true coherence. The statistics of coherence
estimation are covered in Section 2.5.
2.2.7 Interpretation of correlation and covariance
The covariance between two random variables is a measure of their joint variability. If
greater values of one variable tend to be observed in tandem with greater values of the
other and a similar trend is also present for the lower values, then the covariance is
positive. If the variables tend to correspond in an opposite manner, such that greater
values of one variable tend to be observed with lesser values of the other, then the
covariance is negative. If the covariance is zero, the variables are said to be uncorrelated.
Covariance can be interpreted as a measure of the linear dependence between two
variables. The better the linear relationship, the higher the magnitude of the covari-
ance. A large positive value indicates a positive linear relationship, whereas a large
negative value indicates a negative linear relationship. However, the interpretation of
a covariance value in terms of linear dependence is not always clear, since scaling of
one variable by a constant factor results in scaling of the covariance by the same fac-
tor. The Pearson correlation coefficient [Benesty et al. 2009] (often referred to as just
the correlation coefficient) is defined as a normalised version of covariance in order to
address this problem. A correlation coefficient (and also covariance) of zero implies
no linear relationship (but not necessarily independence), whereas a correlation of ±1
indicates that the two variables can be perfectly described by a linear relationship.
Independent variables always have a covariance of zero.
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The interpretations of correlation and covariance, whether defined for random pro-
cesses, signals, or images, are similar to the given interpretation for random variables.
For example, in each version of cross-correlation, the value of the function for a given
set of arguments is always (in an informal sense) a cross-correlation coefficient of two
random variables. For random processes, the correlation and covariance functions yield
the correlation coefficient and covariance values (respectively) for the random variables
at the two specified time offsets. When the two random processes are jointly WSS,
the interpretation does not change, but the functions reduce to being dependent only
on the delay between the two times. When two discrete random processes are jointly
ergodic (and therefore also jointly stationary), one set of time series realisations from
the two processes can be used to estimate the true correlation and covariance without
additional knowledge of the two underlying processes. In the context of signal process-
ing, if for two signals the correlation ρxy(τ) is one or close to one at τ = s, then under
specific circumstances it may be likely that the underlying processes are equivalent,
subject to a time delay s and some scale factor. A common scenario is of one signal
being a detected echo of the other but with random noise. Correlation can be used to
detect the presence of a signal [Poor 1994][Kassam and Thomas 1988] or estimate its
time delay [Azaria and Hertz 1984][Tugnait 1993][Jacovitti and Scarano 1993].
2.2.8 Relation to matched filtering and convolution
Using time-domain correlation to detect a known waveform is equivalent to using the
matched filter for that given signal. The matched filter is the only optimal linear filter
for detecting a signal in the presence of (additive) random white noise, such as Gaussian
noise [Turin 1960]. Specifically, the matched filter is optimal in the sense of producing a
detection peak higher than the residual noise level (in terms of SNR) compared to any
other linear filter [Vijaya Kumar and Hassebrook 1990][Spencer 2010]. It also provides
the best point estimates for localisation, as finding the peak of a match filtered output
corresponds to maximum likelihood estimation of delay under additive Gaussian noise
[Röver 2011]. For template matching, the unnormalised correlation is motivated by
the sum of squared differences or squared Euclidean distance [Lewis 1995], with the
normalised cross-correlation being more robust to the template as well as changes in
intensity [Trucco and Verri 1998].
Maximum likelihood estimation of delay can be adapted to non-white uncorrelated
noise using the generalised correlation method [Knapp and Carter 1976][Fortune et al.
2004]. Matched filtering can be performed by correlating the output signal with the
template signal, or alternatively, using convolution.
Convolution is similar to correlation and is defined for continuous functions as:
(f ∗ g)(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(τ)g(t− τ) dτ, (2.27)
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and for discrete functions as:




In this context, the (unnormalised) discrete correlation is defined as




where convolution and correlation are related by:
f(t) ? g(t) = f∗(−t) ∗ g(t). (2.30)
Computing the convolution in the Fourier domain using the FFT algorithm is faster
than the näıve time-domain computation except for small input sizes. Correlation (and
matched filtering) can be computed using the above relation by conjugating the first
signal, as the Fourier transform is conjugate symmetric.
2.2.9 Summary
Correlation is a statistical measure of similarity with many closely related definitions
under different contexts. The unnormalised definitions are appropriate for peak detec-
tion and delay estimation due to its connection with matched filtering and its optimality
with signals corrupted by additive Gaussian noise, whereas the normalised versions are
suitable for template matching, spatial coherence estimation, and measuring degree of
similarity. Whereas correlation measures similarity with respect to the offset between
two images, coherence measures the point-wise similarity across two zero-lag images.
Thus, although coherence is equivalent to zero-lag correlation, calculating a correla-
tion output matrix (used to determine delay or offset) is distinct from computing a
coherence image (used to gauge localised changes or differences in the image).
2.3 Measuring speckle
For the fully developed speckle model, the speckle distributions apply to the ensemble
magnitude or intensity values of a single point in the scene over all possible realisations.
The distributions do not describe the distribution of speckle values over multiple points
in the scene, unless the underlying random field representing the scene is ergodic. (In
this case, ergodicity implies that any resolution cell within the scene or part of the
scene satisfies the assumptions of fully developed speckle, which is equivalent to each
pixel being independently and identically distributed.) Although scenes are not truly
ergodic in practice, fully developed speckle can be used to approximate the distribution
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of a small number of pixel values from a single speckle realisation if the expected value
of each pixel (i.e., the reflectivity) is roughly uniform over the area [Fortune 2005] and
the image consists of independent speckle values (i.e., the image is not oversampled in
terms of the relationship between a pixel and the resolution size).
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of sample pixel values from a SAS image of a
patch of bland seafloor, plotted alongside the expected Gaussian distribution (for the
magnitudes of the separate real and imaginary components of a speckle value), Rayleigh
distribution (for speckle magnitude), negative exponential distribution (for speckle in-
tensity), and uniform distribution (for phase) of fully developed speckle. The data
somewhat conforms to the model; for limited sample sizes, the fully developed speckle
model may be a good approximation even for scenes that are non-ergodic.
Figure 2.1: Models of the expected distributions for fully developed speckle compared
to sample values from a bland seafloor SAS image. (a) Real and imaginary component
values of speckle. (b) Pixel magnitudes. (c) Pixel intensities. (d) Pixel phase.
Reprinted, with permission, from [Fortune 2005].
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2.3.1 Speckle contrast
Speckle contrast is a common measure of the level of speckle present within an image.
It is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the intensity of an





From (2.5) and (2.6), C = 1 holds for an exponentially distributed random variable
for speckle intensity, I. Therefore, the speckle contrast is expected to be unity for
regions that are consistent with the assumptions for fully developed speckle, whereas
the contrast is expected to differ in regions where the assumptions are not met. A low
contrast indicates relatively constant values over a region, whereas a contrast greater
than one indicates a higher degree of variation than can be explained by fully developed
speckle.
2.3.2 Other measures and applications
Scintillation and lacunarity are two measures of variation that are equivalent to each
other and appear in sonar, radar, astronomy, and other contexts. As described in [Bon-
nett 2017], speckle contrast is equivalent to the square root of the scintillation index
and lacunarity, and thus they encapsulate the same concept. Speckle contrast, scintil-
lation, and lacunarity can be computed using spatial windows of different sizes. These
contrast measures can be used for classification of textures. With SAS imagery, con-
trast can be used to detect objects within sand ripples and categorise the nature of
seafloor patches [Nelson and Kingsbury 2012][Nelson and Krylov 2014][Williams 2015].
Classification of land use has also been performed in SAR [Dekker 2003]. Speckle con-
trast is an ensemble statistic, and can be estimated using spatial windows, temporal
variations, or spatiotemporal methods [Boas and Dunn 2010]. Figure 2.2 shows a laser
speckle image of a small area of a rat brain, where the speckle contrast is estimated
using a spatial window to reveal blood vessels in the image. Regions with blood flow
yield a lower contrast because of blurring of the speckle pattern, which occurs due to
the integration time or exposure time of the camera [Boas and Dunn 2010].
2.4 Multi-look processing
Speckle noise can be reduced using multi-look techniques. In one form of multi-look
processing the Doppler spectrum of the return spectrum is divided into N parts, ef-
fectively dividing the synthetic aperture, with each subset forming a separate image
[Lu and Dzurisin 2014][Myers et al. 2017]. The multi-look image is formed from the
incoherent average of these N images, where both the speckle and spatial resolution are
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Figure 2.2: (a) Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) setup with a laser diode and CCD
(charge-coupled device) camera. (b) Raw speckle image of the rat cerebral cortex, taken
through a thinned skull. (c) Regions of blood flow can be distinguished in the speckle
contrast image, estimated using a sliding window.
From [Dunn 2012]. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service
Centre GmbH: Springer Nature. Annals of Biomedical Engineering. Laser Speckle
Contrast Imaging of Cerebral Blood Flow. Andrew K. Dunn. c© 2011.
reduced by a factor of N [Pohl and van Genderen 2016]. Another multi-look method
refers to the spatial averaging of adjacent pixels of the single-look interferogram [Huang
and van Genderen 1997][Lu and Dzurisin 2014]. Multi-look speckle values can be mod-
elled by a gamma distribution based on the effective number of looks [Henderson and
Lewis 1998]. Multi-look techniques are common in SAR but not SAS due to the use
of higher frequencies and bandwidth and the relative accuracy/stability of repeat-pass
navigation with aerial and satellite radar. Multi-look for SAS speckle reduction is con-
sidered in [Fortune et al. 2003] and is important for interferometric synthetic aperture
sonar (InSAS) to reduce phase variance.
2.5 Statistics of coherence
Suppose there is a coherence, ρ, between two speckle values represented by random
variables X and Y . (Note that the formula for the coherence between variables is
virtually the same as in (2.25). ρ is known as the complex degree of coherence and
the coherence magnitude D = |ρ| is the degree of coherence, where D̂ = |ρ̂| is the
maximum likelihood estimator of the degree of coherence. With SAS imaging, it is
generally impractical to obtain enough realisations or looks to form a good estimate
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of the coherence due to the reduction in resolution when using multi-look processing.
Furthermore, with the deterministic behaviour of speckle, multi-pass imagery will not
provide random (independent) realisations. Therefore, it is necessary to include the
assumption that any corresponding pair of pixel values within a larger image subregion
is characterised by the same coherence ρ. This allows sample coherence to be estimated
over a window of pixels rather than over multiple (unattainable) realisations. For the
case of two images governed by circular (complex) Gaussian statistics, the PDF of D̂
is [Touzi and Lopes 1996]
fD̂(d | D) = 2(N − 1)(1−D
2)Nd(1− d2)N−2 2F1(N,N ; 1;D2d2), 0 ≤ d ≤ 1, (2.32)
where N > 2 is the number of independent samples or effective number of looks, D 6= 1,
and pFq is the generalised hypergeometric function. Note that the PDF is independent
of the reflectivities, i.e., the expected intensities of X and Y . The kth moment of D̂ is
given by [Touzi et al. 1999]
E[D̂k] = (1−D2)N Γ(N)Γ(1 + k/2)
Γ(N + k/2)
3F2(1 + k/2, N,N ;N + k/2, 1;D
2), D 6= 1,
(2.33)
and from this the first moment or mean of D̂ can be calculated as
E[D̂] = (1−D2)N Γ(N)Γ(1.5)
Γ(N + 0.5)
3F2(1.5, N,N ;N + 0.5, 1;D
2), D 6= 1. (2.34)
The expected value E[D̂] converges to D as N approaches infinity but otherwise ex-
ceeds D. D̂ is thus a biased (over)estimator of D, with the bias decreasing with more
independent samples. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of the estimated degree of co-
herence for different values of D with a fixed number of independent scatters, N = 16.
Figure 2.4a shows the relationship between D and the expected value of D̂ for different
values of N , highlighting the larger bias for smaller values of coherence. The variance
of the estimated degree of coherence is given by Var[D̂] = E[D̂2]−E[D̂]2; this variance
with respect to D is plotted for different values of N in Figure 2.4b. The statistics of
the phase (or argument) of the estimated complex degree of coherence is relevant for
InSAS and is considered in [Touzi and Lopes 1996].
The above statistics are based on the assumption of a Gaussian scene. For a
K-distributed scene, the number of scatterers per resolution cell fluctuates but is char-
acterised by an overall average, with the overall statistics of coherence being identical
to the Gaussian case [Yueh et al. 1989][Joughin et al. 1994].
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Figure 2.3: PDFs of the estimated degree of coherence with N = 16 looks for different
values of the true coherence, D. The dashed lines indicate the true coherence values to
highlight bias and spread.
2.6 Coherence factors in a SAS system
Speckle noise is only one of many possible sources of decorrelation or loss of coherence.
For repeat-pass systems, the total coherence (or total correlation coefficient) of a sys-
tem can be modelled as a product of multiple coherence factors [Rignot and van Zyl
1993][Santoro et al. 2007]. In the case of repeat-pass SAS, the total coherence γ can
be expressed as [Bellec et al. 2005][Barclay 2006]:
γ = γnγmγbγpγt, (2.35)
where γn models loss of SNR due to acoustic noise, γm describes the drop in coherence
resulting from image misalignment, γb represents spatial baseline decorrelation, γp is
associated with processing noise, and γt describes the temporal decorrelation of the
scene. In general, these factors are not constant throughout a scene. In the context of
change detection, the ideal scenario is where all coherence factors other than γt are close
to unity, so that the sample coherence can be used to estimate the effective values of γt
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(a) Mean estimate of the degree of coherence. The dotted line represents the true degree of coherence.


















(b) Variance of the estimator.
Figure 2.4: Mean and variance of the estimated degree of coherence for different values
of N , the number of looks.
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throughout an image, indicating change in the scene between sonar runs. It is worth
noting that a pair of speckle images with a degree of coherence of γ between them has
a degree of coherence of γ2 between their intensity images. The following subsections
give a brief account of the nature and impact of each source of decorrelation.
2.6.1 Acoustic noise
Acoustic noise in sonar can come from a range of sources, such as: low frequency noise
from propeller cavitation [Ross 1976][McKenna et al. 2012], ambient noise from other
ships [Andrew et al. 2002][McDonald et al. 2006], flow noise (caused by the movement
of water around the transducers), breaking waves [Wilson Jr et al. 1985], precipitation
(rain [Nystuen 1986] or snow/hail [Scrimger et al. 1987] on the ocean surface), and
marine life (snapping shrimp [Au and Banks 1998], echolocating animals, fish).
Acoustic noise is generally additive and assumed to be Gaussian, where the effect
of the noise on coherence loss depends on the SNR [Zebker and Villasenor 1992][Just
and Bamler 1994]. If the noise over two sonar runs is independent, with equal SNR








This relationship is shown in Figure 2.5, where, for example, an SNR of 20 dB results
in a coherence of γn ≈ 0.99. Acoustic noise is an important noise factor as it defines
an upper limit on the coherence that cannot be overcome with post-processing. In the
case of InSAS with multiple-receiver arrays, the acoustic noise may be highly correlated
between transducers, whereas the same is not true for interferometric SAR as the
additive noise predominantly comes from the electronics of each individual receiver.
2.6.2 Footprint shift
A sonar ping has a spatial width that is the speed of sound multiplied by the effective
pulse duration. This pulse width corresponds to a footprint width when projected onto
the seafloor at a given range. Whether the system is interferometric, multiple-receiver,
or repeat-pass, the hydrophones inevitably have an offset from each other such that two
footprints may largely overlap but are not exactly aligned. In the case of an interfero-
metric sonar with an array of hydrophones, the offsets between the hydrophones result
in footprint shifts. However, these footprint shifts can be corrected via interpolated
delays using knowledge of the relative positioning of the tranducers, the sonar altitude,
and the local geometry of the seabed.
Footprint shift is equivalent to the misregistration between two reconstructed im-
ages, as the corresponding pixels in each image do not represent the same areas of the
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Figure 2.5: Decorrelation due to additive Gaussian noise as a function of the SNR, as
given by (2.36) [Bonnett 2017].
scene. For a rectangular aperture, a misregistration by an offset α, as a fraction of the
resolution size, results in a coherence of [Just and Bamler 1994]:
γm = sincα. (2.37)
This relationship is plotted in Figure 2.6. A footprint shift or misregistration by greater
than one resolution cell results in a total loss of coherence. A common rule of thumb
is that registration to within a tenth (or one eighth [Just and Bamler 1994]) of a reso-
lution cell accuracy is required to minimise the loss in coherence from misregistration
compared to other sources of noise [Persons et al. 2002][Scheiber and Moreira 2000].
This is particularly relevant for InSAS and repeat-pass interferometry [Sæbø et al.
2011][Dillon and Myers 2014b], where accurate alignment is critical for obtaining a
high quality interferogram. Decorrelation due to a misregistration also carries over to
subsequent processing such as coherence estimation or change detection; the quality of
the results is greatly dependent on the alignment accuracy.
2.6.3 Baseline decorrelation
When the scene is imaged from different positions, the deterministic speckle pattern
changes according to the baseline, which is the displacement between the transducers
for InSAS or the displacement between the sonar tracks for repeat-pass imaging. Since
speckle is the superposition of echoes from multiple independent scatterers within a
resolution cell with random phases, a change in position is also a change in distance
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Figure 2.6: Decorrelation as a result of footprint shift or misalignment, given by (2.37).
A shift of one resolution cell (or greater) results in total loss of coherence.
and aspect, and thus a change in the amplitude and phase of the signals. Thus, there
is a loss of coherence that depends on the baseline [Jin and Tang 1996]. Generally, a
speckle pattern remains highly correlated when the baseline is short and becomes less
correlated as the angular separation increases. However, for interferometric systems,
there is a tradeoff between the level of baseline decorrelation and the accuracy of height
estimation [Dillon and Myers 2014a], for which an optimal baseline (for a given SNR)
achieves a reasonable balance [Li and Goldstein 1990].
The geometry for baseline decorrelation and the expected loss of coherence with
baseline can be found in [Li and Goldstein 1990][Barclay 2006][Zebker and Villasenor
1992]. Baseline decorrelation cannot be corrected with post-processing and is a more
significant source of decorrelation for repeat-pass systems than for InSAS.
2.6.4 Processing noise
Synthetic aperture reconstruction consists of multiple stages that can each contribute
noise to the final result. Three factors of noise are the: use of finite precision arithmetic;
noise introduced by the interpolation methods used; and the appearance of grating lobes
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due to synthetic aperture reconstruction with a finite along-track sampling rate. Each
these sources are discussed in [Barclay 2006].
2.6.5 Temporal decorrelation
Temporal decorrelation is the loss of coherence due to changes in the scene between
successive runs. In the ideal case for change detection, regions without any change yield
a coherence of one, while regions with change have a low coherence. However, temporal
decorrelation cannot be measured in isolation unless all the other coherence factors are
known to be close to one. Suppose the highest sample coherence (for a suitable window
size) in a scene is 0.5, which is taken to be the highest total coherence appearing in
the scene. Given the high variance and bias of the sample coherence estimator (see
Section 2.5), even regions of the scene that have completely changed are difficult to
reliably identify; it is ambiguous whether regions with low sample coherence are caused
by a drop in other coherence factors, temporal change, or pure chance.
Sediment transport is an inherent source of temporal decorrelation and depends
on the sediment and environment. In shallow coastal areas, the seafloor sediment
is more prone to movement due to wave action. Jackson et al. [1996] showed the
temporal decorrelation of a sandy scene near Panama City (Florida, USA) to be two
orders of magnitude more rapid than the decorrelation of a silty scene in Eckernförde
Bay, Germany. Lyons and Brown [2013] used a rail-mounted SAS system to analyse
the temporal decorrelation of a sandy scene with different sonar frequencies, showing
that coherence decays more quickly for higher frequencies. The scene had notable
bioturbation activity, supporting the observation that under some conditions, total
decorrelation can occur within hours depending on the sonar frequency. Jackson et al.
[2009] proposed a statistical model for the decorrelation of a scene over time based on
the diffusion equation, showing reasonable approximations to data from both stereo-
pair photographs and sonar images.
The allowable period between repeat passes for change detection to be feasible for
tracking subtle changes in the scene is largely dependent on the physical and biological
environment. Some sonar studies have observed changes within minutes [Roderick et al.
1984][Sæbø et al. 2011][Dillon and Myers 2014b], while incoherent change detection has
also been performed over an interval longer than a year [Midtgaard 2013][Hansen et al.
2014]. Since coherent processing is far more sensitive to subtle changes in the scene, it




Finding correspondences via feature matching
Image registration is the process of overlaying two or more images of the same scene,
where the images may be taken at different times, with different sensors, from different
viewpoints, and so on. Registration is a broad topic with many different specific appli-
cations; overviews of these are provided by [Brown 1992] and [Zitova and Flusser 2003].
Although image registration can be performed with multiple images, for the purposes of
demonstration this thesis deals exclusively with the case of registering pairs of images.
There are multiple classes of registration methods, with correlation-based meth-
ods being the most well established. The standard correlation approach accounts for
transformations between images via scale, rotation, and translation. However, only a
small range of variation is allowed in these parameters, as computation costs become
unmanageable when increasing the parameter space or introducing other transforma-
tions [Brown 1992]. In cases where the “pose” of a camera or sensor can vary signif-
icantly across images, correlation is often infeasible. Another well-known approach is
to perform image registration using point correspondences. A point correspondence is
a pair of points (one in each image) that correspond to the same geometric aspect in
the real world. Given a sparse set of point correspondences, a mapping between the
two images can be estimated using a suitable geometric model. The point mappings
used for image registration, known as control points, can be obtained either manually
or automatically. A manual method may consist of a human identifying distinctive
landmarks that appear in both images and estimating their location in each image
(a process that can be computer-assisted in some cases). This can be tedious and
prone to inaccuracies. Automated methods have used a variety of candidates for con-
trol points, such as statistically distinctive image patches, closed-boundary regions,
line intersections, and distinctive points of curvature on contour lines, along with var-
ious techniques for localisation [Goshtasby 1988a]. After the publication of the Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Lowe 1999], the use of local image features (espe-
cially scale-invariant blobs) became the main candidate for optical images due to their
robustness and general applicability.
This chapter provides a background on local features and how they are used to
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find point correspondences that can be used for image registration. A focus is given
on the popular combination of SIFT and RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) for
estimating geometric relationships between two optical images, serving as an example
on which the proposed feature-matching pipeline in Chapter 5 is based. SIFT is the
main feature algorithm appearing in this thesis, although some results with SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) are also presented.
Section 3.1 introduces the concept of features, feature detection and description,
and the SIFT algorithms. Section 3.2 describes how a set of point correspondences
can be computed from the output of feature detection and description. Section 3.3
explains the need for robust matching and presents the RANSAC algorithm. Section 3.4
briefly describes the process of geometric estimation (such as homography estimation)
using point correspondences. Performance metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of
algorithms for each processing stage are considered in Section 3.5. SURF and other
works are briefly described in Section 3.6. A brief account of RANSAC variants and
alternative methods is given in Section 3.7.
3.1 Feature detection/description and SIFT
Local image features have been used successfully in a wide range of computer vision
applications such as pose estimation, scene recognition, and camera calibration [Tuyte-
laars and Mikolajczyk 2008]. A local feature is an image pattern that is distinct from
its neighbourhood region. Features are used to identify interesting or distinctive parts
of an image that are likely to be found in another image of the same scene or ob-
jects, for the purpose of finding image correspondences. Although there are many
geometric entities that can be distinctive, such as edges and small image patches, the
term “feature” often refers to interest points due to their sheer success for producing
point correspondences in general applications. Interest points are usually identified by
corner detection or blob detection, with several notable examples such as the Harris
corner detector [Harris and Stephens 1988], the Hessian corner detector, and blob de-
tectors based on the Laplacian of Gaussian. Although corner/edge detection and image
features are usually applied to single-channel (greyscale) images, with conversion per-
formed where necessary, there are ongoing efforts to develop techniques for working
with colour images [Gevers et al. 2012].
Feature detection determines and locates the position of suitable features in an im-
age. A feature detector is an algorithm (usually based on a mathematical expression)
that detects features. Feature description is the process of describing what a feature is,
compressing that information using a data representation known as the feature descrip-
tor. An instance of such data for a given feature is called a feature vector. However,
the term “feature descriptor” in literature can refer to any of these three concepts: the
algorithm used to perform feature description; the data representation format; or a fea-
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ture vector. Feature matching uses sets of feature vectors to determine which features
(across different images) correspond to the same real-world visual element [Tuytelaars
and Mikolajczyk 2008].
There are many desirable properties of a feature detector/descriptor such as robust-
ness, density and repeatability of detected features (which affects number of resulting
feature matches), distinctiveness of the descriptor (which affects feature matching ac-
curacy), computational efficiency, and localisation error [Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk
2008]. For image registration applications, localisation accuracy has a heightened im-
portance [Suri et al. 2009].
A corner can be defined as the intersection of two edges, or alternatively, a point
at which there are two different dominant edge directions. An edge is a local maximum
of the image gradient in a single direction. The earliest interest point detectors were
simple corner detectors, which provide a structured measure of local gradient around
a point, equivalent to correlation with a 2D kernel. Locations at which the response is
highly positive or highly negative indicate corners with high contrast. Many of these
corner detectors can be used to find sub-pixel corner locations at local maxima in
the kernel response. Although these simple corner detectors are relatively efficient to
compute, they are not robust to common deformations that occur between images of
the same objects or scene. An example of corner detection is shown in Figure 3.1,
where many of the detected corners are at ends of lines and intersections of lines of the
handwriting.
After Lindeberg [1993][1994] established the supporting theory for scale-invariant
blob detection, these detectors were shown to be capable of high repeatability as well
as robustness to a wide range of local transformations. The SIFT algorithm [Lowe
1999][Lowe 2004] was the first major breakthrough and proposed what is now the
canonical pipeline of feature detection, description, and matching used in numerous
applications.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Example of corner detection. (a) Source image. (b) Image with red dots
to indicate the locations of detected corners.
“Output of a typical corner detection algorithm”, 2006, via Wikimedia Commons (pub-
lic domain).
SIFT uses the concept of scale space, which refers to the level of Gaussian blur
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applied to an image f(x, y). A 2D Gaussian convolution kernel is parameterised by a
standard deviation, σ, and is given by






The smoothed image is g(x, y, σ) ∗ f(x, y), where ∗ denotes convolution in x and y.
Under a set of chosen assumptions that form the scale-space axioms [Duits et al. 2004],
the Gaussian kernel is the most well-known blurring filter that is guaranteed to re-
duce existing image structures without creating any new structures [Lindeberg 2011].
While blurring reduces available information, it can also make an image structure
more mathematically or geometrically distinctive. Specifically, image structures with
spatial extent significantly smaller than the scale parameter σ are greatly suppressed.
Figure 3.2 shows an image at four different scales, i.e., levels of Gaussian smoothing.
The scale-space representation is the family of blurred images L(x, y, σ) such that
L(x, y, σ) = g(x, y, σ) ∗ f(x, y), σ ≥ 0. (3.2)
One of the earliest and most common blob detectors is based on the Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG), where an input image is blurred (typically via convolution) using a
Gaussian kernel of a chosen scale, and the Laplacian operator is applied to the result,
yielding a 2D grid response with strong positive values where there are dark blobs of
a fixed radius and strong negative values where there are bright blobs of the same
size. Figure 3.3 shows the shapes of the Gaussian filter, the partial derivative of the









Increasing or decreasing the scale of the Gaussian kernel corresponds to detecting
larger or smaller blobs respectively. However, the response of the Laplacian of Gaussian
also depends on the scale. Since an image likely consists of blobs of varying sizes, a
solution to detecting these blobs is to normalise the LoG response according to scale.










where the scale-normalised Laplacian of Gaussian filter, σ2∇2g(x, y, σ), can be used to
detect local extrema in both space and scale. An example of multi-scale blob detection
is shown in Figure 3.4, where both the position and extent of detected blobs according
to scale are represented by red circles. A powerful property of using the scale-normalised
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Figure 3.2: An optical image shown at four different scales [Lindeberg 2013a]. For each
value of s, the original image has been smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with σ =
√
s,
where image structures smaller than
√
s have largely been suppressed.
Reprinted from Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics, volume 178, Tony Lin-






(b) Derivative of Gaussian
∇2g(x, y, σ)
(c) Laplacian of Gaussian
Figure 3.3: 2D Gaussian filter, its derivative, and the Laplacian of Gaussian.
Laplacian of Gaussian is that the scale-space extrema in an image are theoretically
guaranteed to also appear as the corresponding extrema in a scaled, translated, and/or
rotated version of the same image. The mathematical theory behind this is detailed
in [Lindeberg 1998]. Further analysis of scale-space interest point detectors is given
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in [Lindeberg 2013b]. In place of the Laplacian operator, another popular option is to
use the determinant of the Hessian (DoH) on the Gaussian blurred image. The Hessian
matrix H(x, y, σ) at a specific image location and scale is given by
H(x, y, σ) =
Lxx(x, y, σ) Lxy(x, y, σ)
Lxy(x, y, σ) Lyy(x, y, σ)
 , (3.5)
where Lxx, Lxy, and Lyy are partial derivatives of L(x, y, σ), and the determinant is
detH(x, y, σ) = Lxx(x, y, σ)Lyy(x, y, σ)− Lxy2(x, y, σ). (3.6)
This can also be normalised according to scale, yielding the scale-normalised de-
terminant of the Hessian, which shares the same scale-invariant properties as the scale-
normalised LoG and also detects saddle points. According to Lindeberg [2015], this
Hessian blob detector performs better than the LoG blob detector, especially under
non-Euclidean affine transformations. While the LoG gives the best notion of scale, it
triggers on edges more frequently (which is undesirable for a blob detector). The SURF
algorithm uses a simplified form of the scale-normalised DoH for feature detection [Bay
et al. 2006].
All scale-invariant feature detectors have the same basic property of invariance to
scaling, translation, and rotation. However, what is referred to as invariance is more ac-
curately called partial invariance; in practice, invariance to a certain transformation or
deformation can only be achieved to a certain degree. Among different scale-invariant
feature detectors and descriptors, there are observable differences between the degrees
to which they are partially invariant to scale, rotation, translation, as well as other de-
formations such as illumination changes, image noise, and perspective transformations
[Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2004][Krig 2016]. Many common blob detectors can also be
adapted to be invariant to affine transformations. Affine invariance can be achieved
by iterative warping of the smoothing kernel to match the image structure around
a detected blob, resulting in improved feature description [Lindeberg and Grarding
1997][Baumberg 2000][Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2004]. Affine versions of detectors ex-
ist for the LoG, Difference of Gaussian (DoG), and DoH filters [Mikolajczyk and Schmid
2001], the Harris corner detector [Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2002], and other detectors.
The SIFT detector finds extrema within scale space using a DoG formulation,
which can be shown to approximate the scale-normalised LoG [Lindeberg 2015][Lowe
2004]. A DoG image D(x, y, σ) is given by
D(x, y, σ) = L(x, y, kσ)− L(x, y, σ), (3.7)
such that a DoG image at a given scale can be computed as the difference of two
Gaussian-blurred images with nearby scales related by a multiplicative factor of k
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Figure 3.4: Multi-scale blob detection on a greyscale image of a butterfly. Red circles
are used to indicate the location and scale of the features.
“Monarch butterfly on purple coneflower” by Jim Hudgins, 2017, via Flickr (modified
under CC BY 2.0).
between the scales. DoG implementations typically use a scale-space pyramid repre-
sentation for efficiency reasons. With SIFT, the scale space is divided into octaves,
where the ratio between octaves is a factor of two in total blur applied. (Cascading





i .) The image at the base of the pyramid is pre-blurred with a kernel
of 1.6. (More specifically, the input image is upsampled by a factor of two using linear
interpolation. Assuming the input image is unaliased (σ ≥ 0.5, adding a blur with
σ ≥ 0.6 results in the doubled image having at least σ ≥ 1.6, which was found to be
optimal by Lowe [2004]. This doubling of image size significantly increases the number
of detected blobs, as a higher number of features are found at the lower levels of the
pyramid.) Each octave is divided into an integer number of scales, s, such that the
constant factor is k = 21/s. Each octave requires s + 3 blurred images from which
to compute s + 2 DoG images (by subtraction from adjacent scales). Thus, extrema
detection can be performed at s scales per octave. Maxima and minima within the
scale space (approximated by the DoG levels) are simply pixel values that are the most
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extreme within their 3×3 neighbourhood of 26 adjacent values. By default, SIFT uses
s = 3 sample DoG levels for each octave in scale space, which requires five DoG layers
computed from six scales of progressive blur per octave. The third-most blurred image
in an octave, which has twice the level of blur of the octave’s base image, is down-
sampled by a factor of two in order to form the base image of the next higher octave.
(This method of subsampling does not introduce aliasing because of the decrease in
image structure due to blurring.) A total of three octaves are sampled. This scale-space
pyramid representation allows detection in the higher octaves at a minor overhead cost.
Figure 3.5 shows the first two octaves of the image pyramid in the case of two samples
per octave (s = 2, k =
√
2), depicting the sampling of the scale space, calculation
of D(x, y, σ) from adjacent Gaussian-blurred images, extrema detection, relationship
















Figure 3.5: The first two octaves of the image pyramid, with two samples per octave.
Each octave has five Gaussian-blurred images at progressively increasing scales, from
which four DoG images are computed. Extrema detection is performed on the middle
layers. The third most blurred image in the first octave is downsampled to create the
base image of the second octave.
Adapted from [Younes et al. 2012]. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature
Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature. International Journal of Computer
Vision. Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints. David G. Lowe.
c© 2004.
Extrema detection produces many features (known as keypoints in the SIFT algo-
rithm), some of which are unstable or inaccurate. The next step is the refinement of
keypoint locations using interpolation of the DoG images. Interpolation is performed
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using a quadratic Taylor expansion of the DoG function based on the local derivatives
(gradients) and solving for a stationary point. If the estimated extremum is closer to
a different pixel sample point, the same estimation procedure is repeated using that
sample point instead.
After the computation of keypoint locations, keypoints in regions of low contrast
are discarded. Specifically, the absolute value of the interpolated DoG function at a
location is compared to a user-specified threshold known as the contrast threshold.
Both edges and corners have a high response in scale space, but edges tend to be more
ambiguous, have unreliable locations, and be more prone to the effects of noise. (Edges
are defined as having a significantly higher principle curvature along one direction than
another.) Keypoints that lie on edges are eliminated based on the eigenvalues of the
second-order Hessian matrix, whose values are proportional to the curvatures of the
DoG function. The effects of constrast thresholding and edge removal can be seen
in Figure 3.6.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: Detected SIFT keypoints. (a) Maxima and minima of the DoG images
(scales not indicated). (b) Remaining keypoints after thresholding with a minimum
contrast parameter. (c) Final keypoints after edge removal using a threshold on the
ratio of principal curvatures (see edges of the buildings).
“SIFT keypoints filtering” by Lukas Mach, 2008, via Wikimedia Commons (modified
under CC BY 3.0).
The final stage of SIFT keypoint detection is the assignment of orientations, where
each detected keypoint location produces one or more keypoints with distinct orien-
tations. Keypoint orientations are used to achieve rotational invariance, as feature
descriptors can be used to represent local image information relative to detected orien-
tations that are repeatable in theory. Computation of orientation is performed using
the Gaussian blurred image at the scale of each keypoint, which ensures invariance
to scale. The gradient magnitude and orientation are computed using the pixel differ-
ences of the smoothed image. The magnitudes and orientations are sampled at multiple
points within a region around the keypoint to form an orientation histogram covering
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360 degrees with 36 bins. The contribution of each sample to its orientation bin is the
gradient magnitude multiplied by a Gaussian weighting extending from the keypoint
location with 1.5 times the scale of the keypoint. The maximum peak in the orientation
histogram is determined, and all orientations with greater than 80% of that peak value
become the orientations of separate keypoints at the same location. Finally, quadratic
interpolation of the peak is used to refine the orientation of each keypoint.
After feature detection, each keypoint has a location, scale, and orientation. The
next stage is feature description, which represents the local image data around the
keypoint in a scale-invariant manner such that these image structures can be identi-
fied as repeated keypoints from other images by comparing these representations for
simlarity. Instead of sampling image intensities, which is remniscent of correlation-
based matching, SIFT uses an approach inspired by the behavior of complex neurons
in the mammalian primary visual cortex, which responds to gradients at a certain
frequency and orientation. As with orientation assignment, feature description is per-
formed based on the blurred image with the closest scale to the keypoint’s scale. The
SIFT descriptor is a histogram of gradient magnitudes and orientations sampled from
multiple subregions around the keypoint (see Figure 3.7). Firstly, a 4 by 4 window is
formed around the keypoint, rotated according to the keypoint orientation. For each
window subregion, a gradient histogram of eight orientation bins is computed. Each
gradient histogram is formed by summing the contributions from a grid of 4 pixels by
4 pixels, where gradient magnitudes are weighted by a Gaussian window with σ equal
to half of the scale of the keypoint such that samples further from the keypoint are
less influential. It is crucial to ensure the histograms are stable; boundary effects that
would be caused by subtle changes in the image, where samples contribute to alter-
native orientation bins or shift from one subregion to another, should be minimised.
This is achieved by distributing each gradient sample over eight bins in total using
trilinear interpolation; the two nearest orientation bins for each histogram of the four
spatially closest subregions. The weightings of these contributions decrease with dis-
tance in either dimension. SIFT uses a 128-element vector to represent the 4×4×8
total orientation bins for each keypoint.
Lastly, the feature vector is normalised to unit length in order to reduce the ef-
fects of changes in illumination. Normalisation provides invariance to affine changes in
illumination such as scaling by a constant factor and uniform changes in brightness,
but is not sufficient to handle saturation and non-linear illumination changes. Since
illumination effects are often sensitive to angle, all magnitudes in the unit vector are
thresholded to 0.2 and the thresholded vector is normalised again.
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Image gradients Keypoint descriptor
Figure 3.7: The 128-element SIFT keypoint descriptor is structured as a 4×4 descriptor
array of histograms with eight orientation bins each, as shown on the right. The length
of each arrow corresponds to the sum of gradient magnitudes for that orientation bin
within a nearby region. Gradient magnitudes and orientations are sampled according
to a 16×16 grid (shown on the left), with each sample contributing to the two nearest
orientation bins across each of the four nearest subregions, additionally weighted by a
Gaussian window (indicated as a circle for simplicity).
Adapted from [Lowe 2004]. Adapted and reprinted by permission from Springer Nature
Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature. International Journal of Computer
Vision. Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints. David G. Lowe.
c© 2004.
3.2 Feature matching
The SIFT descriptor is a floating point feature descriptor, as opposed to a binary
feature descriptor. Floating point feature descriptors are compared for similarity using
the Euclidean distance between them. Feature matching across two images finds pairs
of features that have (ideally) the smallest distance of any other pair. The most basic
method of feature matching is to perform a brute force search, where every feature
vector in a second image is compared to each feature vector in the first image, and
the feature with the lowest descriptor distance is deemed a match to the feature from
the first image. Brute force matching results in a tentative feature match for each
feature in the reference image. In practice, many of these matches are likely to be
incorrect matches due to the repeatability of features being less than 100% and various
other sources of differences between the images. One method for removing likely poor
or ambiguous matches is Lowe’s ratio test, where the distance between two matched
descriptors (one being from the reference image) must be within a chosen ratio of the
distance of its second nearest descriptor. Lowe’s ratio test can eliminate a significant
proportion of outlier matches while discarding relatively few inlier matches. Lowe used
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a ratio of 0.8.
Applying Lowe’s ratio test requires solving the 2-nearest neighbours problem. Since
brute force has an costly overall running time (quadratic in the number of features),
a popular alternative is to use the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbours
(FLANN) library, which uses randomised kd-trees to perform an approximate near-
est neighbour search [Muja and Lowe 2009][Muja and Lowe 2014]. There are no
known algorithms that are faster than brute force while also giving the exact clos-
est matches [Muja and Lowe 2009].
In the case of SIFT features, it may be appropriate to remove redundant corre-
spondences prior to estimation, since equivalent matching feature locations are not
statistically independent [Rabin et al. 2010].
3.3 Removing outliers using RANSAC
After obtaining a set of tentative feature matches, regardless of whether Lowe’s ratio
test is performed, outlier feature matches still typically remain. While reasonable im-
age registration estimates may be attainable based on models of the imaging geometry
in the presence of noise, these models typically cannot cope with outliers. Therefore,
the goal of consensus-based outlier removal is to find as large a set as possible con-
sisting only of inliers. The canonical method for outlier removal of feature matches is
RANSAC [Fischler and Bolles 1981]. Although RANSAC is a robust estimation algo-
rithm that can be applied to other problems, a description specific to the context of
feature matching is given here.
An iteration of RANSAC consists of the following steps:
1. Randomly select a set of m sample matches from the whole set of feature matches
and compute an estimate of the geometric model, where m is the minimum num-
ber of correspondences required to form an estimate.
2. Determine the number of matches that are consistent with the predicted model,
where a pair of matched points is consistent if their distance from the modelled
relationship is within a chosen error threshold. This requires a definition of the
reprojection error.
RANSAC typically runs for a fixed number of iterations, where the final model is
re-estimated from the largest consistent set that was encountered. The matches that
are consistent with the final solution are deemed to be correct feature matches. (There
are several variations of RANSAC; in the original, the algorithm terminates as soon as
a sufficient number of consistent data points is found.) RANSAC is a nondeterministic
method and is not guaranteed to find a correct set of inliers. If the proportion of inliers
in the tentative set of matches is p, then the probability of choosing a random set of m
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inliers is approximately pm. After N iterations, the probability of encountering at least
one set consisting of only inliers is 1 − (1 − pm)N . Thus, given a desired confidence ε
of finding a correct solution, the minimum number of iterations required is:




3.4 Geometric estimation from point correspondences
In the field of computer vision, RANSAC is the typical choice of algorithm for obtaining
a set of inlier matches given tentative matches from feature matching. Although the
final estimate from RANSAC is computed from and is consistent with all the inlier data,
the estimate can usually be further refined. Common definitions of the reprojection
error function and the nature of RANSAC serve to account for as many inliers as
possible [Hartley and Zisserman 2003], a goal that is distinct from minimising the effect
of noise in trying to find an accurate estimate. Although it may be sensible to perform
refinement on the estimate from RANSAC, this is not always done in computer vision
applications due to the relative stability of estimation with optical camera models.
The minimum number of correspondences required to estimate a direct relationship
between two images depends on the geometry, as well as the property being estimated.
Two-view geometry is the relative geometry of two different perspective views of the
same 3D scene and imposes three geometric constraints. The pin-hole camera model is
assumed. The epipolar geometry fully describes the geometric relationship between two
cameras, and can be estimated from seven or eight point correspondences [Hartley and
Zisserman 2003]. Two images from different perspectives of the same planar surface in
a scene are related by a planar homography, which can be solved from four correspon-
dences. This is equivalent to calculating the projective warp that transforms one 2D
surface onto another [Marburg 2015]. An affine transformation can be calculated from
three correspondences [Goshtasby 2005].
3.5 Performance metrics
It can be difficult to objectively characterise and compare the performance of different
feature detectors. A basic aspect of performance is the number of features found by a
detector. Too many detected features can correspond to unnecessary overhead, whereas
too few features can lead to unstable estimation or total implausibility of geometric
estimation. Many feature detectors have parameters that affect the sensitivity of detec-
tion. For example, SIFT finds more features when the contrast threshold parameter is
lowered. However, the default parameters of feature detectors are usually suitable for
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general purposes, and adjusting these for the sake of acquiring more features usually
results in a more significant loss of quality in other metrics. Another important metric
is the repeatability of features, i.e., the likelihood or proportion of the same features
being detected and matched across different images. This depends on the detector,
and to some extent, the descriptor. The repeatability varies widely according to image
content, but the relative performance of different feature detectors can be concluded
from comparative studies performed using the same image datasets. While estimates
for feature repeatability cannot be generalised, the raw number of detected features is
of no value unless the features are repeated, otherwise unmatched features represent
either features that do not appear in both images or detections purely due to noise. The
overall computational costs of performing feature matching is also a significant aspect.
For example, real-time performance of feature matching generally cannot be achieved
using SIFT and SURF. (Detectors and descriptors considered suitable for real-time ap-
plications include FAST (detector) [Rosten et al. 2010], BRIEF (descriptor) [Calonder
et al. 2010], FREAK (descriptor) [Alahi et al. 2012], ORB (descriptor) [Rublee et al.
2011], BRISK (descriptor) [Leutenegger et al. 2011], and STAR (detector, derived from
CenSurE [Agrawal et al. 2008]). A summary and performance comparison of these can
be found in [Patel et al. 2014].) When running on smaller embedded systems, large
feature vectors (such as with SIFT) can be discouraging in terms of both memory foot-
print and computation time of the matching stage. The primary emphasis of a feature
descriptor is to offer good distinctiveness between dissimilar features. This property is
difficult to measure objectively and in isolation. For example, the SIFT descriptor was
designed with SIFT features in mind, so it may perform relatively worse when paired
with feature detectors that are dissimilar. Although rarely discussed in literature, the
sub-pixel localisation accuracy of detected features has a theoretical impact on the re-
sulting estimations using the correspondences. In terms of feature matching output, an
important measure is the ratio of inlier matches before RANSAC, since RANSAC can
struggle to find a consensus set when the inlier ratio is low. Additionally, it is desirable
for RANSAC to discard as few true inliers as possible among the rejected outliers.
3.6 SURF and other works
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [Bay et al. 2006][Bay et al. 2008] was designed as
an improved detector and descriptor over SIFT, mainly known for its faster computa-
tion. As a scale-invariant blob detector, it is conceptually similar to SIFT, although it
achieves the desired properties of invariance using different mathematical computations.
Being based on the Hessian matrix, the SURF detector uses an approximation to the
DoH for interest point detection. Whereas SIFT uses the DoG operator to approximate
the LoG, SURF approximates the second-order Gaussian derivatives using discrete box
filters with appropriate size increments based on scale. This aggressive approximation
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results in a small decrease in accuracy but a significant speed improvement, allowing
for fast filtering regardless of filter size (or scale) by using integral images [Viola and
Jones 2004]. The process of applying Gaussian blurs at successively increasing scales
is thus replaced by applying box filters with increasing size. The Frobenius norm of
the filters is kept constant so that they are effectively scale-normalised [Lindeberg and
Bretzner 2003]. Like SIFT, the scale space is divided into octaves with a fixed number
of samples per octave for the sake of extrema detection. Non-maximum suppression
[Neubeck and van Gool 2006] in a 3×3×3 neighbourhood is applied, followed by inter-
polation of the maxima in scale space using the method proposed by Brown and Lowe
[2002].
A dominant orientation is determined for each detected interest point based on
Haar wavelet responses in the horizontal and vertical directions within a circular neigh-
bourhood of radius six times the scale of the feature. The wavelet filters are also scale-
dependent in size and can be applied efficiently using integral images. Each response
is weighted by a Gaussian window centred on the feature location. Using a sliding
orientation window on the 2D space of gradient directions and magnitudes, the sum of
gradients within the orientation window is computed, with the largest resulting vector
for any window being chosen as the orientation of the interest point. For feature de-
scription, a square region with width twenty times the scale is constructed around the
interest point, oriented according to the dominant orientation. This region is divided
into 4×4 square sub-regions. For each sub-region, Haar wavelet responses are sampled
according to a 5×5 grid and weighted by a Gaussian centred on the interest point. A
four-dimensional vector is calculated, consisting of the sums of responses along each
rotated axis direction as well as the sums of the absolute values of these responses.
Thus, the SURF descriptor has a total of 64 dimensions and is invariant to scale and
a constant bias in illumination. The vector is normalised to achieve invariance to con-
trast. A more thorough account of the details of SURF can be found in [Oyallon and
Rabin 2015].
Aside from SURF’s superior computational efficiency, many adaptations of SIFT
have been proposed in the form of variants: PCA-SIFT [Ke and Sukthankar 2004],
which uses a more distinctive descriptor using a gradient based on principal component
analysis; ASIFT [Morel and Yu 2009], a fully affine invariant descriptor (whereas SIFT
is invariant to four out of six of the affine transform parameters); GSIFT [Mortensen
et al. 2005], whose descriptor captures global context in order to improve feature match-
ing under non-rigid transforms); CSIFT [Abdel-Hakim and Farag 2006], a colour in-
variant adaptation of SIFT; and RootSIFT [Arandjelovic and Zisserman 2012], which
compares descriptor histograms more efficiently. A slight variation on Lowe’s ratio test
is to perform dual matching, where a pair of matched features is required to pass the
ratio test symmetrically rather than only in terms of the closest two matches of the
reference image [Wang et al. 2012]. Despite the volume of work following SIFT’s pro-
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posal, SIFT remains a popular choice of algorithm for feature detection and matching
due to its robust performance. It is especially suitable for non-real-time applications
and in many situations its variants are not needed.
3.7 RANSAC variants and alternatives
RANSAC (and its family of methods based on the same idea of confidence) are con-
sidered the “gold-standard” algorithm for robust pose estimation, homography cal-
culation, and image registration in the presence of noise and outliers. RANSAC is
also widely used for other parameter estimation problems, especially in the field of
computer vision where data extracted from images is heavily affected by non-natural
processes. RANSAC has also been used for image registration in SAS [Kim 2007] and
SAR [Dellinger et al. 2015].
There are several well-known adaptations of RANSAC.
• Locally Optimised RANSAC (LO-RANSAC) [Chum et al. 2003][Lebeda et al.
2012] promises to find better inlier sets (and thus more consistent solutions) for
the same number of iterations of RANSAC with minimal computational overhead.
The LO-tweak is based on constructing more than the minimal set from the best-
so-far inliers to form a more accurate estimate. An underlying assumption is that
model estimation can be performed efficiently for non-minimal data sets.
• PROSAC [Chum and Matas 2005] preferentially chooses points that are known
to be more likely inliers before converging to the uniform sampling behavior
of RANSAC. This sampling strategy conserves the same solution guarantees as
RANSAC but can achieve a noticeable speed-up when the quality of the data
varies greatly and can be ranked by confidence.
• Preemptive RANSAC [Nistér 2005] employs a breadth-first search and keeps a
best-so-far solution for when the RANSAC confidence cannot be achieved due to
(real-)time constraints.
• Bail-out test for RANSAC [Capel 2005]
• R-RANSAC with SPRT [Chum and Matas 2008]
• QDEGSAC[Frahm and Pollefeys 2006] improves on the ability to find good solu-
tions when samples are often near-degenerate.
• MLESAC [Torr and Zisserman 2000]
• NAPSAC [Myatt et al. 2002]
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In some applications such as feature matching of SAR images the proportion of
inliers may be somewhat low, requiring a large number of RANSAC iterations. “A con-
trario RANSAC” implementations are lesser known variants that can handle a low
proportion of inliers (< 10 %), using an a contrario statistical significance model that
eliminates the need for a threshold. Moisan and Stival [2004] used a contrario RANSAC
to handle situations with few inliers. Sur [2010] chose an a contrario implementation
in order to eliminate the need for an explicit RANSAC parameter, despite a high inlier
ratio. Rabin et al. [2010] extended the idea to their novel algorithm, MAC-RANSAC,
for robust matching in the case of duplicate objects in the same image.
RANSAC is not grounded in statistics, and is therefore not favoured in the field
of statistics. Alternatives for robust estimation include M-estimators, LMedS, MIN-




Image registration, also referred to as coregistration, is the process of remapping multi-
ple images onto a single coordinate system. In sonar, this means mapping a repeat-pass
image onto the grid of a base image so that the reflectors are located at the same coor-
dinates [Vallestad 2017]. With most methods, image registration consists of computing
offsets between corresponding locations or features in the images, followed by warping
or transforming one image onto the coordinate system of the other using these offsets.
In the context of SAS, image registration is a necessary precursor to applications such
as repeat-pass interferometry and change detection. In these applications, image reg-
istration must be accurate in order to produce useful results. In particular, a general
rule of thumb for both SAR and SAS is that two images must be aligned to within
about a tenth of a resolution cell in order for the phase information in coherent images
to be salvageable for coherent processing such as computing an accurate interferogram
[Just and Bamler 1994][Scheiber and Moreira 2000][Dillon and Myers 2014b][Sæbø et al.
2011].
There are several factors that make image registration a non-trivial challenge. A
“perfect” coregistration of two images would be a mapping of points of a common
scene to an arbitrary accuracy. The most typical and usable form of this (under the
presumption of a fairly level scene without extreme height variations) would be two
distortionless SAS images reconstructed at the average scene depth with identical scale
and an exact known 2D alignment (translation and rotation) between the two. How-
ever, image distortion is unavoidable in all real-world sonar applications. Blurring,
distortion, and other artefacts inevitably appear in reconstructed images due to a de-
gree of unstable motion (such as drift and sway) of the sonar system while scanning the
scene. These artefacts can be minimised to some extent using motion compensation
techniques that use the measured motion data of the system as well as inferred informa-
tion [Putney et al. 2001]. There are also artefacts caused by shadows, foreshortening,
and layover [Franceschetti and Lanari 1999]. These are geometric distortions inher-
ent to the imaging geometry and cannot be corrected except by combining data from
multiple passes [Vallestad 2017].
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Supposing that reconstructed imagery can be corrected for motion such that it is
to scale, there is another major obstacle for image registration. If the relative motion
of a sonar system along its designated track is known precisely, an image of the scene
can be produced with minimal distortion. However, for two such images of the same
scene to be precisely aligned requires accurate knowledge of the global positioning of
each observed sonar path or accurate knowledge of the relative positioning between
the two sonar paths. In practice, there is no easy way to measure the relative position
of two sonar paths without having some common reference (as in global positioning).
Several options for positioning systems have been tested, such as using GPS (in the
case of a hull-mounted sonar) [Bonnett et al. 2013], positioning using active beacons
[Smith and Kronen 1997][Willemenot et al. 2009], and using a long baseline acoustic
positioning system where transponders are fixed to the seafloor near the area of interest
[Pilbrow 2007]. In cases where position is not explicitly measured, rough estimates can
be inferred using navigation data such as from inertial navigation systems, Doppler
velocity logs (DVLs), other sensors, and sensor fusion approaches. However, in all
cases, state of the art positioning and motion estimation simply cannot track positional
information to a degree of accuracy sufficient for registering images accurately using
such positioning/motion data alone. There is also no readily available instrumentation
to provide the ground truth vertical separation between two sonar runs [Dillon and
Myers 2014a]. Even a navigational accuracy to within one centimeter is not a sufficient
basis for coregistration, as the required alignment accuracy in physical units may be
on the order of a few millimeters [Bonnett et al. 2013]. Data-driven techniques that
heavily rely on use of data from the scene (but may still incorporate navigation data)
are necessary to register images to within the desired one-tenth resolution cell accuracy
for coherent processing of data. Although the accuracy requirements for incoherent
processing (such as incoherent change detection) are not as strict, sub-pixel registration
accuracy is still required. (For example, misregistration by a whole pixel results in total
loss of coherence.) However, poorly registered images may still be suitable for human
interpretation.
Since satisfactory image registration requires use of the observed scene data, it
follows that the measurement of the scene data must be of sufficient quality. The sonar
data is generally reconstructed into images of the scene, and an image registration is
calculated from the image data and not from the original sonar data. Therefore, even
in the case of high quality sonar measurements, there are multiple additional factors
that affect whether an image registration can be accurately estimated. For example, it
is feasible to obtain sonar images that show the same region of interest on separate runs
without the use of any scene data. However, if the scene of interest changes completely
between runs (with no common objects or other distinctive features), then it is im-
possible to register them accurately (using only the relatively course navigation data)
as there is no basis for determining which points in one image map to which points
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in the other image to within fractions of a centimeter. (Although, arguably, there is
little point in registering them in such a case in the first place.) Repeat-pass images
must have a high degree of similarity in order for accurate registration to be possible.
There are various measures of similarity that can be applied, with correlation (or co-
herence) being the best known. Decorrelation between images of the same scene can
come from various sources: acoustic or thermal noise, image misregistration, baseline
decorrelation (or speckle decorrelation), processing noise, and temporal decorrelation
of the scene [Barclay 2006].
There are two main approaches to image registration for SAR and SAS: area-based
methods and feature-based methods [Bentoutou et al. 2005], where the first task is to
determine point-to-point offsets between the images. With feature-based methods,
these point correspondences are sparsely distributed, whereas they may be densely
located (such as in a grid) in the case of area-based methods. This chapter provides
an overview of area-based registration in Section 4.1 and feature-based registration
in Section 4.2. Image warping, which may be paired with either approach, is a technique
for transforming one image onto the coordinate system of the other given a set of point
correspondences and is covered in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 provides a brief literature
review and outline of similar or related topics to registration of sonar images, including
a summary of previous feature-based SAS work.
4.1 Area-based methods
Area-based methods, sometimes referred to as correlation-based methods, are the tra-
ditional approach to registration of speckle images in SAR and SAS. If two images are
related by a sub-pixel 2D shift without any rotation between them or image distortion,
then the shift between the images can be estimated using correlation. Specifically, the
arguments at which the image correlation function is a maximum is deemed to be the
offset between the two images. Since the correlation function has integer arguments,
it is necessary to perform some form of interpolation in order to estimate the offset to
sub-pixel accuracy. Theoretically, the ideal estimate is the 2D offset for which a sinc-
interpolated version of the correlation has a global maximum. However, this result is
rarely implemented due to being more difficult and computationally expensive to com-
pute. Several approximations are available, with the most common being quadratic
interpolation, oversampling using sinc-interpolation followed by linear interpolation, or
oversampling followed by quadratic interpolation, with the latter giving the best result.
Oversampling the correlation function by 2× or 4× near the suspected peak (followed
by linear or quadratic interpolation) is considered to be sufficient in terms of accuracy.
A comparison of quadratic interpolation and quadratic interpolation after oversampling
is given by Bonnett [2017].
In terms of accuracy of peak detection, the variance of the error in estimated
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across-track location is inversely proportional to the system bandwidth, although for
the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) the standard deviation is inversely proportional
to the bandwidth [Quazi 1981]. The error in peak detection is related to the width
of the peak; when correlating two images, the shape of the peak is governed by the
autocorrelation of the system impulse response, which is different in the along-track
and across-track directions. For SAS, the shape of the peak in the across-track axis is a
function of the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, and the along-track autocorrelation
is dependent on the shape and dimensions of the transmitter and receiver [Fortune
2005].
Computing the correlation is a relatively expensive operation. Rather than cal-
culating the cross-correlation of two whole scene images, a windowed correlation is
performed, where each estimate is computed from rectangular subregions of each im-
age. This approach implies that the two images are known to be correlated, with the
objective being to determine the offset between them. In this sense, windowed correla-
tion is roughly equivalent to performing a correlation except using the subimage of one
of the images, and also taking into account the relative offset between the subimage
coordinates and the original image. For a window size of P ×Q and an image size of
M ×N (with M ≥ P , N ≥ Q), the näıve spatial domain implementation of windowed
correlation is O(MNPQ) in number of multiplications required. The correlation out-
put matrix has M + P − 1 rows and N +Q− 1 columns), where each entry nominally
requires PQ multiplications over the window. The correlation can also be calculated in
the Fourier domain, with a computational complexity of O(MN logMN), which may
be more efficient than the time domain method when the window size is large. However,
using summed area tables [Crow 1984], also known as integral images [Lewis 1995][Vi-
ola and Jones 2004], the spatial domain implementation with O(MN) complexity can
be achieved with a small reduction in numerical precision [Bonnett 2017].
Various local image distortions can arise in a synthetic aperture image, including
rotational effects. Finding the optimal coregistration of a single point (or the patch
around it) can be as simple as locating the peak correlation or as complicated as incor-
porating models of perspective transforms and searching for a set of mapping param-
eters over multiple iterations. Furthermore, point correspondences must be calculated
throughout the image, where different regions of the image may behave differently.
4.1.1 Correlation-based methods
Bonnett [2017] proposed a registration technique with the purpose of determining the
difference in heading and 2D offset between two sonar tracks using the images. This in-
volved dividing one repeat-pass image into blocks and registering each block relative to
the other image using a larger search window, thus generating a displacement field over
the whole image. For each block, the displacement model was based on 2D shift and
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a rotation, where the set of parameters that yielded a peak correlation was estimated
using a numerical minimisation algorithm. Small rotations of an image caused sharp
decreases in correlation magnitude, necessitating oversampling of the correlation func-
tion. The correlation peaks were located using sinc oversampling followed by quadratic
interpolation. Finally, the set of displacement fields throughout the image was used to
estimate the overall shift and rotation between the two sonar runs. Performing such
a track registration can potentially lead to a higher coherence after reconstructing the
image according to the new data-based track estimate. An ideal straight sonar track
was assumed and detection of correlation peaks was found to be sensitive to the choice
of block size.
Sæbø et al. [2011] proposed a repeat-pass interferometric SAS coregistration proce-
dure that estimates the navigation error, adjusts the navigation data, then reprocesses
the imagery. Firstly, the two repeat-pass images are projected onto the same coordinate
system. Normalised cross-correlation using a 51 by 51 pixel window is used to estimate
the local displacements between the images from the correlation peaks. The grid of
displacements is averaged in both dimensions and a plane is fitted to model the aver-
age along-track and across-track shifts. The original navigation estimates are modified
by adding the estimated shifts and the second image is regenerated. The coherence
between the first image and the regenerated version of the second image is estimated
using a 9 by 9 window. Next, the interferogram is averaged to produce refined shifts,
and these refined shifts in the navigation are used to regenerate the second image.
The coherence is re-estimated, with the across-track trend in the interferogram used to
estimate a rotation. This rotation is applied to the navigation data to regenerate the
second image. The coherence is re-estimated once again, and an along-track scaling
(or surge error) is estimated from the interferogram to renavigate and regenerate the
second image. Re-estimation is performed one final time, where the interferogram is
averaged to obtain final shifts applied to the navigation data in regenerating the sec-
ond image. Overall, this algorithm attempts to estimate and resolve misregistration
between the original motion-compensated images due to unaccounted shift, rotation,
and scaling.
It is worth noting that correlation is typically performed on complex images in
sonar, whereas with radar applications the original complex images are not always
available to researchers.
4.2 Feature-based registration
Feature-based registration in sonar and radar is inspired by the well-known feature
matching pipeline in computer vision such as for homography estimation. Here, point
correspondences are found between two images using feature matching and then robust
estimation in the presence of outliers is performed using RANSAC with an estimation
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model for the homography transformation parameters. The sonar imaging geometry
differs from the epipolar geometry of cameras and is non-affine except in the trivial
case where the sonar images are reconstructed at true ground depth prior to registra-
tion. Therefore, the transformation and estimation model used with RANSAC must be
specific to sonar. In all other respects, the feature matching pipeline may be the same,
however, there may also be several tweaks used that are specific to speckle imagery,
such as applying speckle reduction filters, the use of feature detectors designed for
speckle, modifying RANSAC, or even replacing RANSAC with other robust estimation
methods.
Feature matching produces a sparse set of point correspondences, where the empha-
sis of the design of features is to provide reliable matches rather than accurate localisa-
tion. Although refinement of feature locations is never performed in feature matching,
most feature detectors achieve sub-pixel localisation accuracy across matched features.
However, correlation (see Section 2.2), as the optimal linear filter for template match-
ing in the presence of Gaussian noise, is superior in accuracy. Correlation is utilised
for its accuracy at the expense of computation time, whereas feature matching yields
less accurately located, sparsely distributed matches at lower computation times. Un-
like feature matching, correlation-based methods also tend to involve generating dense
samples of point correspondences. Since accuracy remains of paramount importance
with registration of speckle images, especially with coherent processing, the more re-
cent role of feature-based registration of speckle images has been to provide a coarse
initial estimate to be refined by subsequent correlation-based registration. This ap-
proach may provide an overall speedup since it reduces the search space for correlation
methods, which can be an order of magnitude slower than feature-based registration.
Whereas area-based methods are applied to complex speckle images, feature algorithms
work on greyscale images. Thus, complex speckle images must be converted to sensible
greyscale images through some arbitrary mapping; taking the log of the magnitude
image clipped to a finite intensity range is the standard method. The dynamic range
of the converted image can be chosen according to the scene content.
Feature-based methods can have an advantage over area-based methods when ma-
jor illumination changes are expected or in multisensor applications [Zitova and Flusser
2003].
4.3 Image warping
Image warping is a general technique for converting a set of known displacements
(usually obtained using correlation) between two images into a piecewise transformation
or mapping between two images. The advantage of image warping is that it is more
flexible than using a model of the imaging geometry and can account for wide variations
in local artefacts and image distortions that even a piecewise geometry model cannot
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capture; it is not constrained by the physics of the imaging process.
Given a set of displacement estimates distributed throughout the images, the pur-
pose of image warping is to define the displacement at any point in the image. In the
image warping approach, a 2D surface function is fitted to the displacement estimates.
An example of the steps taken for image warping of radar images is as follows [Preiss
and Stacy 2006]:
1. A coarse global shift in range and azimuth is estimated by correlating the whole
images.
2. Based on the coarse global displacement, the images are partitioned into smaller
subregions. For each subregion, the correlation is used to accurately determine
the local misregistration of the subregion.
3. The local misregistrations are fitted using a pair of thin plate splines [Duchon
1977][Goshtasby 1988b], one for shifts in range and the other for azimuth.
4. Using the spline warping functions, the complex repeat-pass image is resampled
onto the grid of the primary image with sinc interpolation.
5. Any dominant relative phase difference between the primary image and the re-
sampled repeat-pass image is estimated and removed from the original repeat-pass
image.
6. The local misregistrations are recomputed as in Step 2 but using the modified
repeat-pass image. The peak correlations should be higher than before.
7. The warping surface is recomputed and the images are resampled to obtain a
registered image pair.
Note that heading or rotation errors are far more relevant in sonar imaging due
to lack of precise control over navigation compared to aerial or satellite radar. Thus,
for sonar, image warping may require additional consideration of the rotation, such as
using a larger search space to incorporate small rotations when estimating correlation
peaks in Step 2 [Bonnett 2017] or estimation of rotation from the interferogram as
an intermediate step [Sæbø et al. 2011]. Data-driven estimation of navigation error
followed by image reprocessing [Sæbø et al. 2011] is more powerful as the phase effects
of image distortion can be accounted for. In radar, image warping is common due to
its manageable navigation errors, potential unavailability of the raw complex images,
and the simplicity and efficiency of image warping. Although thin plate spline models
have no particular connection to the distortions in sonar and radar imaging, they have
been widely used to model non-rigid transformations in image alignment and shape
matching due to its convenient properties: it produces differentiable smooth surfaces,
provides closed-form solutions for both warping and parameter estimation, requires no
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extra parameters, and minimises the energy of surfaces in a physical way [Bookstein
1989].
4.4 Related topics
This section provides a brief survey of background literature on related topics to
feature-based registration of speckled images. Sections 4.4.1–4.4.3 cover topics from
remote sensing literature: speckle filtering, mutual information (an alternative to cor-
relation), and manual selection of control points. Target recognition, bathymetry, In-
SAS, repeat-pass imaging, and change detection are important sonar applications and
are summarised in Sections 4.4.4–4.4.7. Section 4.4.8 highlights important differences
between sonar images and optical images. Section 4.4.9 reviews existing feature-based
SAS works and Section 4.4.10 gives a sample of other SAS works. Finally, several
developments in feature matching and registration of speckled imagery are described
in Section 4.4.10.
4.4.1 Speckle filters
Since feature detectors are mainly designed for optical images, some SAR works propose
the use of a speckle filter (or despeckling filter) to reduce the impact of speckle noise
prior to feature detection and matching. Some of the simple filters include the mean
(average) and median filters, while there are several adaptive statistical filters as well
as some wavelet filters. A few of the notable filters include the Refined Lee filter [Lee
1981], the Frost filter [Frost et al. 1982], the anisotropic diffusion filter [Perona and
Malik 1990][Yu and Acton 2002], and the wavelet filter [Jin et al. 2012]. Although
speckle reduction methods are well considered in both radar and ultrasound [Wu et al.
2013], their specific use in registration applications is nonstandard and the benefits
are fairly subjective. Speckle noise can be reduced more effectively using averaging
techniques known as multi-look algorithms [Mâıtre 2013][Huang and van Genderen
2014], though at the cost of image resolution.
Schwind et al. [2010] recommended using a denoising filter [Shen and Castan 1992]
before using SIFT, and [Midtgaard et al. 2011] used anisotropic diffusion prior to feature
detection. The SIFT algorithm [Lowe 2004] assumes the original image has a Gaussian
blur sufficient to prevent aliasing and performs smoothing of the image before building
the scale-space representation. Prior smoothing, whose amount is parameterised as
σ0, serves to increase the repeatability of features. In computer vision, simple blurring
filters such as Gaussian blur are often applied to remove noise prior to image processing.
For registration, these filters may increase the precision rate (i.e., percentage of correct
matches in the chosen set) at the cost of decreasing the recall rate (percentage of correct
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matches out of all possible correct matches) and reducing the localisation accuracy of
keypoints [Shen and Castan 1992][Schwind et al. 2010].
4.4.2 Mutual information
Whereas correlation captures linear dependence, mutual information [Cover and Thomas
1991] is a measure of dependency that captures non-linear dependence. Mutual infor-
mation can be considered a generalised measure of similarity that indicates how much
information (or reduction of certainty) one variable provides about another. Mutual in-
formation is measured in bits and yields unbounded non-negative values (from 0 to∞).
Zero mutual information means that two random variables are independent, whereas
a high mutual information indicates a high dependence. Mutual information can also
be normalised to form normalised mutual information [Knops et al. 2006] (with values
ranging from 0 to 1) or other normalised variations [Bouma 2009].
Mutual information can be used to register multi-spectral, multisensor, or multi-
modal images in spite of their different radiometric properties, such as the registration
of SAR and optical images [Inglada 2002][Shu and Tan 2007]. Aside from robustness
across radiometric differences, mutual information can produce sharper peaks than
correlation and therefore provide an improvement in localisation accuracy, but it is
more expensive to compute [Inglada 2002].
4.4.3 Manual control points
In some remote sensing applications, control points (also known as tie points) are
manually selected by a human instead of finding point correspondences using automatic
methods [Bentoutou et al. 2005][Dellinger et al. 2015]. Suitable control points may
include landmarks or easily identifiable structures; these control points are identified
and localised manually. This approach becomes infeasible when a large number of
images need to be registered. Another consideration that affects appropriate selection of
image registration algorithms is whether each image registration can be modelled with
local transformations (where image warping may be suitable) or a global transformation
model is required (to create a consistent global registration) [Brown 1992]. A semi-
automatic control point algorithm was proposed by Kennedy and Cohen [2003].
4.4.4 Target/object recognition
Mine hunting applications are a prominent area of interest in sonar. Ideally, an auto-
matic detection and classification (ADAC) system is able to detect and classify mines
without requiring the participation of any human operators for interpreting the im-
ages [Leier 2014]. This includes the sub-problem of automatic target recognition (ATR),
a term that generally refers to the detection of mines. In some applications, detected
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mines should also be referenced against past information [Gendron et al. 2007] or be
mapped in a more global positional context [Fallon et al. 2013]. Real-time function-
ality may also be desired [Gendron et al. 2007]. A common scheme for ADAC is to
perform image segmentation, followed by feature extraction then classification. Seg-
mentation aims to separate and identify regions of the image as object, shadow, and
background [Fandos 2012]. Statistical and geometrical features are used to charac-
terise the segmented regions; one such set of features was proposed by Fandos et al.
[2013]. (Note that features here refer to classification rather than image features.)
Many choices of classifiers are available.
4.4.5 Bathymetry and InSAS
Bathymetry is the 2.5D reconstruction of the seabed topography. A traditional tech-
nique for surveying the seafloor is to use a ship-mounted echo sounder, which measures
the depth directly beneath the ship. To survey an area, a series of runs along paral-
lel lines must be made over the scene. Multibeam systems improve on the efficiency
of mapping by utilizing a set of echo sounders pointing radially at various angles or-
thogonal to the direction of travel, providing greatly increased coverage [de Moustier
1988][Calder and Mayer 2003]. An alternative method is to estimate depth values in
a scene by using the sonar data from two (or more) closely spaced receivers; this is
referred to as bathymetric side-scan sonar [Denbigh 1989]. Both of these systems fall
under the category of swath bathymetry, where the area of seafloor that is insonified is
a fan-shaped swath below the sonar.
Interferometry refers to the use of the coherent echo signals at separate hydrophones
to measure the angle of a returning wave from a sonar target. Thus, a bathymetric
side-scan sonar (such as a system with two vertically-displaced hydrophones) applies
the following principle of bathymetric reconstruction: the relative time delay of echoes
measured at the vertically-displaced hydrophones is estimated as accurately as possible;
the angle of arrival of a signal can be computed from the time delay, and subsequently
a height estimate is derived from the angle given the system geometry. This type of
interferometry is called across-track interferometry, where the baseline or displacement
between the sensors is perpendicular to the look direction of the sensor and the along-
track axis. The accuracy of bathymetric estimation is dependent on the baseline,
where too short a baseline yields poor estimates of height and too long a baseline
leads to spatial baseline decorrelation and larger phase errors [Li and Goldstein 1990].
With InSAS, synthetic aperture processing simplifies an array of vertically-displaced
hydrophones into a single element.
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4.4.6 Repeat-pass sonar
Interferometry can also be performed over repeat-pass images [Bellec et al. 2005], al-
though it is less accurate for bathymetry since the relative displacement of the trans-
ducers between runs is not known as accurately. Repeat-pass interferometry is a special
case of along-track interferometry [Rosen et al. 2000], which maps the spatio-temporal
coherence of the scene and also allows for change detection, ground moving target indi-
cation, and deformation estimation. As with SAS, there are several practical challenges
to InSAS and repeat-pass interferometry such as navigation, motion compensation,
handling occlusions, ambiguities due to phase wrapping, and multipath. Repeat-pass
interferometry is more challenging than InSAS due to knowledge of the baseline being
less accurate and the inevitable influence of temporal decorrelation between runs.
4.4.7 Change detection
Change detection is the identification of temporal differences between multiple images
of the same scene. This can be useful for applications such as harbour surveys. There
are two main categories of change detection: object-based change detection and image-
based change detection. In object-based change detection, also known as contact-based
change detection and feature-based change detection, targets are first identified in the
new image, then the set of targets is compared with historical records to determine new
and missing targets as well as positioning information. Object-based change detection
has some overlap with target recognition, and often requires an operator to manually
identify objects. Object-based change detection requires the general signature of tar-
gets to be known in advance. It is a form of supervised detection in that it relies on
data that has been labelled or classified, possibly also requiring labelled ground-truth
training data, whereas unsupervised detection requires no prior information or con-
text other than the images themselves [Bruzzone and Prieto 2000]. With image-based
change detection, which is typically unsupervised, the output is a difference image that
indicates the degree of change for each pixel in the scene. Image-based change detection
is more sensitive to changes in illumination, viewing geometry, and imaging artefacts
(which should not be detected as changes), and generally requires actively navigated
platforms [Myers et al. 2014]. Figure 4.1 shows a difference image computed from the
pixel-wise subtraction of two coregistered despeckled log-intensity images. The middle
image is the repeat-pass image after four objects were deliberately placed in the scene,
and the changes due to these objects are clearly visible in the difference image.
Automatic change detection is a topical application in the SAS field and is par-
ticularly of interest for military surveillance of coastal seafloors. It is also relevant for
offshore oil and gas exploration, pipeline surveying, and oceanography [Dillon 2013].
Change detection is performed via image differencing and thresholding, which may
be based on measures of similarity and/or entropy. Image-based change detection
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can be divided further divided into coherent methods and incoherent methods. In-
coherent change detection uses only the magnitude of the complex speckle images
(or even greyscale images) and can be effective over longer intervals between repeat
passes, whereas coherent change detection requires shorter intervals but can detect
subtle changes in the scene (such as a patch disturbed by a mine burial) even when
the mean backscattered energy remains the same [Myers et al. 2017]. Per-pixel changes
can be determined on the basis of correlation/coherence or more sophisticated measures
such as canonical correlation analysis [G-Michael et al. 2016] and temporally invariant
saliency [Matthews and Sternlicht 2011]. Image registration is a precursor to change
detection, with coherent change detection being especially reliant on an accurate reg-
istration in order to produce useful results. The most common rule of thumb states
that a registration to within a tenth of a resolution cell is required for interferometric
processing, estimation of changes in topography, and coherent change detection [Just
and Bamler 1994][Scheiber and Moreira 2000][Preiss and Stacy 2006]. Although this re-
quirement originates from SAR, it has also been applied to SAS [Sæbø et al. 2011][Dillon
and Myers 2014b]. Misalignment between two images causes spurious false alarms in
image-based change detection [Myers et al. 2009]. Incoherent change detection can be
performed under looser conditions for image coregistration and navigation estimation
accuracy.
4.4.8 Differences between SAS images and optical images
Synthetic aperture imagery differs from optical imagery in several respects. Pixel values
of speckled images are complex-valued rather than colour or greyscale. Image resolution
depends on the bandwidth of the transmitted wave. Transducers propagate waves that
illuminate the scene, also causing shadows. In SAS these shadows may be particularly
blurred due to the projected waves originating from different angles as the sonar runs
along a track [Sabel et al. 2005][Bellettini and Pinto 2009]. The transmitted energy is
usually the only source of illumination whereas in optical scenes there are often multiple
sources of lighting that may change in luminance and direction [Marburg et al. 2012].
SAS imagery is also subject to potentially severe distortion due to the sonar system
swaying and drifting from an ideal track. The extent of image warping can be reduced
if the track navigation data is known accurately. In practice, the data from inertial
measurement units (IMUs) and GPS tracking can only be used as initial estimates;
path correction relies on the recorded sonar data instead. Speckled images tend to be
texturally bland, whereas optical images tend to have a variety of distinctive textures.
Image noise in speckled imagery is largely multiplicative in nature, as opposed to
additive noise in optical images. Synthetic aperture images are often interpreted (by
both humans and computers) on a log-magnitude scale showing an intensity range up
to 60 dB.
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Figure 4.1: SAS images of a scene before and after deployment of four target objects
(top and middle images respectively). The bottom image is the difference image, which
shows the visible changes due to the objects. The dynamic range in these images
is 45 dB.
c© 2011 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [Midtgaard et al. 2011].
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There are several important differences between how SAR and SAS imagery is
processed, as well as the maturity of the technical literature. SIFT and its alternatives
are mentioned in SAS research only recently [Wang and Hayes 2014] and in passing [G-
Michael et al. 2014][Midtgaard et al. 2011], whereas its application is more deeply
considered [Schwind et al. 2010][Wang et al. 2015][Suri et al. 2010][Dellinger et al.
2015][Wang et al. 2012][Fan et al. 2013] in the better established SAR community.
4.4.9 Feature-based SAS work
At the time of writing, there are only a few independent papers that explore the feasi-
bility of feature-based image registration for SAS. However, feature-based registration
has been gaining popularity in SAR and can in theory be applied to SAS in a similar
manner. A key difference between SAS and SAR is the difficulty of accurate positioning
for SAS. The strict requirements on navigation accuracy of a sonar platform usually
cannot be met through IMUs or other external positioning systems alone and requires
data-driven techniques [Dillon and Myers 2014b]. Furthermore, motion errors in water
are comparable to the signal wavelength and can have a highly destructive effect on
image formation algorithms [Caporale and Petillot 2017]. The primary motivation be-
hind feature-based registration for SAR and SAS to employ a faster initial registration
to reduce the search space of a subsequent area-based method that is slower but more
accurate.
G-Michael et al. [2014][2016] performed initial coarse registration (for alignment to
within one pixel, ideally) by estimating a 2D image shift (no rotation or scaling) from
SIFT feature matches. They used a threshold of two thirds for Lowe’s distance ratio.
Their estimate was a weighted average based on descriptor distances, and outliers were
rejected by repeatedly culling data points further than three standard deviations from
the sample mean. (However, random sampling algorithms such as RANSAC [Fischler
and Bolles 1981] are the more common approach to outlier rejection in registration
problems, including for SAR applications [Dellinger et al. 2015]). Another SAS work
using feature-based registration was by Midtgaard et al. [2011]; they used anisotropic
diffusion to reduce speckle as a preprocessing step. Correspondences found using SURF
were used to estimate an affine transform between the images from two sonar runs. Un-
fortunately, neither of these works presented results indicating the performance of the
feature algorithms. [Midtgaard 2013] also used SURF to estimate an affine transform
prior to performing pixel-wise subtraction for image-based change detection. 3000 fea-
ture matches were found between two images taken four days apart, whereas pairs of
images taken about one year part produced 11 and 16 matches each.
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4.4.10 Other SAS work
Repeat-pass applications are still a relatively new undertaking in SAS research. Bellec
et al. [2005] described an early attempt at repeat-pass interferometry, obtaining a
maximum correlation near 0.76 and using two mine echoes as reference points to align
the images. Many SAS papers involving AUV navigation and mine detection have no
references to computer vision or even image processing. Similarly, many publications
of practical applications give little detail on the inner workings of their systems. Fallon
et al. [2013] described an application where an AUV with a forward looking sonar
used a simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) algorithm [Durrant-Whyte and
Bailey 2006]. Gendron et al. [2007] described a real-time mine detection system with
SLAM-like navigation. Lyons et al. [2010] modelled the effect of seafloor ripples on
SAS speckle statistics.
Lyons and Brown [2013] performed experiments using a rail-mounted tower system
where repeat-pass tracks achieved a navigation accuracy surpassing that of normal
practical scenarios. Their findings included an analysis of temporal decorrelation for a
scene that changed relatively quickly due to bioturbation caused by feeding fish. Their
example is unique in that the coherence was particularly high due to the accuracy of
their registration; this accuracy cannot be achieved in practice and is typically only
possible in simulations. Dillon and Myers [2014a] performed a brief feasibility study
of vertical baseline estimation for repeat-pass interferometric SAS, suggesting that a
small baseline gives ambiguous estimates while large baselines yield decorrelated views.
A universal issue pointed out was the inability to measure a ground truth vertical
separation, as the state of the art instrumentation is insufficient. [Myers et al. 2009]
attempted automatic change detection and suggested the use of local co-registration
for regions of suspected change in order to reduce spurious false alarms due to global
misalignments.
4.4.11 Other developments in feature matching and registration of
speckle images
Some SAR papers report surprisingly low number of feature correspondence inliers
(< 10 %) whereas other works mention over 90 % inliers [Wang et al. 2012], perhaps
indicating the highly situational nature of feature matching performance. [Ren et al.
2011] used feature matching with restrictions based on scale and rotation discrepancies
between potential feature matches. [Hasan et al. 2010] considered a weak form of guided
matching for multi-spectral image registration. In the case of a high inlier ratio in non-
real-time applications, there is little incentive to improve on readily available SIFT
implementations, especially with overall insignificant objective benefit demonstrated by
its variants. For example, no works have considered and demonstrated an improvement
over SIFT’s keypoint accuracy, and few consider the effect on accuracy of estimated
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image registration parameters. Several works lowered the false alarm rate of SIFT
at the cost of keypoints, which inevitably decreases the computation time. Such a
trade-off is arguably trivial. An extreme case of misusing the false alarm rate metric
was evident in one work where the majority of keypoints were redundant (though
not exactly identical). A contrario variants of RANSAC (AC-RANSAC) are suitable
when the inlier ratio is low (even 10 %) [Moisan and Stival 2004] and have the general
advantage of having a single parameter [Dellinger et al. 2012]. The a contrario model
assumes either a uniform [Moisan and Stival 2004] or Gaussian [Sur 2010] distributed
localisation error and uses the expected number of false alarms (NFA) at a 5 % null
hypothesis significance to determine outliers.
In feature matching, dual matching is defined as requiring a correspondence pair of
keypoints to pass Lowe’s distance ratio test both ways [Wang et al. 2012]. [Huo et al.
2012] implemented a multilevel SIFT matching process in a coarse-to-fine matching
approach for efficiency and to deal with the problem of ambiguity in very high resolution
(VHR) images. [Fan et al. 2013] combined several minor SIFT tweaks appearing in
the SAR discussion and also concatenated SIFT descriptors of sizes 16 × 16, 24 × 24,
and 32 × 32 into a single descriptor in attempt to maximise robustness, yielding an
improvement in the inlier ratio of matches.
Registration of images from different sensing technologies (e.g. SAR, infrared, op-
tical, CT, MRI) can be performed using a technique called pixel migration [Keller and
Averbuch 2006][Yao and Goh 2006], where no explicit similarity measure is required
between the multisensor images. Yao and Goh [2006] noted that local optimisation
of the implicit similarity function does not give the most accurate registration, adapt-
ing the problem using a genetic algorithm that searches for appropriate feasible and
infeasible regions to register.
Chapter 5
Feature-based SAS baseline estimation
This chapter describes a proof of concept of feature-based registration for SAS imagery.
A feature matching pipeline using SIFT is proposed, with a novel approach to sonar
image registration via sonar track registration. The method is demonstrated on two
simulated SAS images with slightly differing aspects (and no temporal changes), where
the ground truth registration is exactly known due to its relation to the specified simu-
lation inputs. It is shown that SIFT performs well on these simulated speckled images
and leads to a registration result within the 0.1 pixel alignment accuracy recommended
for coherent change detection. For the problem of track registration, a simple track
model is used to consider the feasibility of SIFT in ideal conditions without further
refinement using area-based methods. An estimated track registration is used to con-
struct an image registration, i.e., a mapping of points between the pair of images. One
motivation for track registration rather than direct image registration is the potential
for the estimated track registration to lead to improved motion compensation, image
formation, and thus better change detection results (for example).
Section 5.1 presents the imaging model for an ideal sonar track. Section 5.2 de-
rives equations for estimating track parameters from a set of image correspondences.
Section 5.3 details a least squares estimation method that provides improved estimation
accuracy. Section 5.4 describes the use of RANSAC for outlier rejection and proposes
a deterministic procedure that approximates the behavior of RANSAC. An overview of
the test data and the image preprocessing involved is given in Section 5.5. Section 5.6
presents the results and performance of feature matching on the dataset. Section 5.7
demonstrates the performance of RANSAC estimation. The results of the proposed
registration pipeline after least squares estimation is given in Section 5.8. Finally,
Section 5.9 discusses the various results and ideas for further improvement and devel-
opment.
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5.1 Imaging model for an ideal sonar track
This section presents a registration model for two sonar tracks. Consider a seafloor
scene imaged in two separate SAS runs. The sonar runs are assumed to be ideal—
along straight and level tracks, where the relative pose of the sonar on the track at any
given sampling time has no pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge, or heave. A point scatterer
with world coordinates wx will appear in the local coordinate systems of each run as
x and x′, where
x = R wx + t , (5.1)
x′= R′ wx + t′. (5.2)
Here, the rotation matrix R and translation vector t describe the overall pose of the
first run, and R′ and t′ describe the pose of the second run. The local coordinates of

























where r and r′ are the slant ranges, x and x′ are the across-track positions, y and y′ are
the along-track positions, and z and z′ are the vertical displacements of the scatterer
with respect to each of the two sonar tracks. After synthetic aperture reconstruction
at track altitude, an estimate is obtained of the slant range and along-track position
but not the depth; the scatterer appears in the two images at the coordinates r and r′,
where






Without loss of generality, assume that the second run is the reference so that R′ = I
and t′ = 0, and thus
x′ = wx = R−1(x− t), (5.7)
x = R x′ + t. (5.8)
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where α is the angle of rotation between the first and second track orientations. The
translation vector t = (tx, ty, tz)
T represents the displacement going from the first
track to the second track relative to the world coordinate system. Using (5.7), (5.8),
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z − tz
 . (5.11)
Note that the depth of a scatterer in a scene generally cannot be measured to a
sufficient accuracy for registration (without bathymetry); only the image coordinates
are available. In addition, if the sonar tracks and seafloor are not horizontal, the
mapping of image points can be mathematically ambiguous. Thus, the seafloor and
the sonar tracks are assumed to be level.
Equations (5.10) and (5.11) are the projected coordinates for a given track regis-
tration and are used in the next section to measure the misregistration for an estimated
track registration.
5.2 Track registration from image correspondences
Assume two level tracks over the same level scene (see Figure 5.1), where the sonar
altitude above the seabed, H ′, of the second sonar track is known or estimated. The
track registration problem is to estimate the relative pose between the tracks, given a set
of N image correspondences rk↔r′k, k∈ 1..N , where rk and r′k are the matched image
coordinates (5.5) and (5.6) that are related by (5.8). It is assumed that there are a
sufficient number of good correspondences, otherwise registration using image features
may not be feasible. This assumption depends on various factors such as the image
quality, baseline, decorrelation, and scene content. Note that if no altitude (or scene










Figure 5.1: The first and second tracks are depicted on the left and right respectively,
along with the scene. The first track has horizontal displacements tx and ty relative
to the second coordinate system. The orientation of the first track also has a counter-
clockwise rotation, α, relative to the second track, as well as a vertical separation, tz,
that is not shown here. The bottom right shows the across-track geometry for a point
scatterer with slant range r′k and a known depth H
′. The two blue lines are examples of
feature correspondences, where the same points in the scene are found in both images.
Reprinted, with permission, from [Wang and Hayes 2017b]. c© 2017 IEEE.
Use of “Sand texture” by Rowland Rose, 2009, via Flickr (CC BY 2.0).
depth) is known, there are an infinite number of possible depths and baselines that are
consistent with the image data such that an arbitrary solution for track registration still
leads to a useful image registration. If both track altitudes (H and H ′) are known, the
system of equations presented in this section becomes overdetermined. This scenario is
considered in Appendix A, but ultimately, estimates of both track altitudes are unlikely
to be measured accurately enough to be of practical use.
The set of image correspondences are inevitably noisy: correspondences will be
imperfectly localised due to finite processing on finite resolution images, and some
incorrect correspondences may be found using SIFT. If all the correspondence outliers
are eliminated, track parameter estimation can be defined and solved as an optimisation
problem.
For a given track registration parameterised by t and α, the projected image co-
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ordinates based on (5.10) and (5.11) respectively are:
r̃k=
√(−H ′+ tz)2 + (x′k cosα+y′k sinα+ tx)2
−x′k sinα+y′k cosα+ ty
 , (5.12)
r̃′k=
√(−H ′)2 + ((xk− tx) cosα− (yk− ty) sinα)2
(xk− tx) sinα+ (yk− ty) cosα
. (5.13)
The errors ∆rk and ∆r
′
k are the differences between the correspondence locations and
their predicted locations for a given registration estimate:

























Thus, given a correspondence set rk↔r′k, k∈ 1..N and assuming a level seafloor at
depth H below the first sonar track, the optimisation problem is defined as:






A näıve approach to this problem is to perform a brute-force search for an ap-
proximate global minima of (5.17), followed by a local optimisation of this average
symmetric transfer error. However, this is slow due to the large search space and the
shape of the error function. An alternative to brute force is to estimate the global
minima by direct calculation of the parameters using correspondences. With reference
to Figure 5.1, the derivation below demonstrates that the four track parameters are
completely determined by a pair of non-identical correspondences, r1↔r′1 and r2↔r′2.
From (5.11), the difference between two along-track positions relative to the second
track is
y′1 − y′2 = (x1 − x2) sinα+ (y1 − y2) cosα, (5.19)
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This yields two solutions for α, only one of which is consistent with the subsequent
solutions. Next, the world coordinate offset,
m = −tx cosα+ ty sinα, (5.21)













2 − (c2 +m)2,
= (c21 − c22) + 2(c1 − c2)m,
where
c1 = x1 cosα− y1 sinα, (5.22)
c2 = x2 cosα− y2 sinα, (5.23)




2 − c21 + c22
2(c1 − c2)
. (5.24)
Then x′1 is solved from (5.22) and (5.24):
x′1 = c1 +m; (5.25)
and finally the track registration parameters are solved by:
tx = x1 − x′1 cosα− y′1 sinα, (5.26)
ty = y1 + x
′
1 sinα− y′1 cosα, (5.27)





Thus, given a non-degenerate pair of inlier correspondences, an estimate of the track
parameters can be calculated directly.
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Although a single pair of inlier correspondences can be sufficient to form an estimate
of the repeat-pass sonar baseline, more reliable and accurate estimates can be formed
by fitting to a larger set of correspondences, reducing the overall effect of noise in the
localisation of the correspondences. With homography estimation in computer vision,
a standard method is to perform local optimisation on the average symmetric transfer
error [Hartley and Zisserman 2003]. However, the sonar geometry differs from the
epipolar geometry of cameras, and so the equivalent error function, (5.17), is somewhat
unstable with noisy data due to the presence of many local minima. In general, initial
estimates computed directly from pairs of correspondences are not reliable enough to be
refined either. The problem of convergence on sub-optimal solutions can be addressed
by using more expensive optimisation algorithms. For example, an initial global brute-
force search can be used prior to local optimisation on the error function. An alternative
approach proposed here is to use a least-squares formulation in order to estimate the
track registration more reliably and efficiently. By definition, the least squares solution
gives slightly different results to minimisation of (5.17). The least squares regression
consisting of two equations is derived as follows.
Firstly, taking the second row of (5.11) and using 3rd order Taylor expansions to
approximate sinα and cosα results in:




















This equation is cast as a local linear approximation to yield the first linear regression
equation:
y′ − y + α̂
2
2
(y − t̂y) +
α̂3
6
(x− t̂x) = (x− t̂x)α− ty, (5.29)
where α and ty are solved using vectors of the variables, given initial estimates of tx,
ty, and α (t̂x, t̂y, and α̂ respectively). After a few iterations where the estimates are
updated, the solution converges.
Secondly, the following equation is linearised in order to estimate the remaining




Substituting the 1st order Taylor polynomial for the square root about r̂′2 to obtain a
local linear approximation gives:
r′ ≈ r̂′ + 1
2r̂′
[r′2 − r̂′2], (5.30)
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where r̂′ is calculated using the estimates t̂x and t̂z according to the first row of (5.11):
r̂′ =
√
(z − t̂z)2 +
(
(x− t̂x) cos α̂− (y − t̂y) sin α̂
)2
. (5.31)
After expanding the expressions for r′ (from (5.11)) and r̂′2, taking the difference, and
replacing tx and tz with their estimates t̂x and t̂z as required for simplification, the
result is linear in tx and tz:
r′2 − r̂′2 ≈ −
[
t̂2z − 2zt̂z + (t̂2x − 2xt̂x) cos2 α̂+ t̂x(y − t̂y) sin α̂ cos α̂
]
+ (t̂z − 2z)tz +
[
(t̂x − 2x) cos2 α̂+ (y − t̂y) sin α̂ cos α̂
]
tx.
Substituting this result into the earlier square root approximation, (5.30), yields:
r′ − r̂′ + 1
2r̂′
[










(t̂z − 2z)tz. (5.32)
As a linear regression equation, r̂′ is the main source of noise in the predictor expressions
and should be eliminated by multiplying both sides by r̂′ to give:
r̂′(r′ − r̂′) + 1
2
[










(t̂z − 2z)tz. (5.33)
Ordinary least squares is used to solve the linear regressions. The two regressions
in (5.29) and (5.33) are solved iteratively and alternately so that updated estimates
of the parameter subsets interact with one another. (A single linear regression can be
formulated but this is tedious and unnecessary.) In the first linear equation, (5.29),
the response variable is roughly equal to the across-track correspondence offset, since
the rotation (α) is kept small in multi-pass sonar applications. Contrary to the least-
squares assumption of noise-free predictors, x (appearing in the predictor for α) will
have a non-zero error in relation to feature detection. x is also part of a predictor in
the second linear equation, (5.33). However, experiments using weighted least squares
(based on descriptor distances) and total least squares (where errors in the independent
variables are taken into account) yielded concordant solutions.
Although ordinary least squares is robust to noisy data, it is not robust to outliers.
Hence, rejection of outlier correspondences must be performed prior to least squares es-
timation in order to provide robustness to bad estimates and degenerate cases. Overall,
this least-squares approach provides more accurate and more stable estimation than
local optimisation and is considerably faster to compute.
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In the ideal case, a track registration can be estimated from a minimal set of two
correspondences. In practice, however, a given set of image correspondences will have
noisy feature locations and contain outlier matches. Furthermore, inlier pairs of cor-
respondences can form degenerate pairs in the given calculations. These issues are
typical in pose estimation problems, where RANSAC is a common choice of outlier
rejection algorithm used with feature matching [Torr and Zisserman 2000]. The track
registration model described in Section 5.2 was to used to estimate the track param-
eters by using (5.16)—the symmetric transfer error (measured in squared pixels)—as
the RANSAC reprojection error. In practice, the one-way errors (5.14) and (5.15) are
always similar in value, and so the square root of the RANSAC threshold (referred to as
the “tolerance” here) behaves as the maximum allowable Euclidean distance error for
the predicted mapping of a supposed inlier correspondence. Note that the SIFT detec-
tor can detect multiple keypoints at the same location with different orientations [Lowe
2004], so redundant point correspondences were removed before performing robust es-
timation using RANSAC.
Although RANSAC estimation is robust, it is known to be unstable in terms of
estimation accuracy [Chum et al. 2003]. When the inlier ratio is high, RANSAC tends
to offer little benefit since its emphasis is on finding an inlier set rather than minimising
the effect of noise on estimation. In comparison, the least-squares method is designed
to minimise estimation error in the presence of noise. Using least squares estimation
for fitting tentative RANSAC inlier sets does not solve this issue because RANSAC
ranks solutions by the cardinality of the inlier set [Fischler and Bolles 1981], not any
measure of error or quality of fit.
As demonstrated in the results in Section 5.7, inlier rejection and noise minimisa-
tion should be treated as separate concerns when robustness is required but accuracy
is of primary importance. Based on this idea, a modified outlier rejection scheme is
proposed here.
5.4.1 A deterministic approximation to RANSAC
Although RANSAC is useful for coarse outlier rejection, for finer thresholds it is prone
to finding inlier sets that yield biased but unstable estimates. In order to provide
similar but more stable and predictable results, the following deterministic algorithm
is proposed for approximating RANSAC’s behavior for smaller error thresholds.
An iteratively trimmed inlier set is obtained for a given reprojection tolerance as
follows:
1. The current registration estimate is assumed to be sufficiently accurate in terms
of being used to cull one outlier from the current inlier set, using the same error
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measurement as in RANSAC.
2. A new registration estimate is formed (to ensure minimal bias).
Schwind et al. [2010] refer to a similar ad-hoc method as “filtered matching”,
and [G-Michael and Tucker 2010] also uses a similar idea. Prior to this iterative rejection
scheme, RANSAC is still used for (nondeterministic) coarse outlier rejection in order
to ensure that the initial data is not degenerate and the first estimate is reasonable.
However, when the threshold is set in order to discard less accurate but technically inlier
correspondences, RANSAC should be used with a pre-determined coarse threshold
(such as 1.0 squared pixels) before applying the proposed iterative algorithm to cull
points to the desired smaller threshold. Although multiple outliers (as opposed to just
one) can be culled in each iteration, the number removed each iteration should be kept
small so that each removal does not have an unstable impact on the updated estimate.
5.5 Test data
The simulated high frequency SAS data was generated by the NSWC PCD (Panama
City, Florida) using PC-SWAT [Sammelmann 2001]. The scene consists of three highly
reflective point targets on a sandy seabed with ripples. The scene is imaged twice
along two tracks that differ only by an altitude separation of 0.2 m, which is the known
ground truth. Therefore, the simulated registration parameters are:(




0 0 −0.2 0
)
. (5.34)
The two images are reconstructed at their respective track altitudes using the wavenum-
ber reconstruction algorithm [Cafforio et al. 1991][Milman 1993], resulting in images of
size 1800×1658. The known pose between these tracks is used to compute the ground
truth mapping between the two images, which in turn is used to objectively evaluate
the localisation accuracy of feature correspondences and overall registration accuracy.
5.5.1 Sonar image preprocessing
To perform feature matching, the complex sonar images reconstructed at track altitude
must be converted to greyscale images. This was done by taking the log-magnitude
images limited to a chosen dynamic range (with the maximum value set to 0 dB and
small values clamped to a minimum intensity), followed by scaling these values to the
integer range 0 to 255. Figure 5.2 shows a converted greyscale image with a dynamic
range of 40 dB. The intensity profile in this image varies significantly over the slant-
range direction due to the vertical beam patterns of the transducers and the decrease in
signal amplitude with range. Although Figure 5.2 is trimmed to a minimum 5 m slant
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range (since the region below is less than the sonar track altitude), this information
was not presumed.
Preliminary testing revealed that SIFT yielded more inlier feature matches when
operating on intensity-normalised images, where all the rows of each image (the pixels
in a row share the same slant range) are scaled to have approximately the same average
intensity. This normalisation is performed on the complex images, not the greyscale
images. There are multiple ways to achieve a satisfactory normalised image; the sim-
plest method of dividing the rows by their mean intensity may not give the best result
because a single bright point can account for as much as 10 % of the total energy of
its row. The sharp variations using this technique contrast with the true beam pattern
and attenuation with distance, which are both smooth functions. For this reason, an
estimate of the median intensity was used instead of the mean intensity. Model-based
approaches could also have been used to normalise the images.
Local features are more effective when the illumination or intensity in a scene is
more consistent, rather than having areas of low contrast. Making the images more
uniform resulted in more detected features (twice as many features at a dynamic range
of 40 dB) with better spread and a marginally narrower error distribution in terms of
localisation accuracy; all of these factors theoretically decrease statistical estimation
bias. Figure 5.3 shows one of the converted greyscale images after intensity compensa-
tion. Note that this image also has a dynamic range of 40 dB, but the intensity scale is
not the same as in Figure 5.2; a higher dynamic range is required for the intensities to
be similar for the brightest regions of the unnormalised image. In general, an appro-
priate choice of dynamic range depends on the system parameters as well as the scene
data.
The chosen dynamic range of converted images is relevant to SIFT performance as
it affects the level of contrast of features and therefore the number of detected features.
When the dynamic range is low, there are fewer bright pixels, and when the dynamic
range is high, there are fewer dark pixels. At a certain sweet spot, SIFT finds the most
correspondences. SIFT is partially invariant to changes in the level of illumination, and
preliminary experiments showed that the dynamic range had a trivial impact on the
localisation accuracy of correspondences. A 30 dB dynamic range for the normalised
images was chosen for the experiments due to providing enough correspondences while
requiring less computation than higher dynamic range images. Using the 40 dB nor-
malised images produced four times as many correspondences with approximately the
same mean error and standard deviation in localisation error (compared to ground
truth), however, a raw increase in the number of correspondences did not necessarily
lead to a more accurate registration. Although a factor of two increase in accuracy was
found to be possible using a dynamic range between 40–50 dB compared to 30 dB, there
was still a significant element of randomness. The processing time of SIFT matching
is roughly quadratic in the number of detected features due to brute-force matching.
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Figure 5.2: The original SAS image reconstructed at track altitude from the first sonar
run. The along-track axis is horizontal with slant range increasing upwards. The
dynamic range shown is 40 dB.
c© 2017 IEEE.
5.6 Feature matching performance
Feature detection, description, and matching were performed on the two SAS images
using the SIFT algorithm implemented in the OpenCV library [Bradski 2000]. The
SIFT parameters used were as recommended in Lowe’s original paper [Lowe 2004] ex-
cept for the contrast threshold, which was set to 0.04. The results of SIFT matching are
listed in Table 5.1. Redundant correspondences due to SIFT keypoints with different
orientations at the same location were removed. The repeatability of the keypoints is
about a quarter, and there are very few outliers in the matches. Although 0.5 was used
for the distance ratio test, the precision rate remained steady for all ratios below 0.9.
In preliminary tests, the SIFT detector and descriptor achieved the best distribution of
features in terms of localisation accuracy compared to other combinations of detectors
and descriptors, including SURF. Other publically available implementations of SIFT
were also tested, with inferior results. The recently popular KAZE detector/descriptor
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Figure 5.3: The intensity-normalised image for the first sonar run, with a dynamic
range of 40 dB. The bottom region where the slant range is less than 5 m is unused.
c© 2017 IEEE.
and its derivative A-KAZE [Alcantarilla et al. 2013] appeared impractical for use on
large images at the time of testing, being prohibitively slow, requiring large amounts
of memory, and yielding unimpressive results.
The ground truth mapping of points between the two images was determined from
the known sonar tracks. Using the ground truth, the localisation accuracy can be eas-
ily observed based on the along-track pixel offsets of the correspondences, since the
two simulated sonar runs have no along-track displacement. The slant-range error off-
sets were also computed. The along-track and slant-range offsets were combined to
form the Euclidean distance error (in pixels) of the correspondences relative to the
known ground truth. Histograms of the along-track offsets are shown in Figure 5.4,
the slant-range offsets in Figure 5.5, and the distance error in Figure 5.6. The mean
and standard deviations of these populations are listed in Table 5.2. A correspondence
was defined as an outlier if either of its point locations differed from their predicted
ground truth projections by greater than 1 pixel L∞-norm distance. (In side exper-
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iments where the correspondences were ranked according to descriptor distances and
distance ratios, there was no observed relationship between the closeness of a match
and its localisation accuracy. Thus, it did not seem possible to use this information to
improve estimation using weighted estimation. There was also no statistically signifi-
cant correlation between the magnitude of a localisation error and the slant range of
the matched points.)
Table 5.1: SIFT performance.
SIFT keypoints in first image 21,093
SIFT keypoints in second image 16,710
Unique-location matches 4901
Inlier unique-location matches 4893
Precision rate (proportion of inlier matches) 99.8 %
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Figure 5.4: Normalised histogram of the along-track pixel offsets between corresponding
feature locations, compared to the ground truth. Outliers are not shown. In the absence
of speckle noise, an ideal feature detector would always yield offsets close to zero.
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Figure 5.5: Normalised histogram of the slant-range pixel offsets between corresponding
feature locations, compared to the ground truth. Outliers are not shown.
Table 5.2: Correspondence error statistics.
Statistic mean stddev
Along-track error (pixels) 0.00051 0.125
Slant-range error (pixels) −0.0027 0.131
Distance error (pixels) 0.140 0.115
5.7 RANSAC estimation performance
RANSAC was used to compute track registration estimates at various error thresholds
up to 1.0 pixels. For the minimal set of two correspondences, the initial parameter
estimates were obtained using the method of direct calculation (see Section 5.2). In
the case of more than two correspondences, model fitting was performed using the least
squares regression from Section 5.3 rather than optimisation of the symmetric transfer
error. This choice was made for efficiency reasons. For each RANSAC solution, a
least squares fit was applied to the largest inlier set to obtain the final estimate. The
quality of a track registration estimate was measured by the maximum registration
error it produced over the scene when its predictions were compared to the ground
truth. Due to RANSAC’s non-deterministic nature and its random sampling scheme,
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Correspondence pixel distance errors
Figure 5.6: Normalised histogram of the Euclidean pixel distance error between corre-
sponding feature locations compared to the ground truth. Outliers are not shown.
its performance in terms of registration accuracy cannot be (usefully) characterised
statistically. For example, it is extremely unlikely but possible for RANSAC to fail
to find a solution as long as there is at least one outlier correspondence in the data
set. Therefore, it is not meaningful to consider a maximum error bound. Similarly, the
best possible estimate that RANSAC can find is an arbitrary value determined by a
brute-force combination of subsets of the data.
However, for demonstrative purposes, populations of 20 RANSAC solutions (found
from 10,000 iterations each) were obtained at each of the thresholds: 1.02, 0.12, and 0.052
pixels squared. The minimum and maximum registration errors and sizes of the inlier
sets are displayed in Table 5.3. For a distance tolerance of 1.0 pixels, there is a high
probability of finding the maximum possible inlier set (of 4895) in all of the 20 runs.
(Distance tolerance is equivalent to the square root of the RANSAC threshold.) With
the two smaller tolerances (0.1 and 0.05), the misregistration errors varied significantly.
These examples are consistent with the well-known behavior of RANSAC where too
large a threshold leads to poor estimates [Torr and Zisserman 2000] and too small a
threshold leads to unstable estimates.
The most reliable representation of RANSAC’s output is perhaps a single sample
corresponding to the largest inlier set that can be found given a sufficient (i.e., infinite)
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number of iterations. This solution can also be computed using brute force, but it is
prohibitively expensive to do so. Instead, an iteration count of 10,000 was used under
the assumption that this was sufficient to approximate RANSAC’s “ideal” behavior.
Sample performances of RANSAC using this approach are plotted in Figure 5.7, which
shows the effect of varying the RANSAC threshold. The large variation in quality of
sample estimates is apparent as the pixel distance tolerance decreases. Minima in this
plot have no significance as they cannot be repeatedly obtained. There does not appear
to be an ideal choice of threshold that would make a noticeable impact on registration
accuracy, especially in a practical scenario where the ground truth would not be known.




























Misregistration for sample RANSAC
 estimates at different thresholds
Figure 5.7: Misregistration corresponding to sample RANSAC solutions (found from
10,000 iterations each) with the RANSAC threshold varying up to 1.0 pixels squared.
For better visibility, the horizontal axis uses the pixel distance tolerance, which is the
square root of the RANSAC threshold.
Table 5.3: Example populations of RANSAC estimates.
Threshold Number of inliers Misregistration (pixels)
(pixels2) min max min max
1.02 4895 4895 0.031 0.031
0.12 2265 2315 0.008 0.094
0.052 924 950 0.043 0.191
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Next, Inlier sets of size 2 to 4890 were built using the ground truth. Only cor-
respondences whose Euclidean distance error was less than a specified tolerance were
considered inliers. Figure 5.8 shows the relationship between the chosen tolerance and
the misregistration of the estimate computed from ground-truth inliers; these results
are deterministic for a given data set. Estimation was performed using the proposed
least-squares formulation, which tends to give slightly better results. As with the trend
in Figure 5.7, the misregistration also becomes more chaotic with fewer inliers. Al-
though the global minima is ten times less than the 0.028 pixel error obtained using
an a priori choice of 1.0 pixels tolerance, it seems there is no continuous range of toler-
ances that would be reliably superior for another similar dataset. For this reason, we
recommend a RANSAC threshold of 1.0 pixels squared for outlier rejection and suggest
that there is no real downside to this choice when the ground truth is unknown.
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Misregistration for ground truth inliers
Figure 5.8: Misregistration corresponding to estimates from ground-truth-based inlier
sets, where inlier correspondences have a Euclidean distance error less than a specified
tolerance. The lack of clear trend implies that automatic selection of a near-optimal
error threshold (as one might hope for when using RANSAC) cannot be performed
reliably without the ground truth.
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5.8 Least-squares registration performance
Firstly, robust outlier rejection was performed using RANSAC with a threshold of 1.0
pixels squared. 4895 inliers were found from 4901 correspondences. Next, using the
same error threshold of 1.0, the worst inliers were iteratively discarded using the method
proposed in Section 5.4.1. Six more correspondences were rejected in this process. (At
the same threshold, the proposed method often rejects additional outliers. This is
because RANSAC finds the solution that maximises the number of inliers, which differs
from the concept of minimising the error fit of the solution.) Least squares regression
resulted in the estimated parameter values in Table 5.4 (c.f. (5.34)).
Table 5.4: Estimated parameters using ordinary least squares regression.
t̂x (m) t̂y (m) t̂z (m) α̂ (
◦)
1.13× 10−4 −5.49× 10−5 −0.1993 1.26× 10−4
The estimated registration parameters were used to predict the mapping of scene
points in the two images, according to (5.10) and (5.11). The scene was sampled in
a uniform grid and the predicted scene-point mappings compared to the ground truth
mapping in order to calculate the alignment error (in pixels) over the scene. This mis-
registration is depicted in Figure 5.9. In this case, the misregistration is worst close
the sonar track and better at a greater slant range. The quality of the registration
is deemed to be based on the maximum misregistration error (0.028) despite most of
the scene being registered to within 0.01 pixels. (In the case of using 40 dB images
instead of 30 dB images, 19,326 feature matches were found and the estimation proce-
dure led to a least squares solution with a maximum registration error of 0.012 pixels.
Although it is likely that the 40 dB images would give better results overall, the long
computation time for computing plots such as Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 to demonstrate
representativeness of accuracy was somewhat impractical.
5.9 Discussion
The results shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 confirm that SIFT maintains sub-pixel
accuracy on the given speckled SAS imagery, with 47 % of correspondences being lo-
calised to within 0.1 pixels of the ground truth. In the absence of speckle noise, an
ideal feature detector would be expected to consistently yield errors close to zero. The
distributions of the along-track and slant-range offsets are both roughly symmetrical
with approximately zero mean and a sharp peak. They do not seem to follow any
known distributions and attempts to model them were unsuccessful.
The results are overall promising. The least squares estimation led to a registration
error up to 0.028 pixels over the scene, which is within the 0.1 pixel alignment accu-
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Figure 5.9: The alignment error of the estimated registration compared to the ground
truth.
racy required to compute a high quality interferogram [Scheiber and Moreira 2000].
Although RANSAC is designed for robustness and not specifically for reducing the
effect of noise, the variation in the quality of RANSAC estimates was slightly un-
expected. Using a threshold of 0.12 pixels squared rather than 1.02 pixels squared
conserved nearly half of the inliers, especially the inliers that supposedly had signifi-
cantly less correspondence offset error. However, any search performed without using
the ground truth knowledge is prone to bias, but even using the ground truth to retain
only the correspondences with smaller localisation errors did not reveal a predictable
or exploitable trend. This seems to imply that including correspondences with error
offsets larger than 0.1 pixels does not necessarily decrease estimation accuracy but
provides stability.
The relationship between the correspondence errors and the maximum misreg-
istration is difficult to evaluate. For example, suppose that the distribution of the
correspondence errors was known and the error distribution of the parameter estimate
could also be modelled after regression. Even so, it becomes impractical to continue
applying an error model due to the complex nature of the misregistration function,
which is the local maximum of a symmetric reprojection error, (5.16). For this reason,
robust estimators such as M-estimators are unlikely to provide a tangible benefit. The
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use of popular RANSAC variants such as MLESAC [Torr and Zisserman 2000] and
LO-RANSAC [Chum et al. 2003] are also unlike to make a difference because with few
inliers, the problem is primarily of estimation, not outlier rejection or computational
efficiency. Appendix B presents a statistical argument on why it may not be possible to
construct confidence intervals for a set of parameters estimated from feature matches.
A possible adaptation is to use 40 dB images instead of 30 dB images, which re-
sults in four times as many detected features with a statistically similar distribution of
localisation error. Theoretically, estimation from more points results in increased sta-
bility and decreased bias/sensitivity to noise. However, the running time increases by
about 16 times (according to the quadratic time complexity of brute-force matching) in
obtaining a final result with half the misregistration error. It is arguable whether this
trade-off is worthwhile, and further testing with more datasets is required to determine
whether a reduction in misregistration can be attained in general. Additionally, it is
desirable to further improve the registration using a correlation-based method, where
adapting a global feature-based registration model to a more nuanced model with lo-
cal distortions could diminish the utility of a factor-of-two improvement in the initial
misregistration accuracy.
The height offset tz appears to be the most sensitive parameter in terms of both
the parameter estimation error and the corresponding effect on the track misregis-
tration. One might consider the scenario where both scene depths are estimated
(see Appendix A for the resulting problem). tz could then be calculated as the dif-
ference between the track altitudes. However, the estimate for tz would need to be on
the order of 1 mm accuracy for a registration to within 0.1 pixels to be possible. Depth
measurements of such accuracy are unattainable in practice [Hagen and Jalving 2008].
Although depth estimation has an important impact on the track misregistration, the
sonar track model has a depth ambiguity such that there are (infinitely) many track
registrations that correspond to the same image registration. In other words, any sen-
sible value of H ′ can be used to compute a theoretically equivalent image registration.
The accuracy of the estimate of depth is only significant in the context of using the
estimated track registration to correct the navigation data and regenerate the sonar
images.
The proportion of true inlier correspondences after matching with Lowe’s ratio test
is high (> 95 %) for any distance ratio below 0.9. Despite the presence of speckle, the
simulated dataset is rather ideal. Real data can vary greatly in environmental aspects,
technical specifications, and thus also image quality. Therefore, it is difficult to predict
how successful the proposed pipeline would be for non-simulated high quality SAS
imagery. Deviation from an ideal sonar track is inevitable in practice due to imperfect
navigation. The sonar altitude may drift, or the assumption of a flat seafloor may not be
appropriate. In such cases, the usefulness of an ideal track registration is limited, even
with path-corrected images. Therefore, it is of interest in future work to investigate
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the applicability of SIFT-based registration in the following conditions: with different
sonar baselines, where the extent of speckle decorrelation varies; using simulated InSAS
data and a non-flat seafloor; and using a piece-wise model of a sonar track with noisy
motion estimates provided.
There are various proposed modifications to improve on SIFT’s robustness to
speckle [Suri et al. 2010][Dellinger et al. 2012][Dellinger et al. 2015][Wang et al. 2012].
Compared to SIFT, many of these achieve reduced computation times, higher repeata-
bility, and lower false alarm rates at the cost of fewer matches. However, there have
been limited ideas about improving on the localisation accuracy of SIFT keypoints and
matches. For SAR and SAS, image registration using features is an option that can be
used to significantly reduce the processing time of a subsequent finer registration based
on correlation. Increasing the accuracy in the feature-based registration could poten-
tially save an order of magnitude time overall. An improvement in detector statistics
at the cost of less matches cannot be assumed to be an objective trade-off. Indeed, a
trivial trade-off can be achieved with any feature detector by adjusting thresholds. A
receiver operating curve (ROC) describing the percentage of correct matches retrieved
in relation to the false alarm rate with varying parameters is also not an objective
measure because one detector may have many correct but redundant features whereas
a reasonable detector would find a set of features with better global coverage. There-
fore, we propose registration accuracy to be of greater interest. Feature localisation
cannot be readily improved by modifying the SIFT detector, but there are several other
possibilities. Estimation of location uncertainty in SIFT keypoints could be used to
weight the data for registration, thus favouring the more (probabilistically) accurate
matches. Zeisl et al. [2009] demonstrate a minor improvement to this effect on optical
images; perhaps the statistical properties of speckle could be factored in. G-Michael
et al. [2014] used descriptor distances to weight the registration estimate, but the
distance is meaningless for inlier matches. One idea is to refine the localisation of a
correspondence using correlation over the local image regions [Suri et al. 2009]. Other
options involve violating scale-space assumptions. Despeckling filters are designed to
reduce speckle noise, but filters could be used to enhance scale-space structures for
better localisation (at the cost introducing artefacts). For example, different features
will be best localised at different levels of contrast or dynamic range. Perhaps the op-
timal dynamic range can be estimated, or the average keypoint location over different
magnitude scales could be used. Lastly, the scale-invariance property is usually not
needed for SAR/SAS applications; it is conceivable that a blob detector operating in
a non-Gaussian scale space [Pauwels et al. 1995][Duits et al. 2004] could yield better
localisation than the SIFT detector on speckled images.
Overall, a larger dataset with various track configurations is required to achieve a
deeper analysis of the interaction between SIFT and speckle as well as a better sense
of the estimation accuracy. Unfortunately, SAS imagery is not readily available (unlike
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SAR imagery). SAS scene simulation is non-trivial and may typically require hours
of processing time. However, simulation is essential in order to objectively measure
feature-based registration performance due to the lack of precise ground truth with
real data. The difficulty of accurate simulation is a plausible explanation for why
localisation accuracy remains a neglected subject in the treatment of feature-based
registration on synthetic aperture imagery in the literature.

Chapter 6
SIFT localisation accuracy on interpolated images
In signal processing, sinc interpolation is the ideal interpolant for bandlimited systems
with adequately sampled data [Shannon 1949], where discrete-time interpolation [Cav-
icchi 1992] uses the Dirichlet kernel (also known as the periodic sinc function and
the aliased sinc function). However, the question arises: what are the consequences
if speckle images are not well sampled? This chapter addresses this topic specifically
from the point of view of feature matching performance rather than the theoretical
implications of sampling with a SAS system. Since feature detectors such as SIFT lo-
cate extrema within scale space (not just image space) to achieve scale invariance, the
interpretation of values between data points cannot be concordant with interpolation
methods such as sinc or linear interpolation.
Section 6.1 details the random generation of speckle images and pairs of images
related by an interpolated shift. Various aspects of feature matching performance are
measured and evaluated in Section 6.2. The results are explained and the implications
are discussed in Section 6.3.
6.1 Generating speckle images with known ground truth
This set of experiments assumes fully developed speckle, which can be modelled as
multiplicative complex Gaussian noise. For a perfectly bland scene that has a level
surface with uniform reflectivity, the values of the resolution cells are independently and
identically distributed and are drawn from a zero-mean unit-variance circular Gaussian
distribution. This also assumes that: the speckle image is reconstructed at true depth;
there is no aliasing or other source of noise; and the system is perfectly bandlimited
so that all the samples in the images are uncorrelated. Complex speckle patterns
are converted into a greyscale images by taking log-magnitude images with a limited
dynamic range as described in Section 5.5.1. A 30 dB contrast was chosen.
When required, interpolation is performed on the speckle images prior to the
greyscale conversion. To oversample images by an integer factor using sinc, images are
zeropadded to twice the original dimensions (to avoid circular effects), then zeropadded
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in the Fourier domain (increasing the doubled dimensions further by the interpolation
factor), converted back to the time domain, and clipped to the correct dimensions in
the time domain. Sinc interpolation can also be used to perform a fractional shift or
delay of the signal (or more generally, arbitrary resampling) [Laakso et al. 1996]. A
fractional shift of the image is performed by first zeropadding to twice the dimensions
then multiplying by the linear phase exp(2πif∆), where f is the digital frequency and
∆ is the delay, followed by clipping to the correct dimensions in the time domain. For
an image of size M×N , a 2D shift requires multiplying by the linear phase exp(2πif∆x)
across all M rows, as well as multiplying by exp(2πif∆y) across all N columns, where
the frequency f is varying relative to the row or column being shifted. Note that to
ensure a consistent interpretation, contributions to the Nyquist frequency bin should
be split evenly between the 0.5 and −0.5 digital frequency bins. Using this resampling
method, the ground truth relationship between two shifted images is known and can
be precisely manipulated.
Figure 6.1a is an example of a random 25 px×25 px speckle pattern converted to
a 30 dB greyscale image. Figures 6.1b and 6.1c show the same speckle pattern with
oversampling factors of two and four respectively. With oversampling, the spatial
structure of speckle and the speckle size [Dainty 1984][Fortune et al. 2004] become
more apparent.
(a) No oversampling (b) 2× oversampling (c) 4× oversampling
Figure 6.1: Greyscale images of the same random speckle pattern under a) Nyquist
sampling, b) 2× oversampling, and c) 4× oversampling. (These images show a dynamic
range of 30 dB and have been scaled to the same image size for display purposes).
c© 2017 IEEE.
6.2 Feature matching performance on sinc-interpolated images using
SIFT
Random speckle images of size 100×100 were generated as described in Section 6.1
according to desired sampling rates and fractional shifts. This small image size was
chosen to reduce the computation time of brute-force matching (which is the main
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Number of features in fixed-size oversampled image
Figure 6.2: Oversampling by a factor of four yields the highest number of features rel-
ative to image dimension, about ten times the number of features for non-oversampled
images (on average). These averages were computed from 1000 images.
bottleneck) and it has been confirmed that using larger images leads to insignificant
differences in the resulting statistics. The OpenCV [Bradski 2000] implementation of
SIFT was used to perform feature detection and description on pairs of greyscale images,
followed by nearest-neighbour brute-force matching. Lowe’s ratio test for removing
weak matches was not performed. Instead, the known ground truth was used to remove
outlier correspondences. A feature match was deemed an inlier if its two detected
feature locations were localised to within one pixel Euclidean distance (after accounting
for the controlled shift between the two images); otherwise, the match was rejected as
an outlier. Although removal of outlier feature matches is not trivial in practice, this
approach was used to measure the ideal performance of feature matching that a suitable
outlier rejection method can approximate. (Furthermore, it is meaningless to consider
the error statistics of outlier matches.)
In the first experiment, for each multiple of the Nyquist sampling factor ranging
from one to eight, SIFT keypoint detection was performed on 1000 random images,
resulting in the mean number of detected features per image shown in Figure 6.2.
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Four-times oversampled images had the highest number of features on average—about
ten times the number of features compared to Nyquist sampled speckle images. Since
the oversampled images capture a smaller theoretical region of speckle given the fixed
image dimensions, the number of detected features is also shown on a relative scale
in terms of the physical area the image represents, as in Figure 6.3. The density
of features increased significantly up to an oversampling factor of four, above which
there is a diminishing gain with oversampling. Two-times, three-times, and four-times
oversampling yielded factors of about 10, 84, and 157 times increases (respectively) in
the feature density relative to no oversampling.
Next, the performance of SIFT was measured in relation to fractional shift amount
along one axis using sinc interpolation. For each shift amount, 1000 random speckle
images and their shifted image pairs were generated. Samples of the inlier feature
matches (from the 1000 runs) were collated for each shift, with the shift amounts
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 pixels along the x-axis. Three main statistics were measured
for each combined set: the ratio of inlier matches, the mean Euclidean localisation
errors of the correspondences, and the standard deviation of these errors. Each of
the performance curves were estimated for the cases of Nyquist sampling, two-times
oversampling, and four-times oversampling, yielding the results shown in Figure 6.4
and Figure 6.5.
For each shift value, the mean signed error was also estimated from the 1000
images for the same chosen sampling factors (one, two, and four), with the result shown
in Figure 6.6. Without oversampling, the bias curve has a sinusoidal shape, whereas
with oversampling the bias values become too small to discern a clear pattern. The
sign of the mean error can be interpreted as follows (in reference to Figure 6.6): when
a non-oversampled image is shifted to the right by a quarter of a pixel, the estimated
location of a corresponding feature detected in the shifted image is, on average, about
-0.15 pixels to the left of where it would ideally be detected.
Lastly, for a half-pixel shift along both x and y directions (as an example of the
worst-case error), histograms of the localisation errors (along the x-axis and the Eu-
clidean distance errors) were generated. These histograms are plotted for the cases
of no oversampling (Figure 6.7), two-times oversampling (Figure 6.8), and four-times
oversampling (Figure 6.9). Although not demonstrated here, shifting along either x or
y axis tends to result in comparable localisation errors in both axes.
In general, the feature matching performance exhibits approximate periodicity for
shifts outside of the range used in these experiments, as well as symmetry about the
y-axis. The trends are reflectionally symmetric for the unsigned metrics (inlier ratio
and Euclidean errors) and rotationally symmetric for the signed metrics (estimation
bias and signed localisation errors).
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a Relative physical density of features
Figure 6.3: The average density of features in terms of physical area, relative to the
feature density with non-oversampled images. Oversampling increases the number of
detected features significantly, although there is a diminishing return as the oversam-
pling factor increases.
6.3 Discussion
The results shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 indicate that 4× oversampling provides the
highest number of features, whereas further oversampling does not provide more mean-
ingful detail in the context of SIFT’s extrema detection in the Gaussian scale space.
Nyquist-sampled speckle images yielded a relatively low number of features, signify-
ing that the resolution of the speckle detail is too low to be reliable (and arguably,
repeatable) for scale-invariant feature detection. From an intuitive point of view, it
is difficult for humans to recognise (let alone infer) the similarity between the images
of Figures 6.1a and 6.1b, even though one in four pixels in the oversampled image share
the same corresponding value with a pixel in the original image.
As expected, feature matching performance is stable when an image is shifted by
an integer pixel offset, and the observed performance curves are roughly symmetrical
about a shift of half a pixel. However, the performance observed with a whole pixel
shift is not ideal, having an inlier ratio of approximately 97 % in Figure 6.4. This seems
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Figure 6.4: The ratio of inlier matches drops quickly as the shift amount approaches
half a pixel. This effect is diminished significantly with oversampling.
to be due to the edge effects of the image, with a shifted image not being identical in
the Gaussian scale space (even considering the one column of lost information in the
shifted image). Further experiments confirmed that the outliers here only occurred
near the edges of an image. Anyhow, this effect is of minor consequence and has a
lesser impact on larger images.
The image size 100×100 was chosen instead of a larger, more realistic image size
in considering the quadratic running time of brute-force feature matching. SIFT per-
formance is not identical across different sizes of images. For example, the average
number of detected features (as depicted in Figure 6.2) differs with other image sizes.
However, doubling or halving the size of the source images has a relatively minor effect
and does not change the general trends observed.
Localisation accuracy degrades with images that are subsampled using a sinc-
interpolated sub-pixel shift. On average, the performance of feature detection and
matching was observed to be poorest with a half-pixel shift, except in the case of
four-times oversampling. When the image consists of uncorrelated speckle noise, i.e.,
there is no oversampling, the proportion of inliers is prohibitively low (about 1 %) for
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Figure 6.5: The mean localisation error of inlier SIFT matches across subsampled
shifted images is close to zero for integer shifts and maximum for half-pixel shifts. The
standard deviation of the localisation error shows similar behaviour. With 2× over-
sampled images, the mean errors are less than half that of the mean errors without
oversampling, while the standard deviation is only slightly lower. With 4× oversam-
pling, the mean errors are further halved compared to 2× oversampling.
this worst-case offset. With two-times oversampling, this dip in performance reaches a
minimum at about 45 % instead. With four-times oversampling, a half-pixel shift is no
longer the worst case, although the lowest inlier ratio observed is about 77 %. As for
the mean Euclidean errors in Figure 6.5, the standard deviation of these errors drops
slightly with oversampling, whereas the mean localisation errors are halved for each
doubling of the sampling rate up to 4× oversampling. The localisation estimation bias
(Figure 6.6) also drops significantly with oversampling.
With Nyquist sampling, the presence of the estimation bias and the fact that
the mean localisation error exceeds the shift amount points to a discrepancy between
the theoretical sinc-interpolated data and the extrema that the SIFT blob detector
finds. The mean signed error being near zero at a half-pixel shift can be explained by
the subsampled image having values equally weighted by both neighbouring original
samples. The bias resembles the form of a sine function and implies that SIFT detection
of extrema (which operates in the Gaussian scale space) presumes smoother shapes than
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Figure 6.6: With no oversampling, there is a noticeable bias in the detected feature
locations with shift amount, resembling a sinusoid. The bias becomes negligible when
oversampling is used.
what Nyquist-sampled data predicts. The detector also applies an initial Gaussian blur
in order to improve localisation accuracy but assumes that the image is well sampled.
Although this blur decreases aliasing, it means that the detected locations do not match
up with sinc interpolation.
The error distributions in Figure 6.7 are not particularly recognisable, whereas the
shapes of the distributions in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 resemble those from Figures 5.4 and 5.6.
As SIFT implementations vary significantly in practice, modelling these specific per-
formance characteristics may not necessarily be of general value for other applications.
Overall, these observed characteristics demonstrate that feature matching may be
infeasible with images that are not oversampled due to low repeatability of features,
unless the pair of images can somehow be guaranteed to be accurately aligned. Feature
matching becomes more feasible with an oversampling of factor of four, with signif-
icantly more detected features, a high inlier ratio that is robust to fractional shifts,
and less than a quarter of the mean localisation error compared to no oversampling.
This has positive implications on estimation accuracy with applications that rely on
accurately localised correspondences, such as image co-registration.
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Localisation error with (0.5, 0.5) shift
[no oversampling]
Figure 6.7: Histograms of the signed localisation errors along the x-axis (above) and
the Euclidean localisation errors (below) when a half-pixel shift is performed along
both directions with no oversampling. The estimated distributions consist of 29,724
inliers (0.48 %) out of 6,156,235 features collected from 200,000 random images.
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Localisation error with (0.5, 0.5) shift
[2× oversampling]
Figure 6.8: Histograms of the signed localisation errors along the x-axis (above) and
the Euclidean localisation errors (below) when a half-pixel shift is performed along
both directions with 2× oversampling. The estimated distributions consist of 116,930
inliers (37.54 %) out of 311,464 features collected over 4000 random images.
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Localisation error with (0.5, 0.5) shift
[4× oversampling]
Figure 6.9: Histograms of the signed localisation errors along the x-axis (above) and
the Euclidean localisation errors (below) when a half-pixel shift is performed along
both directions with 4× oversampling. The estimated distributions consist of 236,008
inliers (76.77 %) out of 307,422 features collected over 1000 random images.

Chapter 7
Feature matching performance on correlated speckle
image pairs
As described in Chapter 5, a pair of images from a simulated SAS scene was co-
registered using a feature-based pipeline, resulting in an alignment accuracy within
the guideline of a tenth of a pixel for interferometric computation and coherent change
detection. However, it is problematic to predict whether this level of accuracy can
be achieved with other simulated datasets. Real world data also differs significantly
from simulated data, making it difficult to characterise how the properties of a sonar
system and the imaged scene affect the feasibility of feature matching for coarse initial
co-registration. Efforts to procure additional simulated SAS data from the same sim-
ulator as in Chapter 5 were unsuccessful. A large dataset is required to meaningfully
characterise feature matching performance due to the inherent variability of speckle im-
ages, feature matching, and estimation results. Such a dataset must also be simulated
in order to have a precise known ground truth.
In general, successful repeat-pass registration hinges on achieving a high coherence
between images, even in change detection applications where parts of the scene are
expected to be decorrelated. There are several sources of decorrelation, including base-
line (spatial) decorrelation, temporal decorrelation, footprint shift (misregistration),
and additive acoustic noise. While the coherence between two images for a given sonar
system and scene can be modelled as the product of each of these coherence factors,
each of these sources of decorrelation contributes to the differences between the co-
registered images in different ways. Here, we consider coherence as a single factor,
ignoring the finer details of how these sources of decorrelation may interact.
This chapter describes the use of randomly generated images to measure and anal-
yse various aspects of feature matching performance. Section 7.1 describes how pairs
of correlated speckle images can be randomly generated. An experimental procedure
is outlined in Section 7.2, and feature matching performance on correlated pairs is
evaluated for the case of ideal bland scenes. Section 7.3 introduces the concept of
feature repeatability and presents the trend for correlated bland images when using
SIFT and SURF. Section 7.4 describes an ad-hoc method of mimicking non-bland cor-
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related speckle images and presents the feature repeatability for a given underlying
ripple scene. Section 7.5 proposes a model for predicting the repeatability of features
in relation to scene coherence. This model is shown to provide a reasonable fit to eight
different trends: using SIFT or SURF; with or without Lowe’s ratio test; with a bland
scene or a sand ripple scene. Section 7.6 discusses the overall results and implications.
7.1 Generation of correlated speckle image pairs
Due to the coherent nature of sonar imaging, the measured echo from a rough surface
is essentially random yet deterministic. This echo response is an aspect-dependent in-
terference pattern formed by the combined echoes from multiple randomly positioned
rough scatterers, where the mean intensity is the desired backscatter coefficient. In
the case of SAS, where the resolution size is usually large compared to the sonar wave-
length, there are many independent scatterers in each resolution cell. Illuminating
these scatterers with a coherent source results in the constructive and deconstructive
interference that is speckle, which gives a granular appearance to a sonar image [For-
tune et al. 2004]. Speckle is also responsible for a high feature count with feature
detectors [Schwind et al. 2010].
Speckle intensity is commonly modelled as a coherent signal-dependent random
phenomenon with negative exponential first-order statistics [Bovik 1988][Lee et al.
1994], which is multiplicatively modulated with the scene intensity as follows:
I(x, y) = V (x, y)U(x, y), (7.1)
where I(x, y) is the real-valued intensity at image coordinate (x, y), V (x, y) represents
the underlying (intensity) reflectivity of the scene region, and U(x, y) is the speckle
intensity, which has a negative exponential distribution with unit mean (and variance).
To simplify the analysis, the speckle noise statistics are assumed to be constant over
the whole image. Although additive noise is also present in practice, it is ignored in
this model.
This multiplicative model represents the case of fully developed speckle, which
does not always apply and is only accurate when there is a small change in contrast
within each resolution cell. Otherwise, if the spatial details within the cell cannot
be resolved by the coherent imaging system, the model is inaccurate [Tur et al. 1982].
The above model is equivalent to modelling the coherent speckle noise as multiplicative
circular Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance, where the speckle magni-
tude at each pixel follows a Rayleigh model. To some extent, the statistics of small
patches with low contrast can also be approximated as Rayleigh distributed. For larger
patches, the distribution is non-Rayleigh and is better modelled using the generalised
K-distribution [Lyons et al. 2010][Jakeman and Pusey 1976][Dunlop 1997]. However,
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the Rayleigh model remains appropriate for the purposes of simulating speckle magni-
tude prior to multiplicative modulation with a specified scene image.
A single random speckle image can be generated using the model from (7.1). How-
ever, a speckle coherence ρ can also be specified between pairs of randomly generated
images using the following method:
Firstly, two matrices G1 and G2 of the same shape as the source image are gener-
ated with zero-mean unit-variance circular Gaussian noise. The two complex speckle
magnitude images are [Bonnett 2017]:
A1(x, y) = G1(x, y), (7.2)
A2(x, y) = ρ
∗G1(x, y) +
√
1− |ρ|2G2(x, y). (7.3)
Although the coherence, ρ, is complex valued, note that applying a phase shift does not
affect the underlying circular Gaussian statistics in (7.3). Therefore, it is sufficient to
specify purely real coherence values. Thus, using the same underlying scene, V (x, y),
the pair of correlated complex magnitude images are
H1(x, y) =
√
V (x, y)A1(x, y), (7.4)
H2(x, y) =
√
V (x, y)A2(x, y), (7.5)
and the real-valued intensity images are
I1(x, y) = |H1(x, y)|2 = V (x, y)U1(x, y), (7.6)
I2(x, y) = |H2(x, y)|2 = V (x, y)U2(x, y), (7.7)
where the exponentially distributed speckle intensities are
U1 = |A1|2, (7.8)
U2 = |A2|2. (7.9)
Note that the magnitude images |H1| and |H2| have an expected correlation of ρ,
whereas the intensity images I1 and I2 have an expected correlation of ρ
2. In practice,
the coherence between two images varies throughout the scene due to the sonar geom-
etry for which the baseline varies, as well as due to the other sources of decorrelation.
However, it is appropriate to consider a constant coherence for the sake of quantitative
analysis of the relationship between coherence and feature matching performance.
As previously described in Section 5.5.1, the images are converted to greyscale
prior to feature matching, with a chosen dynamic range of 30 dB. (This is equivalent
to using log-intensity images instead while doubling the dynamic range.) The original
speckle statistics are not preserved in these clipped log-scale images.
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7.2 Feature matching performance of SIFT on correlated bland
images
Several experiments were performed in order to investigate various aspects of the per-
formance of features. Randomly generated speckle images of size 200×200 were used
for these experiments.
To generate a single statistical sample of a feature matching run, the following
steps were involved, regardless of the feature detector/descriptor used:
1. Generate a pair of random correlated speckle images using a specified amplitude
scene. Convert these images to greyscale images showing a 30 dB dynamic range.
2. Perform feature detection on each of the two images, obtaining two sets of de-
tected features.
3. Compute feature descriptors for each of these features.
4. Perform brute-force matching, yielding tentative pairs of feature matches.
5. Filter out weaker matches using Lowe’s ratio test with a chosen threshold. (This
step can be skipped if the threshold is one.)
6. Remove feature matches in such a way as to ensure distinct feature locations
within the set of feature matches. (This step is only required for SIFT.)
7. Remove outlier feature matches. A match is an outlier if its two features are
located further than one pixel apart (relative to the ground truth of zero offset).
These steps were repeated a number of times with independent pairs of speckle im-
ages, with the sample averages used to characterise the results. This section focuses on
bland images, where the underlying amplitude scene is a uniform bland scene with unit
amplitude and no phase offset. Since the two images in a pair are in perfect alignment,
the exact ground truth is known to be a zero offset for each feature correspondence.
With coherence values ranging from 0.8 to 1.0, the relationship between the av-
erage number of correct matches and coherence is observed in Figure 7.1, where each
data point is the average computed from 100 sample runs. (Lowe’s ratio test was not
performed.) The maximum number of correct matches occurs at a coherence of one,
i.e., when the two images are identical. This value is also equivalent to the average
number of detected features (after removing redundant features). Thus, for a random
bland speckle image with no oversampling, the OpenCV implementation of SIFT finds
an average of 23 distinct features per area of 100 px×100 px. The average number of
inlier matches drops quickly as coherence decreases, with less than five percent of the
expected number of potential matches being valid at ρ = 0.9.
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Number of feature matches (bland scene)
Figure 7.1: The trend between the average number of inlier matches with varying
coherence when using SIFT, where the ratio test is not performed. The number of
matches decays rapidly as coherence decreases, with almost none being found below 0.8
coherence. The maximum value at 1.0 coherence represents the average number of
detected features (91) in an image of size 200×200 pixels.
Next, under the assumption that features found by SIFT are distinctive and inde-
pendent, the distribution of the localisation error between matched features was esti-
mated for coherence values of 0.97, 0.99, and 0.999. These sample distributions shown
in Figure 7.2 are the combinations of 50,000 errors each, taken from many independent
runs. In the top plot, the along-track offset distributions appear to be approximately
zero-mean and symmetrical about a central peak. Compared to Gaussian distributions,
these error distributions have a taller peak but longer side tails and resemble the shape
of the distributions in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The Euclidean distance errors (see bottom
plot) are the Euclidean norms of the along-track and across-track error components.
The average error increases as coherence decreases. The Euclidean error distributions
somewhat resemble Rayleigh distributions but have longer tails and have a similar
shape to the distribution in Figure 5.6. Although outlier matches were removed from
both these error plots, the majority of the inliers also have less than half a pixel error
even for the lowest coherence depicted.
At a coherence of one, the distribution of the number of distinct features (and thus
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Figure 7.2: The distribution of the localisation errors of SIFT correspondences for the
coherence values 0.97, 0.99, and 0.999. The top plot captures the offset errors (in
pixels) in the along-track direction. (Theoretically, the across-track errors and along-
track errors have an equivalent distribution.) The bottom plot shows the offset errors
in terms of their Euclidean distance (in pixels).
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feature matches) appears to satisfy the assumptions of a Poisson distribution: features
are sparsely distributed throughout the image; features occur independently (for a
perfectly bland scene, once redundant features are eliminated); and features have sub-
pixel locations. Using the sample mean of 91 matches at coherence one from Figure 7.1,
a Chi-squared dispersion test [Brown and Zhao 2002][Cochran 1954] was used to test the
fitness of the Poisson model, yielding a p-value of 0.92, which is not inconsistent with
the null hypothesis of the underlying distribution being Poisson. Visual comparison
with random Poisson samples on a Q–Q plot [Wilk and Gnanadesikan 1968] with 1000
samples also showed a convincing fit. Poisson modelling was also performed for ρ = 0.9,
where most of the features found in each image do not appear in the other image and
so are unmatched. The results were also consistent with a Poisson model, with a p-
value of 0.97 found using the dispersion test. While the underlying random process
differs from the special case of coherence one, the necessary assumptions for a Poisson
distribution still seem plausible as an approximation.
Coherent repeat-pass applications require co-registration to a high degree of ac-
curacy that may not always be achievable using feature-based registration. Although
feature-based registration can be used as a preliminary step before refining the initial
registration using area-based methods, it is still important to achieve sub-pixel accu-
racy. In order to do so, feature-based image co-registration relies on both a sufficient
number of feature matches and sub-pixel localisation of these matches. As the coher-
ence falls, both of these performance characteristics suffer. As observed in Section 5.7,
having an adequate number of matches appears crucial to the stability and reliability
of robust estimation. In theory, the localisation error distribution of feature corre-
spondences is also a limiting factor for the resulting accuracy of estimation from these
matches. The combination of these factors implies a strong limitation on the practical
use of features in relation to the coherence between multi-temporal images. For exam-
ple, there are virtually no matches below 0.8 coherence, and it also seems unlikely that
feature-based registration could be feasible for a pair of bland scene images with less
than 0.9 coherence. (In such a non-ideal case, correlation may be viable for registration,
but use of the phase data would still likely be impractical.)
Note that these performance characteristics are specific to the OpenCV implemen-
tation of SIFT, and thus it can only be directly applied to another application using
the same implementation. The next section presents a model for the expected number
of correct matches (as in Figure 7.1) that can be used to generalise performance for a
given algorithm implementation.
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7.3 Feature repeatability of SIFT and SURF for correlated bland
images
In Section 7.2, a Poisson distribution was proposed as a suitable model for the num-
ber of distinctly located features in an image as well as the number of correct distinct
matches between pairs of images with a certain coherence. If the chosen feature de-
scriptor can reliably distinguish features, then matched features can be considered
independent from one another. Thus, for a uniform bland scene, it is reasonable to
consider that there is a fixed probability that a feature in the reference image is cor-
rectly matched to a corresponding feature in the other image. (This probability may
conceivably vary based on the number of detected features in each image, but since
the two images are not independent (and therefore the expected number of features
in the images are not independent), the a priori probability can still be considered a
constant.) Equivalently, the expected probability represents the likelihood of a local
feature remaining recognisable (to the feature detector/descriptor combination) in the
other correlated image despite the corrupting influence of speckle noise. In this thesis,
this concept is referred to as the “feature repeatability under correlated speckle” or
simply feature repeatability. (Note that in the context of feature detectors, the term
repeatability can have other meanings or contexts.)
The feature repeatability is directly related to the expected number of feature
matches, a trend such as that depicted in Figure 7.1, theoretically differing only by a
constant scale factor. Dividing the data points in Figure 7.1 by the average number
of detected features forms an estimate for the feature repeatability, although a better
estimate is obtained by computing this ratio from total counts over many runs rather
than from average values. The feature repeatability trend with coherence was estimated
for four different feature matching scenarios on bland scenes: using SIFT for detection
and description without Lowe’s ratio test, using SIFT with Lowe’s ratio test (r= 0.5),
using SURF without the ratio test, and using SURF with the ratio test (r= 0.5). These
four estimated trends appear across Figures 7.5 and 7.6 alongside their predicted curves
modelled using the method proposed in Section 7.5. Each data point was estimated
from 100 runs.
7.4 Feature repeatability for correlated sand ripple scenes
The feature repeatability trend was also estimated for the case of sand ripple scenes
instead of bland scenes. As a simple method of emulating speckled sonar images of
ripple scenes, random speckle intensity patterns were modulated with intensity images
derived from optical images of sand dunes and other ripple-like textures, as in (7.1).
Specifically, greyscale optical images were converted to amplitude images by performing
exponential scaling, where the highest pixel amplitude value was scaled to 100 (equiv-
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(a) Original optical image (b) After contrast adjustment
(30 dB log scale)
(c) After speckle modulation
(30 dB log scale)
Figure 7.3: The 200 px×200 px sand ripple scene used for the results in this chapter.
c© 2016 IEEE.
alent to 40 dB) and the lowest value was scaled to 1 (or 0 dB). Otherwise, the same
experimental procedure described in Section 7.2 was followed, but using the modified
ripple scene intensity as the underlying amplitude scene.
The ripple scene results in this chapter are based on the optical image in Figure 7.3a,
where Figure 7.3b is the image after contrast adjustment and Figure 7.3c shows an ex-
ample of the scene after random speckle modulation, viewed with a dynamic range
of 30 dB. The average density of uniquely located SIFT features was 84 per 100 by 100
pixel area (compared to only 23 with bland scenes). The original image and the ex-
ponentially scaled image (before speckle modulation and with 30 dB dynamic range)
contained 102 and 128 unique features per 100 px×100 px area respectively. For SURF
features, the densities were 140 for the original image, 165 for the contrast-adjusted
image, and 205 (on average) after modulation.
The feature repeatability for this scene was estimated using a sample size of 1000
for each coherence value. The trend is depicted in Figure 7.4 alongside its fitted model
with estimated parameters m = 1.46 and A = 3.22. The trend in Figure 7.1 is also
shown for comparison. The new model provides a close fit. Four feature repeatability
trends for matching with the ripple scene were also modelled, with the results shown
across Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
The repeatability trends for ripple scenes based on other images were also esti-
mated, yielding different trends with similarly well-fitted models. For ripple scenes,
the expected number of features is consistently higher than for a bland scene, as is the
feature repeatability. This pattern is further explored in the following section.
7.5 Model for feature repeatability
The shape of the feature repeatability curves in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 resemble a portion
of some form of sigmoid function. Based on experimentation with different models, a
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Figure 7.4: Feature repeatability observed from using the sand ripple image
in Figure 7.3, fitted with a model using parameters m = 1.46 and A = 3.22. For
comparison, the baseline trend for a bland scene is also shown.
function based on the Gauss error function seemed to give the best and most consistent
fit over multiple scenarios. The proposed model for feature repeatability, as a function
of coherence ρ and with two constant parameters m and A, is:







The parameters m and A control the shape of the function. Parameter A specifies the
feature repeatability at zero coherence (where a larger value means a lower repeata-
bility) and m controls the rate of decay of coherence (smaller value means more rapid
decay). These two parameters can be determined exactly given two data points of
coherence and repeatability. For example, given two estimated points on the curve,
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Due to noise in the estimates and the inexactness of the model, it is more suitable to
estimate the model using more data points than theoretically required. For simplicity,
fitting was performed via a rough initial fit followed by local optimisation to compute
a least squares solution.
Repeatability trends were estimated and modelled for the 2×2×2 scenarios: the
scene was bland or generated from the scene ripple image in Figure 7.3; SIFT or SURF
was used for detection and description; and Lowe’s ratio test was performed with
threshold r= 0.5 or not performed. The four results when using SIFT are shown
in Figure 7.5 and the results using SURF are shown in Figure 7.6. The fitted model for
each case is also plotted. Each data point is the proportion of retained (inlier) matches
estimated over 100 runs. A reasonable model fit is achieved in all cases, with the
weakest fit being for a bland scene using SIFT with the ratio test. The corresponding
sets of fitted parameters are displayed in Table 7.1. The expected number of unique
features is also listed; multiplying the repeatability curves by this number yields the
trend in the expected number of feature matches with varying coherence. Therefore, a
total of three parameters can be used to characterise this aspect of feature matching
performance for a given method or implementation.
Table 7.1: The parameter values for the eight fitted models appearing
in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The feature density, also listed, is the number of unique feature
locations (equivalent to the number of unique matches at ρ = 1) per 100 px×100 px.







e SIFT, r=1.0 1.46 3.22
23
SIFT, r=0.5 2.31 11.45
SURF, r=1.0 1.37 3.95
199







e SIFT, r=1.0 1.42 1.71
84
SIFT, r=0.5 1.89 3.14
SURF, r=1.0 1.54 1.73
205
SURF, r=0.5 1.76 3.73
The feature repeatability model (described in Section 7.5) also fits well for other
scenes, from which similar general observations can be drawn. The results using a
different underlying optical image (of a beach site) are given in Appendix C along with
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Figure 7.5: Feature repeatability trends using SIFT for both bland and ripple scenes,
both with and without performing the ratio test. The trends were estimated from 100




A number of interesting points are observed from the model fitting results. SURF
detects significantly more features than SIFT in terms of raw counts. There is a large
discrepancy between the number of detected features found by SIFT in relation to scene
content, with about 3.7 times more features for the ripple scene than the bland scene,
whereas the difference is only slight for SURF. For both detectors, the ripple scene yields
a greater repeatability than the bland scene. With the ripple scene used, the speckle
modulated images have fewer SIFT features (on average) than both the adjusted optical
image and the original image. However, with SURF, the average density of features is
roughly the same after speckle modulation. Note that with a non-bland scene there is
a loss of contrast due to speckle modulation and clipping to 30 dB dynamic range. The
decrease in features for SIFT can be explained by the lower contrast features being
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Figure 7.6: Feature repeatability trends using SURF for both bland and ripple scenes,
both with and without performing the ratio test. The trends were estimated from 100
runs. The models fitted to each trend (refer to Table 7.1 for the estimated parameters)
are also plotted.
suppressed due to the contrast threshold, whereas for SURF the detector sensitivity
is based on a Hessian threshold, where a slight decrease in contrast does not strictly
imply less distinctive blobs.
A counter-intuitive result in Figure 7.5 is that performing Lowe’s ratio test can re-
sult in more SIFT inlier matches than not performing it for high coherence values, even
though the ratio test only removes matches. (Note that Lowe’s ratio test is typically
expected to increase the inlier ratio at the cost of number of matches, thus lowering
the feature repeatability which is being measured here.) This indicates that there is a
noticeable proportion of false matches that the ratio test correctly eliminates as weak
matches while preserving good matches. Another possible factor lies in the implemen-
tation of the rejection of matches with repeated keypoints, where priority is arbitrarily
given to the matches processed first, such that any subsequent matches containing a
previously seen feature locations are omitted. For example, if there are three features
in the reference image that are matched to the same feature in the second image, then
only the first of these pairings is chosen, while the other two are discarded. A improve-
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ment would be to choose the match with the smallest distance, which should give equal
or better performance on average than when using the ratio test. Nevertheless, the
requirement for feature matches to have uniquely located keypoints can increase the
impact of the ratio test.
As the coherence drops, the ratio test begins to eliminate a higher proportion of
SIFT inlier matches, resulting in lower repeatability (compared to not performing the
test) for coherence values below 0.97. This effect is not seen with SURF, where there is
a significant drop in repeatability at almost every value of coherence except one, indi-
cating that the ratio test is generally less effective at discriminating weak matches (and
preserving good matches) in the SURF descriptor space. Since an adequate number of
inlier feature matches are required for stable estimation and there are several RANSAC
variants capable of dealing with a low inlier ratio, it seems that Lowe’s ratio test is
superfluous except in the case where there is an abundance of good feature matches
and a portion of these are to be removed to speed up computation.
Overall, the results highlight the idea that while speckle decorrelation degrades
the performance of feature matching, speckle noise itself is of potential utility for fea-
ture recognition. In the hypothetical case of a perfectly uniform bland scene, feature
matching is only possible due to the correlated speckle pattern providing distinguish-
able image features. Bland scenes yield a lower feature count with SIFT, and feature
repeatability degrades severely as the coherence decreases. Ripple scenes contain more
robust features overall that have a greater invariance to speckle decorrelation (as seen
through the more gradual decay of feature repeatability with respect to coherence),
and in this sense the primary contribution seems to be from the scene itself rather than
from the speckle pattern. Although not shown, the correspondence error distributions
were also found to be smaller overall (in terms of the variances of the along-track and
across-track offsets and the Euclidean error), but only to a minor degree. For the ripple
scene and without using the ratio test, SURF achieves a higher repeatability on average
than SIFT at any value of coherence, whereas SIFT outperforms SURF for the ideal
bland scene. With SURF finding over twice as many raw features as SIFT, this means
that SURF finds a greater number of inlier feature matches than SIFT in most cases.
However, this is not necessarily a point of strength or weakness for either detector, as
detector thresholds can be adjusted to find more or less features. Furthermore, having
twice as many inlier feature matches at the same level of localisation accuracy has not
been shown to reliably contribute to a more accurate registration, while the time taken
to perform brute-force matching quadruples.
Based on these results, it is proposed that the repeatability curve for a bland
scene acts as a lower bound or baseline expectation of feature matching performance
in terms of number of matches (as well as the error distribution, though this is of
lesser significance). Although it is possible to construct artificial images where the
repeatability would be worse than that for a bland scene, we speculate that natural
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images are unlikely to behave this way. Therefore, by evaluating the performance of
a specific feature algorithm on bland scenes, it is possible to estimate the number of
expected feature matches for an application where there is a known or estimated level
of coherence. In practice, this is unlikely to be useful, as the coherence is not typically
known until after accurate co-registration. Alternatively, if a specified coherence value
corresponds to a repeatability estimate for the “worst-case” scenario of a bland scene,
then conversely, a given repeatability estimate corresponds to an optimistic estimate of
scene coherence. This implies that it is possible to estimate the level of coherence in a
scene by merely performing feature matching on the repeat-pass images of interest and
calculating the ratio of correct feature matches to features detected, given a previously
estimated repeatability trend for the given feature algorithm. However, due to the
relatively high variance of the Poisson distribution, which can be used to model the
number of matches for a given coherence, estimates of coherence given a single value
of feature repeatability will also have a high degree of uncertainty. It is also difficult
to take into account non-uniform decorrelation over the scene due to unpredictable
coherence factors such as temporal change.
A major limitation of this experiment is that only speckle decorrelation is consid-
ered, whereas other sources of systematic decorrelation do not necessarily follow the
same relationship with feature repeatability. For example, the relationship between fea-
ture repeatability and decorrelation due to misregistration can be indirectly observed
through Figure 6.4, where the shift between 0.0 and 0.5 pixels is related to coherence
by (2.37). With all conditions kept the same except for the source of simulated decor-
relation, a drop in coherence has a greater effect on feature repeatability in the case of
speckle decorrelation. The distribution of feature localisation errors also differs signifi-
cantly for decorrelation induced by a footprint shift rather than speckle decorrelation.
The relationship in the case of additive noise could also be explored.
Although the model fits well to multiple detectors with different parameters and for
different scenes, it is purely empirical. Since the model is not an exact fit, the estimates
of the model parameters are biased depending on the chosen spread of coherence values
for which least squares estimation is performed. When increasing the sample sizes for
estimating repeatability, the discrepancy between the model and the data does not
disappear; the highest differences between estimated and predicted repeatability tend
to be with coherence values close to one (e.g., > 0.99).
Here, the feature repeatability trends for the OpenCV implementations of SIFT
and SURF were examined, but the proposed model may be suitable to describe other
implementations and algorithms. However, comparing the trends with the ripple scene
in this chapter with trends of other ripple scenes and scenes with different textures
(such as shown in Appendix C), these trends appear to be dependent on scene content,
whereas the repeatability with a bland scene forms the most reliable baseline. Other
factors such as detector parameters can also have a large impact on repeatability.
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Although rarely discussed in literature, an important choice is the dynamic range
of the converted log-magnitude image. As previously noted, increasing the dynamic
range can result in a significant increase in number of SIFT features. Regardless of
scene content, coherent speckle images tend to have a distinctive distribution of pixel
values that may be predictable enough to devise automatic methods of selecting an
appropriate dynamic range. For repeat-pass images, a sensible approach is to keep the
dynamic range the same across different runs; this could be performed automatically
based on analysis of the histogram of magnitude values. As an example, the range could
be clipped to the 5th percentile and the 60th percentile of pixel values. Canonically, the
largest value in an image is taken as the 0 dB reference for the log scale such that only
small values are clamped to the minimum value. However, for scenes consisting mainly
of bland textures and only a few bright targets, a low proportion of matched features
would neighbour the brightest pixels. Since speckle tends to have long tailed distribu-
tions, the occurrence of a singularly bright pixel reduces the useful dynamic range of
the rest of the image. Hence, clipping the brightest pixels may be a better strategy.
(Additionally, bright spots in one image do not necessarily have the same intensities
across repeat-pass images even when the coherence is near one.) The dynamic range
should not be too large, otherwise the contrast between low intensity values that are
relatively more impacted by aliasing and noise is also preserved. However, these ideas
are difficult to test without a large dataset, and an objective performance measure is
problematic to construct. It may also be plausible that a new method of converting
complex images to greyscale images could result in more repeatable features without
resorting to the logarithmic scale.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
A topical application in sonar is image-based change detection, which relies on accu-
rate alignment of repeat-pass images. SAS systems are inevitably subject to imperfect
navigation, which leads to artefacts appearing in reconstructed images. Distortion can
be minimised by accurately compensating for the navigation data, but this typically
requires a combination of state of the art sensors for accurate positioning and data-
driven techniques. Registration of speckled imagery is traditionally performed using
area-based methods such as correlation, which can require significant amounts of pro-
cessing time in order to account for various sources of local distortion throughout a
synthetic aperture image.
Feature matching (from computer vision) has been adapted for image registration
of radar images but remains fairly unused in sonar. Although feature-based methods
are less accurate than correlation-based methods, they can significantly reduce compu-
tation time using sparse computation, where the relative displacements between two
images are specified by a set of feature correspondences rather than being densely sam-
pled throughout the whole scene. Since registration accuracy is of utmost importance
for applications requiring coherent processing, the implied use case for feature-based
registration is to perform a coarse registration before refining the result using a more
accurate correlation-based method. Ideally this would reduce the overall processing
time, since correlation-based registration can take orders of magnitude longer and the
size of the search space can be decreased significantly by providing a moderately accu-
rate initial estimate of registration. With feature-based registration of speckled images
still being in its infancy, the practicality of feature-based SAS registration is still to be
understood more clearly.
A feature-based SAS registration method was proposed as a proof of concept. Us-
ing an ideal model of a sonar track, it was shown to achieve sub-pixel registration
accuracy under ideal conditions. For a high quality simulated SAS scene, a registra-
tion to within 0.03 pixels was demonstrated. The registration pipeline is based on
the popular combination of feature matching using SIFT features and RANSAC for
robust estimation. Based on the literature and preliminary testing, SIFT was chosen
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as the most suitable feature detector/descriptor. The novelty of the proposed method
is the estimation of the track registration (or baseline), which can then be used to
compute an image registration. This differs from the usual approach of directly esti-
mating the image registration, since the track registration data can potentially be used
to refine navigation data estimates and thus reconstruct improved images. However,
the assumptions required for the proposed geometric model are somewhat limiting in
practical systems, which are often non-ideal; real imagery may be undersampled, dis-
torted, noisy, or decorrelated. Nevertheless, track registration can be extended to more
complicated models such as piece-wise linear models of a sonar track.
Accurate image co-registration is not always possible, especially when the tempo-
ral decorrelation between repeat passes is too severe for correlation to give accurate
estimates of displacement. Although feature-based registration is presumed to be infea-
sible in such cases, it is still useful to consider the conditions under which feature-based
registration may be viable. To consider more generalisable characteristics of feature
matching on speckled imagery, it is necessary to use simulated data, which allows many
independent trials to be performed. This would not be possible with real imagery due
to inevitable sources of decorrelation. (Also, for SAS in particular, trials at sea would
be prohibitively expensive and time-consuming.) Another inherent limitation of real
world imagery is the lack of availability of precise ground truth, which accounts for a
gap in the research regarding the localisation accuracy of feature detectors.
Bland speckle images were simulated using the multiplicative Gaussian noise model
for fully developed speckle. These simulated images were used to explore the effect of
sinc interpolation and oversampling on feature matching performance when using SIFT
features. An oversampling factor of four was found to yield the greatest number of fea-
tures for a fixed image size, also providing robustness against fractional image shifts
in terms of the proportion of inlier matches and keypoint localisation accuracy. With
non-oversampled speckle images, the expected inlier ratio drops below 1 % when a
source image is subsampled with a half-pixel offset along both axes. This dip in feature
repeatability is greatly alleviated with oversampled images, and the mean localisation
error of the inlier feature matches decreases by a factor of two when increasing the
sampling rate from 1× to 2× or from 2× to 4×. A bias in the localisation of SIFT
keypoints was observed in relation to sub-pixel shift, showing that SIFT feature detec-
tion is not concordant with sinc interpolation. However, sampling at twice the Nyquist
frequency diminished this effect significantly.
To explore the general feasibility of feature-based registration, the feature match-
ing performance of SIFT and SURF was evaluated in relation to decorrelation of the
speckle pattern and the scene content. Local speckle patterns are shown to provide
a basis for feature matching of bland images, although non-bland scene content also
contributes significantly to the robustness of features. When speckle coherence is rela-
tively low, such as below 0.8, feature matching is shown to be problematic (especially
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for bland scenes) due to both low feature repeatability and localisation errors being
distributed with greater variance. Although the combination of feature matching per-
formance measures such as density of features and mean localisation error are not
reliable predictors of feature-based registration accuracy, a degradation in one or both
of these factors is likely to have harsh implications on the feasibility of achieving the
gold standard of a tenth of a pixel registration accuracy.
8.1 Ideas for further work
Further experimentation with more diverse datasets
There are several aspects of feature matching performance that could be further
explored. For example, images where rotation is present, scenes with man-made
objects, alternative models of speckle, perspective effects due to the sonar imaging
geometry, additive noise, and multi-look images could be considered in terms of
their effect on feature matching performance.
Track registration for a piece-wise linear sonar track model
The track registration method proposed in Chapter 5 can be extended to non-ideal
tracks. One possible way is to perform ideal track registration for one local strip of
the scene at a time to estimate the path at a local track segment. Special attention
is required for the problem of merging the resulting piece-wise tracks in a stable
manner, especially when the reconstructed images are distorted to begin with due
to inaccurate motion estimation/compensation.
Registration using refined correspondences
While feature-based registration offers the advantage of sparse computation, the
sub-pixel localisation accuracy of feature detectors is still outclassed by correlation-
based methods, which could be used to refine the localisation of feature correspon-
dences. The relationship between localisation accuracy and registration accuracy
is yet to be clarified, especially with the less stable estimation geometry of sonar
imaging.
Mapping an image or track registration to correlation-based models
If feature-based registration is to be used as a preliminary step before correlation-
based registration, a suitable conversion between geometric models must be per-
formed so that accuracy is not lost, otherwise the speed advantage of incorporating
feature-based registration may be negligible. What degree of accuracy can be re-
tained?
Feature matching on 2.5D images
With repeat-pass InSAS imagery, detectors such as SIFT can be adapted to three
dimensions, as has been done for volumetric ultrasound [Ni et al. 2008]. Could
feature matching be improved using bathymetric data? Can feature matching be
used to detect changes in topography?
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Conversion of complex images to greyscale
The canonical method of converting complex images to greyscale images by taking
the log of magnitude and clipping to a minimum value can potentially be improved
upon by clipping to a suitable maximum value as well. These clipping ranges could
be automatically determined from histograms of the pixel magnitudes based on the
statistics of speckle. Alternative representations that do not use a logarithmic scale
can also be considered for maximising the robustness of the resulting features. A
large dataset with a variety of images where feature matching performance can be
objectively measured is needed to evaluate one conversion method over another.
Appendix A
Least squares with both scene depths known
For the imaging geometry specified in Section 5.1, consider the hypothetical scenario
where the depths H and H ′ of both scenes (and thus tz) are known exactly. Given
a set of N image correspondences rk↔r′k, k∈ 1..N , any pair of matched coordinates
(5.5) and (5.6) are theoretically related by (5.8), where the values xk, yk, x
′
k (usually
unknown when H is unknown), and y′k are known. The track registration problem can
be solved by choosing two system equations based on (5.10):
x = x′ cosα+ y′ sinα+ tx, (A.1a)
y = −x′ sinα+ y′ cosα+ ty. (A.1b)
Note that two equations could alternatively have been taken from (5.11). To solve for
α, tx and ty the equations are linearised using Taylor polynomials for sinα and cosα.
The 3rd order Maclaurin polynomials are excellent approximations within the region
−45◦<α< 45◦, and the higher order terms instead use an initial estimate of the angle,
α̂:
sinα ≈ α− α̂
3
6
cosα ≈ 1− α̂
2
2
(A.1a) and (A.1b) are thus linearised respectively to:
x− x′ cos α̂+ y′ α̂
3
6
= y′α+ tx (A.2a)
y − y′ cos α̂− x′ α̂
3
6
= −x′α+ ty (A.2b)
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These equations now transfer to a linear regression problem. In the case of n> 2
correspondences, the following system is overdetermined:




xn − x′n cos α̂+ y′n α̂
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where ε is the regression error term.
If the error is homoscedastic and normally distributed, ordinary least squares gives
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). When the rotation is small, the dependent
variables are close to the along-track and across-track offsets, so that the errors be-
ing minimised are roughly the along-track and across-track errors. In practice, the
localisation errors of correspondences are not Gaussian distributed.
Note that ideally the slant-range error would be used instead of the across-track er-
ror, in which case the residual sum of squares closely resembles the symmetric transfer
error as an approximation. However, linearisation of the slant range requires linearisa-
tion of a square root; for the sake of simplicity it is not demonstrated here.
The linearisation process does not incur any cost in accuracy (other than the neg-
ligible error of approximating sin and cos) since the regression is performed repeatedly,
each time updating the estimate α̂ until convergence. This method gives excellent esti-
mates, with the registration error typically being less than 0.01 pixels. Unfortunately,
in practice only one scene depth estimate is likely to be usable. Even if both depths
are known, any inaccuracy in their difference even on the order of 1 cm can greatly
degrade the estimation accuracy. One idea to compensate for this is to discard the
part of the image with small slant range (e.g. less than 10 m), where the accuracy of
depth estimation has the most impact.
Appendix B
Confidence intervals for estimated parameters from
feature matches
The question can be asked: Can a confidence interval be constructed for an overall
estimate of a track registration based on a set of feature matches? Firstly, it is appro-
priate to consider an easier question: Can a confidence interval be constructed for a
single parameter such as the along-track offset between two images, estimated from a
set of feature matches?
As an example, consider a pair of non-identical SAS images of the same scene such
as that of Section 5.5, where there is a fixed along-track offset of zero between the
two images. The null hypothesis is that this simulated along-track offset of zero does
not imply that the along-track pixel offset for feature matches has a mean tending to
zero as the number of matches increases. The alternative hypothesis states that a true
along-track offset of zero implies an expected value of zero for the mean along-track
offset.
A fundamental problem in statistics is to use a sampling distribution to make
inferences concerning the underlying population. It is assumed that the values in the
sample are statistically independent, where the sample mean is an unbiased estimator of
the population mean. The standard error of the mean (SEM) is the standard deviation







y denotes the sample population of along-track offsets,
sy is the sample standard deviation, and
n is the size of the sample.
When the distribution of the population is known, the SEM can be used to calculate
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a confidence interval for the sample mean. For small sample sizes it is not sufficient to
estimate the standard error using the sample standard deviation; a correction must be
applied to ensure the confidence interval is large enough. For example, a common rule
is to construct a confidence interval using the Student’s t-distribution when the sample
size is less than 30.
Performing feature matching using SIFT and applying the ratio test with a thresh-
old of 0.75 on the pair of images from Section 5.5, a distribution of the along-track offset
was calculated from the along-track pixel offsets between matched feature locations.
For an unknown distribution, unknown population variance, and a large sample size,
the confidence interval is calculated using a z-score, where the sample mean is treated
as a realisation of a normal distribution; the central limit theorem (CLT) applies.






This gives a 95 % confidence interval for the mean along-track offset: (−0.0110,−0.0006).
The true offset of zero lies outside this confidence interval. There were no outliers in
the samples.
If the samples are somehow positively correlated, the sample standard deviation
forms an underestimate, resulting in a confidence interval that is too narrow. To
improve the independence of samples, the set of feature matches was filtered in such a
way that no remaining matches had feature locations within 7 pixels of other matched





yielding a 95 % confidence interval of (−0.0150,−0.0020). The value zero lies outside
this confidence interval.
In these two cases, the 95 % confidence interval excluded the true value of the
along-track offset. It appears that the necessary conditions or assumptions for this
statistical procedure to give meaningful results were not satisfied. There are many
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possible explanations for this result.
The primary argument for the null hypothesis is that the images are not random,
therefore correspondences corrupted by speckle noise are not random, and thus the CLT
does not apply. Firstly, the underlying scene in the simulated dataset is predefined.
The image obtained depends on the sonar track, including the deterministic speckle
pattern observed. Although speckle is random-like, the speckle pattern is correlated
across images with similar viewpoints. Furthermore, the effect of speckle interference
on feature detection is not independent of the features in the underlying scene. The
robustness of a given feature is partially related to its size, magnitude, and orientation.
For example, SIFT keypoints with larger scale tend to be more repeatable [Schwind
et al. 2010]. Clearly, along-track pixel offsets are not identically distributed even when
the values are independent. This invalidates the estimation of the standard deviation,
since there is no underlying random variable.
Although the mean pixel offset may be considered as the sum of many independent
random variables, the classical CLT requires the variables to be identically distributed.
The Lyapunov CLT does not require the sum to be of identically distributed variables,
but the speed of convergence to the asymptotic normal distribution is slow in general.
A bound can be quantified using Stein’s method only if the distributions are known.
A confidence interval cannot be constructed, since the variances of the pixel offsets (if
they exist) are unknown.
Lastly, the statistical test above is in favour of the null hypothesis; there is no
evidence to suggest that the mean along-track pixel offset of feature matches has an
expected value of zero. On the contrary, the mean pixel offset may be dependent on
the scene, whether or not the observed speckle noise can be considered to be governed
by a random field.
In summary, it may be concluded that either the required assumptions for com-
puting a confidence interval are not met, and/or the mean along-track offset estimated
from feature matches is not expected to converge to the true along-track offset due to
the deterministic nature of the imaging. It may be argued that the mean of means can
be expected to tend to the true along-track offset over multiple independent speckle
realisations, but this does not reflect the reality of real scenes either. Even if construc-
tion of a confidence interval is not possible, a mean offset may still nominally be the
best estimate for the true offset.
Can a confidence interval be constructed for an overall estimate of regis-
tration? Returning to this question, it has been argued statistically and heuristically
that it is infeasible to construct a confidence interval for a single parameter. By exten-
sion, it is also infeasible to construct an interval for a set of parameters, which is formed
as a more complicated combination of data points from feature matches. The feature
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localisation errors do not follow a true statistic, and even if their uncertainty could be
modelled, it is still impractical to construct an unbiased estimator at the desired level
of accuracy for a confidence interval based on the standard error.
Estimation of track registration parameters is somewhat analogous to the homog-
raphy estimation problem in computer vision. If there is a suitable model for feature
localisation errors (a Gaussian distribution is typically assumed for simplicity), exclud-
ing outliers, the best estimate can be specified as the maximum likelihood estimate
of the homography. Maximum likelihood estimation cannot be used to construct a
confidence interval. The statistical estimation of confidence intervals for multiple pa-
rameters is called bootstrapping [Davison and Hinkley 1997]. Usually, the underlying
distribution of measurement errors is unknown, hence the use of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. Statistical bootstrapping is not considered in homography estimation for
multiple reasons: the use of the overspecified 3×3 homography matrix prohibits the
use of confidence intervals; the problem of finding the best estimate does not coincide
with computing a confidence or uncertainty estimation, and there is rarely a practical
need for such statistics. Although bootstrapping differs from the statistical approach
to confidence intervals attempted above, it does not offer quantifiable guarantees for fi-
nite samples [Efron and Tibshirani 1994], and this particular track estimation problem
and dataset may still violate the underlying assumptions required for bootstrapping
methods to give satisfactory results.
Appendix C
Feature repeatability for a beach scene
The model for feature repeatability described in Section 7.5 was found to provide a
reasonable fit for several images of ripple scenes. As a texturally distinct example of
another natural scene, feature repeatability trends for a beach scene are given here.
Figure C.1 shows the greyscale optical image at different stages of processing. In the
original image, the densities of unique feature locations were 173 for SIFT and 95 for
SURF, and the feature densities after contrast adjustment were 183 and 96 respectively.
A noticeable difference between this beach scene and the ripple scene in Figure 7.3 is the
greater number of SIFT features and lower number of SURF features. While the exact
performances of SIFT and SURF are different for this scene, the general observations
of the relative performance of each detector made in Section 7.6 still apply.
(a) Original optical image (b) After contrast adjustment
(30 dB log scale)
(c) After speckle modulation
(30 dB log scale)
Figure C.1: The 200 px×200 px image of a beach scene.
Feature repeatability trends and their fitted models are plotted for four scenarios
in Figure C.2: using SIFT or SURF, with or without Lowe’s ratio test. The model
parameters and the expected number of feature matches per 100 px×100 px are listed
in Table C.1.
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Figure C.2: Feature repeatability trends and their fitted models using SIFT and SURF
for a beach scene, with and without performing the ratio test. The trends were esti-
mated from 100 runs.
Table C.1: The parameter values for the four fitted models in Figure C.2 and the
density of unique features.
method m A feature density
SIFT, r=1.0 1.36 1.05
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SIFT, r=0.5 1.59 1.26
SURF, r=1.0 1.40 0.84
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SURF, r=0.5 1.49 1.32
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